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George III , George William Frederick, born June 4, 1738  and 
died January  29, 1820   was the King of Great Britain, Ireland

and a colonial  Empire  spanning five continents. 
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GEORGE III was born in 1738, son of Frederick, Prince of Wales and Augusta. He married Charlotte of Mecklinburg-Strelitz in 1761 and produced fifteen children.  George was diagnosed with porphyria, a mental disease which disrupted his reign as early as 1765.   George III succeeded his grandfather, George II, in 1760; his father Frederick, Prince of Wales, had died in 1751 having never ruled.  George's plan of taxing the American colonies to pay for military protection for Britain led to the Revolutionary War in 1775. The colonists proclaimed independence in 1776, but George continued the war until the American victory at Yorktown in 1781. The Peace of Versailles, signed in 1783, ensured British acknowledgment of the United States of America. George’s political power decreased when William Pitt the Younger became Prime Minister in 1783. George reclaimed some of his power, driving Pitt from office from 1801-04, but his condition worsened again and he ceased to rule in 1811.  Personal rule was given to his son George, the Prince Regent. George III died blind, deaf and mentally ill at Windsor Castle in 1820.Displayed is an autograph letter signed framed dated September 2, 1786 to an unnamed friend.  Letter discusses the design of the Theological Pivre Medal, the health of Elizabeth (his daughter), and his friend’s horseback riding:  My Good Lord, Yesterday I received from Burch his design for the Reverse of the Theological Pivre Medal, think, I now communicate to you this only Alterations I have proposed is that the Anfs shall not appear so well finished but of ruder workmanship and the name of the University as well as the year placed at bottom as on the other Medal. We have had some alarm from a spasmatick attack on the breast of Elizabeth which occasioned some inflammation but by the skill of Sir George Baker She is now just fully recovered and in a few days will resume riding on horseback which has certainly this Summer agreed with her. I am sure to find by a letter Mr. Delany has had from Mr. Montagu that you are preparing to do the same as I am certain it will contribute to Your Health, which I flatter myself is improved by your proposing to attempt it this Season.  Believe me even   My Good Lord, Your Most Affectionately, George R Windsor Sept 2, 1786
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Peyton Randolph�First President of the Continental Congress�United Colonies of America�September 5, 1774 to October 22, 1774 �and May 20 to May 24, 1775Peyton Randolph was born in Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1721 and died in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 22 October 1775. After graduation from the College of William & Mary he was admitted into the Inns of Court in London, England at Middle Temple to study law. Upon graduation Randolph returned to Virginia and practiced law.Peyton Randolph presided over the Virginia convention of August 1, 1774 and was the first of seven deputies appointed by it to the proposed congress at Philadelphia. The other delegates were Richard Bland, Benjamin Harrison, Patrick Henry, Richard Henry Lee, Edmund Pendleton, and George Washington. The convention also approved a ban of all exports to Great Britain. On August 10th, 1774 Randolph urged the citizens of Williamsburg to assemble at their courthouse, where the proceedings of the State convention were ratified. Instructions were drawn-up for the delegates that focused on the unconstitutionality of British statutes that sought to bind the American colonies to English taxes and duties. For presiding over this meeting Randolph's name was placed on the roll of those to be attained by parliament, but the bill was never passed.   Thomas Jefferson writes of this period on Peyton Randolph:On an establishment of a committee by our legislature  to correspond with the other colonies he was named their Chairman, and their first proposition to the other colonies was to appoint similar committees, who might consider the expediency of calling a general Congress of deputies in order to procure a harmony of proceedure among the whole this produced the call to the first Congress to which he was chosen a delegate by the House of burgess and of which he was appointed by that Congress its President.Peyton Randolph traveled to Pennsylvania with the Virginia delegation in late August of 1774.  Congress convened the on September 5, 1774 in Carpenter’s Hall. South Carolina delegate Thomas Lynch nominated Peyton Randolph to be chairman. Peyton was elected by unanimous vote. Connecticut Delegate Silas Deane wrote of Peyton to Mrs. Deane: " ... President, seems designed by Nature, for the Business; of an affable, open, & majestic deportment, large in size, though not out of Proportion, he commands respect, & Esteem, by his very aspect, independent of the high Character he sustains  ... " He was but fifty-three years of age in 1774, but was described by a fellow-member as "a venerable man," to which is added "an honest man; has knowledge, temper, experience, judgment, above all, integrity--a true Roman spirit." His noble presence, gracious manners, and imperturbable self-possession won the confidence of all. He was constantly relied on for his parliamentary experience and judicial wisdom.  Randolph’s election to the Presidency spiraled his reputation into both national and international prominence.  He received many letters of admiration and congratulations but there were also letters of disgust and indignation.  In a rather caustic letter an anonymous Tory sympathizer writes Randolph:Your name, till late, known comparatively to but few out of your own Province, now holds rank with other Chieftains in the American Cause, and is of course, in the moth of every man, woman, and child, throughout the extended Continent of English America.President Peyton Randolph, like many of the founders, was a deeply religious man. Strong religious conviction was the rule and not the exception in the Continental and United States in Congress Assembled governments. At this initial meeting, the practice that still remains an integral part of the Supreme Court, U.S. Senate and House of Representatives today began when the Continental Congress invited the Reverend Jacob Duché rector of Christ Church, to open their sessions with prayer. Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775; Silas Deane to Elizabeth Deane 1774Meade, William; Old Churches, Ministers and Families of Virginia, Published 1891, J.B. Lippincott & company - page 221 Minister Atkins Account of Randolph.Force, Peter; AMERICAN ARCHIVES, 4th Series, Section I, 919.  See 939-945 for the Entire Letter  Leicester, Paul Editor, The Works of Thomas Jefferson General Correspondence, Jefferson's Biographical Sketch on Peyton Randolph, July 26, 1816





 "Plan of Union" urged the creation of Colonial
parliament that would act in concert with the
existing British body. On matters relating to
America, each was to have veto power over the
other's actions:

 “A Plan of a proposed Union between Great Britain
and the Colonies That a British and American
legislature, for regulating the administration of the
general affairs of America, be proposed and
established in America, including all the said
colonies; within, and under which government, each
colony shall retain its present constitution, and
powers of regulating and governing its own internal
police, in all cases what[so]ever. That the said
government be administered by a President General,
to be appointed by the King, and a grand Council, to
be chosen by the Representatives of the people of the
several colonies, in their respective assemblies, once
in every three years. That the several assemblies shall
choose members for the grand council in the
following proportions ...“

 The Plan of Union was “referred to further
consideration” six colonies to five thereby
defeated.



Originally just called Congress, the word Continental was
added to the name on October 20, 1774 in the Articles of
Association primarily to distinguish this Congress from the
many Congresses being held throughout the Colonies.

“We, his majesty's most loyal subjects, the delegates of the
several colonies of New-Hampshire, Massachusetts-Bay, Rhode-
Island, Connecticut, New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, the
three lower counties of Newcastle, Kent and Sussex on Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina, and South-Carolina,
deputed to represent them in a continental Congress, held in the
city of Philadelphia, on the 5th day of September, 1774”

The Articles of Association were an alliance between the
Colonies, later States, and not a Constitution. The Continental
Congress would convene under this agreement passing laws,
enacting treaties and conducting a war for seven years.





Continental Congress Asserts Colonial Loyalty to the King
October 25, 1774– Library of Congress  Manuscript Division
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Continental Congress Asserts Colonial Loyalty to the KingOn October 25, 1774, the First Continental Congress adopted a respectful petition written by Delegate John Dickinson to  King George III. The Address to the King asserted that had it not been for Parliamentary oppression, Americans would be "recommending ourselves by every testimony of devotion to your Majesty and of veneration to the state from which we derive our origin." It is signed by Henry Middleton as President of First Continental Congress. 



Substance of the Address of the American Delegates, in general 
Congress assembled, to the inhabitants of the province of Quebec

signed Henry Middleton, President. 
Stan Klos Collection -- www.forgottenfounders.org
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The Continental Congress overwhelmingly sought to enlist the support of the Quebec Colony in their negotiations with the Crown.   It had been only 12 years since the Quebec Provenance was lost by the French to England in 1763.   Despite this, the former French citizens of Quebec were not given   five important rights of British constitutional law:  Representative Government  Trial by jury. Liberty of the person, Holding lands by the tenure and Freedom of the press. The Address was translated and submitted as Lettre aux habitans de la Province de Quebec, ci-devant le Canada, de la part du Congrès général de l'Amérique Septentrionale, tenu à Philadelphie.  Qubec Quebec would send no delegates to Continental Congress or the United States, in Congress Assembled despite continued letters, resolutions and even a Constitution Article beckoning them to join the “Perpetual Union” In Article XI of the Constitution of 1777Journals of the Continental Congress, LETTRE ADRESSÉE AUX HABITANS DE LA PROVINCE DE QUEBEC, October 26, 1774
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The 2nd Continental Congress opened on May 10, 1775 with Peyton Randolph serving as President. As in 1774 Randolph was called to Virginia for a Burgesses session and forced to abandon his presiding chair.  Henry Middleton declined to serve as President a second time due to ill health. Samuel Adams and his cousin John Adams champion the cause of their wealthy benefactor John Hancock who was elected President on May 25th, 1775.  It is reported by several 19th and 20th Century Hancock Biographers that Benjamin Harrison, of Virginia, with Southern warmth and fervency, threw his arms around John Hancock and placed him in the vacant Presidential chair, exclaiming, We will show Mother Britain how little we care for her by making a Massachusetts man our President, whom she has excluded from pardon and offered a reward for his head “Peyton Randolph returned to Williamsburg as hero to his fellow Virginians. The Commander of the British forces in America, General Thomas Gage, had issued warrants for the execution of Peyton Randolph and key Congressional leaders. Williamsburg had sent a detachment to protect the President and upon his return offered him an armed guard in a proclamation that concluded: "May heaven grant you long to live The Father Of Your Country, and the friend to freedom and humanity!"  Pressey, Park, A Vocational Reader: Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1916,  page 106







Continental Four Dollar Note dated November 29th, 1775
Stan Klos Collection -- www.forgottenfounders.org
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On May 8th-10th, 1775,   in secret session s members of the Continental Congress of the United Colonies of America met and agreed to, the measure was agreed upon, but the resolution was not formally adopted until June 22,1775: "Resolved, That a sum not exceeding two millions of Spanish milled dollars be emitted by the Congress in bills of Credit, for the defence of America." The new United Colonies Dollar was tied to the Spanish milled dollar.  On June 23, 1775 Congress passed: Resolved, That the Number and denomination of the bills to be emitted be as follows, viz: 49,000 bills of 8 dollars each ... 392,000 �49,000 bills of 7 dollars each ... 343,000 �49,000 bills of 6 dollars each ... 294,000 �49,000 bills of 5 dollars each ... 245,000 �49,000 bills of 4 dollars each ... 196,000 �49,000 bills of 3 dollars each ... 147,000 �49,000 bills of 2 dollars each ... 98,000 �49,000 bills of 1 dollars each ... 49,000 �11,800 bills of 20 dollars each ... 236,000 403,800  total bills                   2,000,000 Resolved, That the form of the bills be as follows, viz:CONTINENTAL CURRENCY   ____________   No.Dollar.  _________________  This bill entitles the bearer to receive Spanish Milled dollars,or the value thereof in gold or silver, according to the resolutions of the Congress, held at Philadelphia, on the 10th day of May, A. D. 1775.Resolved, That Mr. J[ohn] Adams, Mr. J[ohn] Rutledge, Mr. [James] Duane, Doctor [Benjamin] Franklin, and Mr. [James] Wilson, be a committee to get proper plates engraved, to provide paper, and to agree with printers to print the above bills. The Continental Dollar thus was tied to the Spanish milled Dollar or more commonly known as a piece of eight.   It is a silver coin, worth eight reales, that was minted after a Spain’s currency reform of 1497. In 1775 Spanish milled dollars typically weighed 0.821791 troy ounce (25.560 grams) about .93055 fine silver.  At the time of the printing the total money supply in the United Colonies was estimated to be 12,000,000.  Before the close of 1775 Congress issued $6,000,000 of paper money and urged the colonies to redeem their respective quotas of the bills by imposing taxes.  The States refused.  Journals of the Continental Congress, June 22, 1775Journals of the Continental Congress, June 23, 1775Webster, Pelatiah Political Essays on the Nature and Operation of Money, Public Finances, and Other Subjects: Pub. During the American War, and Continued Up to the Present Year, 1791,  Published by Printed and sold by J. Crukshank, 1791, page 142



Petition to the King; Saturday July 8, 1775
Library of Congress – Manuscript Division
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Could War be averted in June 1775 after the  Battles of Lexington and Concord?  It was still the earnest wish of the conservative Delegates to the Continental Congress and the Adams-Lee Coalition, who direly professed independence, choose to remain silent the summer of 1775.  The Delegates agreed to send a second petition directly to the King, written first by Thomas Jefferson.  John Dickinson thought Jefferson's pen to radical and re-wrote the petition  disavowing Independence and seeking only to negotiate trade and tax regulations with Great Britain.  Adams and his followers would, in the end, agree to the petition, signed it and on July 8, 1775 it was sent to the King.  Historians call this final colonial Crown supplication, “The Olive Branch Petition.“When the July 8, 1775 “Olive Branch Petition” arrived in England it was rushed to the King along with a scathing John Adams letter to a friend expressing his discontent with the Olive Branch Petition intercepted by colonial British officials.  The Crown deemed the Petition insincere due to the Adams’ letter. This rejection of the Olive Branch Petition by the King was exceedingly important to the cause of Independence.  The conservatives had no choice but to unite with the Adams-Lee Coalition in a colonial plan for Independence as the petition failed.



Declaration of the Causes and Necessities of Taking Up Arms
July 6, 1775 resolution– Library of Congress  Special Collections
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The Hancock presidency was most eventual starting with a July 6, 1775 resolution, "Declaration of the Causes and Necessities of Taking Up Arms," that rejected independence but asserted that Americans were ready to die rather than be enslaved. In this resolution Congress openly invoked their Christian God stating: “Our cause is just. Our union is perfect. Our internal resources are great, and, if necessary, foreign assistance is undoubtedly attainable. -- We gratefully acknowledge, as signal instances of the Divine favour towards us, that his Providence would not permit us to be called into this severe controversy, until we were grown up to our present strength, had been previously exercised in warlike operation, and possessed of the means of defending ourselves. With hearts fortified with these animating reflections, we most solemnly, before God and the world, declare, that, exerting the utmost energy of those powers, which our beneficent Creator hath graciously bestowed upon us, the arms we have been compelled by our enemies to assume, we will, in defiance of every hazard, with unabating firmness and perseverence, employ for the preservation of our liberties; being with one mind resolved to die freemen rather than to live slaves.” Journals of the Continental Congress, Declaration of the Causes and Necessities of Taking Up Arms, July 6, 1775



 In mid-June 1775 debate opened in Congress on
the appointment of a commander-in-chief of
Continental forces. John Hancock made it
known to all the delegates that he wanted the
high office and as President he expected to be
nominated. Hancock was surprised when
fellow Massachusetts Delegate, John Adams,
moved to appoint George Washington who was
approved unanimously.

George Washington’s Commission as Commander-In-Chief 
Signed By President John Hancock

– Library of Congress  Special Collections
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On June 17th, 1775 the Continental Congress passed the following resolution appointing George Washington as Commander-In-Chief:Resolved unanimously upon the question, Whereas, the delegates of all the colonies, from Nova-Scotia to Georgia, in Congress assembled, have unanimously chosen George Washington, Esq. to be General and commander in chief, of such forces as are, or shall be, raised for the maintenance and preservation of American liberty; this Congress doth now declare, that they will maintain and assist him, and adhere to him, the said George Washington, Esqr., with their lives and fortunes in the same cause.John Adams wrote his wife this concerning the appointment:I can now inform you that the Congress have made Choice of the modest and virtuous, the amiable, generous and brave George Washington Esqr., to be the General of the American Army, and that he is to repair as soon as possible to the Camp before Boston.Journals of Congress, Resolution for Commander-in-Chief, June 17th, 1775Adams, John to Abigail Adams, June 17, 1775, Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 August 1774 - August 1775, Library of Congress
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Presidents of the Continental Congress of the United States  John Hancock		July 2, 1776		October 29, 1777Henry Laurens		November 1, 1777	December 9, 1778John Jay		December 10, 1778	September 28, 1779Samuel Huntington	September 29, 1779	March 1, 1781



Richard Henry Lee's July 2, 1776 Independence Resolution
Courtesy of the National Archives
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The Continental Congress moved cautiously but methodically toward independence as the war escalated. They waited until late spring of 1776 to move forward on declaring Independence.  On June 7th, 1776 Richard Henry Lee placed a resolution before the Continental Congress seeking independence for the United Colonies. On Saturday, June 8th, Lee's resolution was referred to a committee of the whole (the entire Continental Congress), and they spent most of that day as well as Monday, June 10th debating independence. The chief opposition for independence came mostly from Pennsylvania, New York and South Carolina. As Thomas Jefferson said, they "were not yet matured for falling from the parent stem." Since Congress could not agree more time was needed "to give an opportunity to the delegates from those colonies which had not yet given authority to adopt this decisive measure, to consult their constituents .. and in the meanwhile, that no time be lost, that a committee be appointed to prepare a declaration".Accordingly on June 11th Committee of Five was chosen with Thomas Jefferson of Virginia picked unanimously as its first member. Congress also chose John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Robert R. Livingston, and Roger Sherman. The committee assigned Thomas Jefferson the task of producing a draft Declaration for its consideration. Congress was called to order on July 1st at 9am and serious debate consumed most of that hot and humid Monday. Late in the day it was apparent that the delegates from Pennsylvania and South Carolina were not ready to pass the Lee resolution for Independence. Additionally the two delegates from Delaware were split so debate was postponed until the following day. On July 2, 1776 both Robert Morris and John Dickinson deliberately abstained by not attending the session and the remaining Pennsylvania delegation voted for independence. South Carolina leader's son, Arthur Middleton, chose to ignore his absent and ailing father's Tory wishes changing the colony's position to aye. Finally the great patriot Caesar Rodney with his face riddled with cancer rode all night through the rain and a lightning storm arriving in time to break the Delaware 1 to 1 deadlock by casting the third vote for independence. Thus all 12 colonies voted on July 2nd and adopted the resolution, introduced by Richard Henry Lee and John Adams, declaring independence from Great Britain: “Resolved, That these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent states, that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the state of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved.” On July 2, 1776 the United Colonies of America officially became the United States of America. Jefferson, Thomas   Autobiography Draft dated January 6, 1821, The Thomas Jefferson Papers, Library of CongressJournals of the Continental Congress, July 2, 1776, Resolution of Independence





 “Yesterday the greatest Question was decided,
which ever was debated in America, and a greater
perhaps, never was or will be decided among Men.
A Resolution was passed without one dissenting
Colony ‘that these united Colonies, are, and of right
ought to be free and independent States, and as
such, they have, and of Right ought to have full
Power to make War, conclude Peace, establish
Commerce, and to do all the other Acts and Things,
which other States may rightfully do.’ …



 The Second Day of July 1776, will be the most
memorable Epocha, in the History of America.



 I am apt to believe that it will be celebrated, by
succeeding Generations, as the great anniversary
Festival. It ought to be commemorated, as the Day
of Deliverance by solemn Acts of Devotion to God
Almighty. It ought to be solemnized with Pomp and
Parade, with Shews, Games, Sports, Guns, Bells,
Bonfires and Illuminations from one End of this
Continent to the other from this Time forward
forever more …”



Dunlap Printing of The Declaration of Independence
Stan Klos Collection -- www.forgottenfounders.org
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Late in the afternoon on July 4th, 1776 twelve of the thirteen colonies reached an agreement to formally proclaim themselves as free and independent nations. Only New York was the lone holdout and it was due to the fact the Delegates were not granted the authority to vote yea or nay on Independence. This was a Proclamation that was long overdue as the fighting between the American colonists and the British forces had been going on for over a year. The Declaration, on July 4th, 1776, firstly memorialized what history has judged to be a just, moral and most persuasive treatise on why the colonies had the right to declare their independence from Great Britain. The July 2nd vote put the world on notice of the Colonies’ independence. It was, however, the Declaration’s proclamations that were designed to win the hearts and minds of the American Colonists who would be asked  to continue a seemingly insuperable war against King and country. Therefore, it was essential that the Delegates not rely on the newspapers to disseminate its message to the people as most colonists could not afford the cost of purchasing a paper. Consequently, in the evening of July 4, 1776 John Hancock's Congress ordered:  “That the declaration be authenticated and printed That the committee appointed to prepare the declaration superintend and correct the press. That the copies of the declaration be sent to the several assemblies, conventions and committees, or councils of safety, and to the several commanding officers of the continental troops, and that it be proclaimed in each of the United States, and at the head of the army.” In accordance with the above order Philadelphia printer John Dunlap was given the task to print broadside copies of the agreed-upon declaration to be signed in type only by Continental Congress President John Hancock and Secretary Charles Thomson. The Declaration, as affirmatively voted on July 4th, was not signed on that day by the attending delegates. The New York Delegates were required by their legislature to abstain from voting or signing any instrument of independence. John Hancock in an attempt to quickly gain the unanimous consent from all thirteen colonies sent a Dunlap broadside off to the NY Provincial Congress on Saturday July 6th. On July 9th the New York Provincial congress sitting in the Court House in White Plains adopted this resolution under the leadership of John Jay who had rushed from New York City to preside over the body: That reasons assigned by the Continental Congress for declaring The United Colonies Free and Independent States are cogent and conclusive, and that now we approve the same, and will at the risque of our lives and fortunes, join with the other colonies in supporting it. The New York Resolution was laid before the Continental Congress on July 15th so then and not before was it proper to entitle the document "The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen States of America."  Journals of the Continental Congress, Committee appointed to prepare the declaration, superintend and correct the press, July 4, 1776New York Provincial Congress, Resolution supporting the Declaration of Independence, July 9, 1776



1823 Wet Ink Transfer of the Declaration of Independence 
Stan Klos Collection -- www.forgottenfounders.org
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After the Continental Congress learned N.Y. agreed to the declaration they ordered, on July 19, 1776, that the Declaration be  "fairly engrossed on parchment, with the title and stile [sic] of 'The unanimous declaration of the thirteen United States of America,' and that the same, when engrossed, be signed by every member of Congress." Timothy Matlack, a Pennsylvanian who had assisted the Secretary of the Congress, Charles Thomson prepared the official document in a large, clear hand. Matlack was also the "scribe" who wrote out George Washington's commission as commanding general of the Continental Army which was also signed by President John Hancock. Finally on August 2, 1776 the journal of the Continental Congress record reports: "The declaration of independence being engrossed and compared at the table was signed." which contradicts the popular belief that the Declaration was executed by all the delegates in attendance on July 4, 1776.  According to the -- National Archives and Records Administration: "John Hancock, the President of the Congress, was the first to sign the sheet of parchment measuring 24¼ by 29¾ inches. He used a bold signature centered below the text. In accordance with prevailing custom, the other delegates began to sign at the right below the text, their signatures arranged according to the geographic location of the states they represented. New Hampshire, the northernmost state, began the list, and Georgia, the southernmost, ended it. Eventually 56 delegates signed, although all were not present on August 2. Among the later signers were Elbridge Gerry, Oliver Wolcott, Lewis Morris, Thomas McKean, and Matthew Thornton, who found that he had no room to sign with the other New Hampshire delegates. A few delegates who voted for adoption of the Declaration on July 4 were never to sign in spite of the July 19 order of Congress that the engrossed document "be signed by every member of Congress." Non-signers included John Dickinson, who clung to the idea of reconciliation with Britain, and Robert R. Livingston, one of the Committee of Five, who thought the Declaration, was premature." 





The First Congressional Caucus was held in the City Tavern of 
Philadelphia adjourning to Carpenters Hall, to the Philadelphia
State House, and then flight to the Henry Fite House in Baltimore
With Commander-In-Chief George Washington’s Victories in New
Jersey, Congress returned to convene at the Pennsylvania State 
House  on March 12, 1777 .  Congress would Flee again from 
Philadelphia   on September 17, 1777 moving to eight  different
locations until the Confederation faded away in New York City’s 
Fraunces Tavern in 1789. Capitol Poster by Robert Browning & Stan Klos
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Eight Capitols of the United Colonies and    States of America 1774 – 1789  Philadelphia		Sept. 5, 1774 to Oct. 24, 1774	   	City Tavern  Carpenter’s Hall   Philadelphia		May 10, 1775 to Dec. 12, 1776	   	Pennsylvania State HouseBaltimore		Dec. 20, 1776 to Feb. 27, 1777		Henry Fite’s House Philadelphia		March 4, 1777 to Sep. 18, 1777		Pennsylvania State HouseLancaster		September 27, 1777			Lancaster  Court HouseYork		Sept. 30, 1777 to June 27, 1778		York-town Court HousePhiladelphia		July 2, 1778 to June 21, 1783		College Hall - PA State HousePrinceton		June 30, 1783 to Nov. 4, 1783		Prospect House - Nassau Hall Annapolis		Nov. 26, 1783 to Aug. 19, 1784		Maryland, State HouseTrenton		Nov. 1, 1784 to Dec. 24, 1784		French Arms TavernNew York City	Jan. 11, 1785 to Nov. 13, 1788		NY City HallNew York City	Nov. 1788 to March 1789			Fraunces Tavern









Solemn Thanksgiving and Praise Proclamation – Nov. 1, 1777
Stan Klos Collection – www.forgottenfounders.org
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Henry Laurens first official act as the President was to preside over and vote for a Day of Thanksgiving and "to adore the superintending providence of Almighty God". He was also a devoutly religious Christian. In his first letter to the States as President he wrote: "Dear Sir, The Arms of the United States of America having been blessed in the present Campaign with remarkable Success, Congress have Resolved to recommend that one day, Thursday the 18th December next be Set apart to be observed by all Inhabitants throughout these States for a General thanksgiving to Almighty God. And I have it in command to transmit to you the inclosed extract from the minutes of Congress for that purpose. Day of Thanksgiving Forasmuch as it is the indispensable duty of all men to adore the superintending providence of Almighty God; to acknowledge with gratitude their obligation to him for benefits received, and to implore such farther blessings as they stand in need of; and it having pleased him in his abundant mercy not only to continue to us the innumerable bounties of his common providence, but also to smile upon us in the prosecution of a just and necessary war, for the defence and establishment of our unalienable rights and liberties; particularly in that he hath been pleased in so great a measure to prosper the means used for the support of our troops and to crown our arms with most signal success: It is therefore recommended to the legislative or executive powers of these United States, to set apart Thursday, the eighteenth day of December next, for solemn thanksgiving and praise; that with one heart1 and one voice the good people may express the grateful feelings of their hearts, and consecrate themselves to the service of their divine benefactor; and that together with their sincere acknowledgments and offerings, they may join the penitent confession of their manifold sins, whereby they had forfeited every favour, and their humble and earnest supplication that it may please God, through the merits of Jesus Christ, mercifully to forgive and blot them out of remembrance; that it may please him graciously to afford his blessing on the governments of these states respectively, and prosper the public council of the whole; to inspire our commanders both by land and sea, and all under them, with that wisdom and fortitude which may render them fit instruments, under the providence of Almighty God, to secure for these United States the greatest of all human blessings, independence and peace; that it may please him to prosper the trade and manufactures of the people and the labour of the husbandman, that our land may yet yield its increase; to take schools and seminaries of education, so necessary for cultivating the principles of true liberty, virtue and piety, under his nurturing hand, and to prosper the means of religion for the promotion and enlargement of that kingdom which consisteth "in righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." Journals of the Continental Congress, Thanksgiving Proclamation, November 1, 1777



The Articles of Confederation – Perpetual Union of the
United States of America – ratified March 1, 1781 

Courtesy of the National Archives
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US Statehood Order Articles of Confederation - 1 to 13 States 	  	  State		State Passes  	Reported to 	      Delegates Sign			Ratification		Congress				1	 Virginia		16 December 1777	25 June 1778		9 July 17782	 South Carolina 	5 February 1778	25 June 1778		9 July 17783	 New York 		6 February 1778	23 June 1778		9 July 17784	 Rhode Island 	16 February 1778	23 June 1778		9 July 17785	 Georgia 		26 February 1778	25 June 1778		9 July 17786	 Connecticut 		27 February 1778		23 June 1778		9 July 17787	 New Hampshire	4 March 1778		23 June 1778		7-9-1778–8-8-17788	 Pennsylvania		5 March 1778		25 June 1778		7-9-1778 -7-9-17789	 Massachusetts 	10 March 1778		23 June 1778		9 July 177810	 North Carolina 	24 April 1778			25 June 1778		21 July 177811	 New Jersey 		20 November 1778		25-26 Nov. 1778	26 Nov 177812	 Delaware 		1 February 1779		16 February 1779	2-22-1779-5-5-177913	 Maryland 		2 February 1781		12 February 1781	1 March 1781 



Treaty of Amity and Commerce and of Alliance between 
France and the United States  Concluded February 6, 1778.: 

Ratified by the Continental Congress, May 4, 1778. .
Ratifications exchanged at Paris, July 17, 1778.

Signing of the Treaty of Amity and Commerce and of Alliance 
between France and the United States, Mills, Charles E., artist. 
Courtesy of the Library of Congress Special Collections.
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Treaty of Amity and Commerce and of Alliance between France and the United States (also called the Franco-American Alliance) concluded February 6, 1778. It was ratified by the Continental Congress, May 4, 1778.  French and U.S. Ratifications exchanged at Paris, July 17, 1778.  In 1776, the Continental Congress sent diplomats Benjamin Franklin, Silas Deane, and Arthur Lee to secure a treaty with France to oust the British from the United States. Horatio Gates' victory over the British in the Battle of Saratoga and the formation of the Perpetual Union under the Articles of Confederation was all Franklin needed to convince the French that the States were committed to their independence and worthy of a formal alliance with France.  The Treaty of Alliance created a military alliance against Great Britain and was signed in Paris by French and U.S. officials on February 6, 1778.  The treaty stipulated American Independence as a condition of peace while also requiring France and the U.S. to concur in any peace agreement.  This was a defensive alliance where France and the U.S. agreed to aid each in the event of British attack.  This Alliance lasted 22 years from 1778 to 1800.      The story of this political alliance, which is the only one the United States entered in to during the first 173 years of existence, is complex as it is far reaching. The full scope of the French contributions during the founding period are too numerous to even enumerate. Too often simplistic explanations are presented as to the motives and possible ends that resulted from the Franco-American Alliance of 1778.      Over the course of the Revolutionary War, France contributed an estimated 12,000 soldiers and 32,000 sailors to the American Independence effort culminating in the Allied defeat of Cornwallis in Yorktown, Virginia.





Journals of The Continental Congress – 1778
Establishment of the American Army
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Henry Laurens tenure as President was during one of most stormy periods in the Revolutionary War.  He seemed to align himself against John Jay, Robert Morris and Silas Deane (conservatives) but kept his distance from the Adams-Lees Faction. A major test of his “non-partisan” leadership erupted just nine days into his Presidency. The plan for the displacement of George Washington for Horatio Gates came to light on November 9th. The controversy then exploded occurring during the same period that President Henry Laurens was occupied with the Saratoga Convention, negotiating the surrender settlement of British General Burgoyne and his army.  This scheme to replace Washington stemmed from the Adams-Lees Faction, the "liberals", who wanted to keep all executive business in the hands of Congress through committees and boards. They strove for a strict system of control over the Commander-in-Chief. The other bloc is best described as the "constructive party" and its leaders included George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, Robert Morris and Robert Livingston. The Adams-Lee Faction was comprised of men who were the "Zealots" of revolution and forced altercation with Great Britain. It was the constructive faction who transformed the fitful rebellion into an organized and successful revolution. President Henry Laurens’ politics, however, was an enigma and thought by each camp to be partial to their respective faction. The Adams-Lee Faction steadily worked, after General Gates' Victory at Saratoga, to bring Congress to the opinion that the safety of the country demanded Horatio should replace George as Commander-in-Chief. The plot, however, had few active supporters in Congress and the Continental Army. Chief supporters of the Gates scheme, rounded off some impressive patriots supporting General Gates including James Lovell, Benjamin Rush, General Thomas Mifflin and their organizer General Thomas Conway, a French officer of Irish lineage. The movement to displace Washington began before the Victory at Saratoga. Even John and Samuel Adams contributed powerfully to hostility against George Washington by ridiculing his "Fabian Policy" calling for "a short and violent war" and preaching according to Henry Laurens historian D. D. Wallace " … that the worship of a man amounted to amounted to the sin of idolatry which would certainly call down the curse of Heaven" John Adams exclaimed on the repulse of the British from Delaware River Forts: "Thank God the glory is not immediately due to the Commander-in-Chief, or idolatry and adulation would have been so excessive as to endanger our liberties." As the attacks on Washington mounted the plotters made wild charges of his incompetence. It was asserted that cowardice restrained Washington from driving General Howe out of Philadelphia in 1777 even though he had two to three times more forces than the British. For example, James Lovell the delegate from Massachusetts maintained that Washington marched his army up and down with no other purpose then to wear out their clothing, shoes, and stockings. The facts on this particular case, however, were that General Howe's foraging parties had greater numbers than Washington's entire army encamped in Valley Forge.  An attack on Philadelphia would have decimated the Continental Army.  Lovell wrote again to Samuel Adams to complain about his fellow delegates coming to Washington’s defense, stating:“You could not expect more smartness in a Resolve which was meant to rap a Demi G- over the Knuckles, than what you found in the one hinted at. What a fatality attends some men in the choice of their favorites! It seems as if honest men are not to be found in the 13 United States sufficient to make aids de Camp, Secretaries and privy Councellors to one great Man, whom no Citizen shall dare even to talk about say the Gentlemen of the Blade.” The Continental Congress, to make matters more complex for Washington, bestowed upon Gates and his supporters a series of appointments and promotions. Most notably, Generals Gates and Mifflin were placed upon the Board of War and Conway was elected against Washington's protest as Inspector General of the Continental Army.  In these influential positions the scheme to replace Washington was pressed forward by a series of "interferences, shackles, vexations and slights to resign his command" according to Revolutionary War Historian Wallace.  Their incompetence of managing the Board of War, Commissary and Quartermaster departments left wagon loads of clothing and provisions standing in the woods much to the chagrin of Henry Laurens. The now historic sufferings of Washington and his troops at Valley Forge were due to these men's incompetence and burning desire to replace the Commander-in-Chief with Horatio Gates.  The Valley Forge tragedy was NOT a product of the new nation’s poverty or the refusal of its citizens to contribute to the War effort. In the end Laurens neutrality embolden the Cabal but the scheme to replace George Washington with Horatio Gates fell apart in early 1778 when the plan was made public.  One after another the delegates and generals hasten to disclaim any connection to the Conway and Gates. The reaction of the people was clear, George Washington was strongly entrenched in the minds and hearts of the common man and they wanted him to remain the Commander-in-Chief. The public's affection towards Washington did not "endanger our libertieis" as Adams predicted but rather gave them new support as the people rallied around the Commander-in Chief. The Cabal was dead; the people had spoken this lesson culminated to finally combining the office of the U.S. Presidency with the power of Commander-in-Chief in the 2nd Constitution of 1787.   Establishment of the American Army The bill of May 27, 1778 modifying the establishment of the Continental Army, was very significant. George Washington had lobbied for its passage, stating to John Bannister on April 21, 1778, “I do not pronounce absolutely, that we shall have no Army, if the establishment fails: But the Army, we may have, will be without discipline, without energy, … and destitute of those cements necessary to promise success, on the one hand, or to withstand the shocks of adversity, on the other. It is indeed hard to say how extensive the evil may be, if the measure should be rejected, or much longer delayed. I find it a very arduous task to keep the Officers in tolerable humour, and to protract such a combination in quitting the service, as might possibly undo us forever. The difference between our service and that of the Enemy, is very striking. With us, from the peculiar, unhappy situation of things, the Officer, a few instances excepted, must break in upon his private fortune for … support, without a prospect of future relief.” This important legislation established new rules and regulations, and a more satisfactory pay scale, for officers, aides-de-camp, engineers, cavalry, and the provost department. Establishment of the American Army I. Infantry  -- Resolved, That each battalion of infantry shall consist of nine companies, one of which shall be of light infantry; the light infantry to be kept complete by drafts from the battalion, and organized during the campaign into corps of light infantry.   That the battalion of infantry consist of Commissioned. ... Pay per month.  1 Colonel and captain, ... 75 dollars. �1 Lieutenant colonel and captain ... 60 �1 Major and captain, ... 50 �6 Captains, each, ... 40 �1 Captain lieutenant, ... 262/3 �8 Lieutenants, each, ... 262/3 �9 Ensigns, each, ... 20�1 Surgeon, ... 60 dollars. �1 Surgeon's mate, ... 40 �1 Sergeant major, ... 10 �1 Quarter master sergeant, ... 10 �27 Sergeants, each ... 10 �1 Drum major, ... 9 �1 Fife major, ... 9 �18 Drums and fifes, each ... 71/3 �27 Corporals, each ... 71/3 �477 Privates, each ... 62/3Each of the field officers to command a company. The lieutenant of the colonel's company, to have the rank of Captain lieutenant. II. Artillery  -- That a battalion of artillery consist of Commissioned. ... Pay per month. 1 Colonel, ... 100 dollars. �1 Lieutenant colonel, ... 75 �1 Major ... 622/3 �12 Captains, each ... 50 �12 Captain lieutenants, each ... 33 1/3 �12 First lieutenants, each ... 33 1/3 �36 Second lieutenants, each ... 33 1/3�1 Surgeon, ... 75 dollars. �1 Surgeon's mate, ... 50 �1 Sergeant major, ... 11  23/90 �1 Quarter master sergeant, ... 11 23/90 �1 Fife major, ... 10   38/90 �1 Drum major, ... 10  38/90 �72 Sergeants, each ... 10 �72 Bombardiers, each ... 9 �72 Corporals, each ... 9 �72 Gunners, each ... 82/3 �24 Drums and fifes, each ... 82/3 �336 Matrosses, each ... 81/3 III. Cavalry - That a battalion of cavalry consist of  Commissioned. ... Pay per month. 1 Colonel, ... 93¾ dollars. �1 Lieutenant colonel, ... 75 �1 Major, ... 60 �6 Captains, each ... 50 �12 Lieutenants each ... 33  1/3 �6 Cornets, each ... 26   2/3 �1 Riding master ... 33  1/3�1 Surgeon, ... 60 dollars. �1 Surgeon's mate, ... 40 �1 Saddler, ... 10 �1 Trumpet major, ... 11 �6 Farriers, each ... 10 �6 Quarter master sergeants, each ... 15 �6 Trumpeters, each ... 10 �12 Sergeants, each ... 15 �30 Corporals, ... 10 �324 Dragoons, ... 8   1/3  IV. Provost  - Resolved, That a provost be established, to consist of... Pay per month.  1 Captain of provosts, ... 50 dollars. �4 Lieutenants, each ... 33  1/3 �1 Clerk, ... 33   1/3 �1 Quarter master sergeant, ... 15 �2 Trumpeters, each ... 10 �2 Sergeants, each... 15 �5 Corporals, each ... 10 �43 Provosts or privates, each ... 8   1/3 �4 Executioners, each ... 10 This corps to be mounted on horseback, and armed and accounted as light dra Wallace, David Duncan, Life of Henry Laurens, page 265Ibid, page 265Smith, Paul H., ed. Letters of Delegates, James Lovell to Samuel Adams, January 20, 1778
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During his Presidency John Jay continued to align himself with the contingent that was against the Adams and Lees, the "constructive party". According to Sanders, "He wrote to Washington that the Marine and Commercial Committees did not and could not amount to much because they were mere tools of the 'Family Compact' who desired to keep them useless and impotent for their own purposes. And of course he was no friend of Gates and the Cabal Crowd."  Jay was is described by most Congressional Scholars as an elitist believing that the wealthy, socially connected and men of intellect should govern the country. Delegate William Carmichael's letter to Signer of the Declaration of Independence Charles Carroll of Carrollton on January 16, 1779 gives some indication of the inner workings of congress and John Jay: "I am much beholden to you for your letter of the 2nd inst. Let me assure you that all will be done-as you wish. In this august Assembly we dawdle and dally-nothing ever gets done as one could wish. I give you an example. There was a spirited discussion on how to reimburse Mo Beaumarchais petition on his behalf by M. France, decided to render payment in tobacco. It was late when Congress was ready to vote. As usual we looked to the President to give his opinion before balloting. Mr. Jay is more judicious than his predecessor in the chair, and less prolix, but I almost despaired of our getting thro' because Mr. Penn, Caro[lina], would not desist. It seems that Maryland tobacco is to be purchased which would be a pretty business." Sanders, Jennings B., Presidency of the Continental Congress 1774-89 A Study in American Institutional History, University of Chicago Press, 1930.Opt Cit, William Carmichael  to Charles Carroll of Carrollton on January 16, 1779



Day of Fasting, Humiliation & Prayer Proclamation Broadside
Courtesy of the Library of Congress Special Collections
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One of John Jay's acts as President was issuing a Proclamation call for a Day of Fasting Humiliation and Prayer: PROCLAMATIONWhereas, in just punishment of our manifold transgressions, it hath pleased the Supreme Disposer of all events to visit these United States with a destructive calamitous war, through which His divine Providence hath, hitherto, in a wonderful manner, conducted us, so that we might acknowledge that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong: and whereas, there is but too much Reason to fear that notwithstanding the chastisements received and benefits bestowed, too few have been sufficiently awakened to a sense of their guilt, or warmed our Bosoms with gratitude, or taught to amend their lives and turn from their sins, that so He might turn from His wrath. And whereas, from a consciousness of what we have merited at His hands, and an apprehension that the malevolence of our disappointed enemies, like the incredulity of Pharaoh, may be used as the scourge of Omnipotence to vindicate his slighted Majesty, there is reason to fear that he may permit much of our land to become the prey of the spoiler, and the Blood of the innocent be poured out that our borders to be ravaged, and our habitations destroyed: Resolved, That it be recommended to the several states to appoint the first Thursday in May next, to be a day of fasting, Thanksgiving humiliation and prayer to Almighty God, that he will be pleased to avert those impending calamities which we have but too well deserved: that he will grant us his grace to repent of our sins, and amend our lives, according to his holy word: that he will continue that wonderful protection which hath led us through the paths of danger and distress: that he will be a husband to the widow and a father to the fatherless children, who weep over the barbarities of a savage enemy: that he will grant us patience in suffering, and fortitude in adversity: that he will inspire us with humility and moderation, and gratitude in prosperous circumstances: that he will give wisdom to our councils, firmness to our resolutions, and victory to our arms That he will have Mercy on our Foes, and graciously forgive them, and turn their Hearts from Enmity to Love. That he will bless the labours of the husbandman, and pour forth abundance, so that we may enjoy the fruits of the earth in due season. That he will cause union, harmony, and mutual confidence to prevail throughout these states: that he will bestow on our great ally all those blessings which may enable him to be gloriously instrumental in protecting the rights of mankind, and promoting the happiness of his subjects and advancing the Peace and Liberty of Nations. That he will give to both Parties to this Alliance, Grace to perform with Honor and Fidelity their National Engagements].1  That he will bountifully continue his paternal care to the commander in chief, and the officers and soldiers of the United States: that he will grant the blessings of peace to all contending nations, freedom to those who are in bondage, and comfort to the afflicted: that he will diffuse useful knowledge, extend the influence of true religion, and give us that peace of mind, which the world cannot give: that he will be our shield in the day of battle, our comforter in the hour of death, and our kind parent and merciful judge through time and through eternity.  Done in Congress, this 20th day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine, and in the third year of our independence.					John Jay, President.  			Attest, Charles Thomson, Secretary."Journals of the Continental Congress, Day of Fasting, Humiliation, and Prayer to Almighty God,  March 20, 1779



John Jay transmits to Governor Patrick Henry  A Circular Letter 
from Congress of the United States of America,  to their constituents
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John Jay was faced, throughout his presidency, with few more serious problems then the depreciation of the United States Currency.  In January of 1776 one United States paper dollar was worth a Spanish milled dollar weighing .89 troy ounces of about .92 fine silver.   By the end of 1776 the need to issue more war dollars forced the United States government to remove the redeemable clause for Spanish milled dollars because the states refused to tax its citizens to support the ballooning federal currency. Loans and subsidies furnished by France from the Franco-American Alliance in 1778 brought considerable sums into the federal treasury but it wasn't nearly enough to fund the war effort.  The United States continued to issue more and more paper currency tied neither to gold or silver.  The United States Continental Congress attempted to hold up the dollar by issuing resolutions such as:"Resolved, therefore, That if any person shall hereafter be so lost to all virtue and regard for his country, as to "refuse to receive said bills in payment," or obstruct or discourage the currency or circulation thereof, and shall be duly convicted by the committee of the city, county, or district, or in case of appeal from their decision, by the assembly, convention, council or committee of safety of the colony where he shall reside, such person shall be deemed, published, and treated as an enemy of his country, and precluded from all trade or intercourse with the inhabitants of these colonies." This ruinous decree was continued in practice for five successive years, and appeared in all shapes and forms of laws.   By April of 1779 the trade was nearly 20 U.S. dollars being equal to one Spanish Milled Dollar.  President John Jay wrote George Washington in April 1779: "The state of our currency is really serious. Where or by what means the progress of the depreciation will be prevented is uncertain." In May 1779, the Continental Congress decided to address directly the people of the United States on the depreciation of the United States dollar with a John Jay presidential letter sent to the governors of each state.  Additionally, Congress addressed war-time profiteering of merchants, farmers, and black marketers who traded in goods at inflated prices required by the Continental Army.    The letter read:TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICAFriends and Countrymen, The present situation of public affairs demands your most serious attention, and particularly the great and increasing depreciation of your currency requires the immediate, strenuous and united efforts of all true friends to their country, for preventing an extension of the mischiefs that have already flowed from that source. America, without arms, ammunition, discipline, revenue, government or ally, almost totally stript of commerce, and at an Age of Weakness, like the young Shepherd of Israel, and in the weakness of youth, as it were, with a "staff and a sling" only, dared, "in the name of the Lord of Hosts," to engage a gigantic adversary, prepared at all points, boasting of his power strength, and of whom even mighty warriors "were greatly afraid." For defraying the expences of this uncommon war, your representatives in Congress were obliged to emit paper money; an expedient that you knew to have been before generally and successfully practised on this continent. They were very sensible of the inconveniences with which too frequent emissions would be attended, and endeavoured to avoid them. For this purpose, they established loan offices so early as in October, 1776, and have from that time to this, repeatedly and earnestly solicited you to lend them money on the faith of the United States. So little have their applications availed that allThe sums received on loan have nevertheless proved quite inadequate to the public exigencies. Our enemies prosecuting the war by sea and land with implacable fury and with some success, taxation at home and borrowing abroad, in the midst of difficulties and dangers, were alike impracticable. Hence the continued necessity of new emissions. But to this cause alone we do not impute the evil complained of before mentioned. We have too much reason to believe it has been in part owing to the artifices of men who have hastened to enrich themselves by monopolizing the necessaries of life, and to the misconduct of inferior officers employed in the public service. This Opinion is confirmed by our Observation, that the Rise if Articles in price, [extravagant for some months past] extravagantly exceeds a proportion to the Emissions within that Period, or for a considerable time immediately preceding it. The variety and importance of the business entrusted to your delegates, and their constant attendance in Congress, of course necessarily disables them from investigating or remedying disorders of this kind. Justly apprehensive of them, they, by their several resolutions of the 22d of November and 20th of December, 1777, and of the 3d and 9th of February, 1778, recommended to the legislative and executive powers of these states a due attention to these interesting affairs. How far those recommendations have been complied with, we will not undertake to determine: but we hold ourselves bound in duty to you to declare, that we are not convinced there has been as much Industry diligence used in detecting and punishing reforming abuses as there has been in committing or complaining of them. With regard to monopolizers ,of the Produce of these States, you will observe there is some distinction between them, and Dealers in foreign Commodities. These are bought to America at a great risque. The Importers, by selling their Cargoes quickly by wholesale, may be enabled expeditiously, and therefore certainly with less Expence, and perhaps with less Hazard to prosecute their outward bound voyage. However, against the unreasonable Profits of Dealers in these Articles may be applied Frugality in using them and Industry in manufacturing them.It is our opinion, that taxes judiciously laid on such Merchandizes articles as become the objects of engrossers, and those frequently collected, would operate against the pernicious tendency of such practices without discouraging Importation. On the other Hand, Monopolizers of produce buy Commodities on the Spot where they are raised, with the known and often avowed Design of selling them at an advanced price to their distrest Countrymen. Against this Mischief, as the Articles are absolutely necessary, no Remedy can be applied but wise Laws strictly executed. As to inferior officers employed in the public service, we anxiously desire to call your most vigilant attention to their conduct with respect to every species of misbehaviour, whether proceeding from ignorance, negligence, or fraud, and to the making of laws for inflicting exemplary punishments on all offenders of this kind. We are sorry to hear that some persons are so slightly informed of their own interests as to suppose that it is advantageous to them to sell the produce of their farms at enormous prices, when a little reflection might convince them that it is injurious to those interests and to the general welfare. If they expect thereby to purchase imported goods cheaper, they will be egregiously disappointed; for the merchants, who know they cannot obtain returns in gold, silver, or bills of exchange, but that their vessels, if loaded here at all, must be loaded with produce, will raise the prices of what they have to sell, in proportion to the prices of what they have to buy; and, consequently, the land holder can purchase no more foreign goods for the same quantity of his produce than he could before.1 The evil, however, does not stop at this point. The land holder, by acting on this mistaken calculation, is only labouring to accumulate an immense debt by increasing the public expences, for the payment of which his estate is engaged, and to embarrass every measure adopted for vindicating his liberty and securing his prosperity. If practicable, the collecting Taxes, or part of them in kind, or borrowing in produce from the Raisers at fixed prices for public Use, might be advantageous, and we request You to consider, how far some Mode of this kind may be accommodated to the particular Dispositions and Circumstances of your respective States. As the harvests of this year, which, by the divine goodness, promise to be plentiful, will soon be gathered, and some new measures relating to your foreign concerns, with some arrangements relating to your domestic, are now under consideration, from which beneficial effects are expected, we entertain hopes that your affairs will acquire a much greater degree of regularity and energy than they have hitherto had. But we should be highly criminal if we did not plainly tell you that those hopes are not founded wholly upon our own proceedings. These must be supported by your virtue, your wisdom and your diligence. From the advantage of those seats in the national council with which you have honoured us, we have a pleasing prospect of many blessings approaching this our native land. It is your patriotism must introduce and fix them here. In vain will it be for your delegates to form plans of economy, to strive to stop a continuation of emissions by taxation or loans, if you do not zealously co-operate with them in promoting their designs, and use your utmost industry to prevent the waste of money in the expenditure, which your respective situations in the several places where it is expended, may enable you to do. A discharge of this duty and a compliance with recommendations for raising supplying money, and a proper support of the Loan Offices might enable Congress to give speedy assurances to the public that no more emissions shall take place, after the present year, and thereby close that source of depreciation. Your governments being now regulated established, and your ability to contend with your invaders ascertained, we have, on the most mature deliberation, judged it indispensably necessary to call upon you for 45,000,000 of dollars, in addition to the 15,000,000 required by a resolution of Congress of the 2d of January last, to be paid into the continental treasury before the 1st day of January next, in the same proportion, as to the quotas of the several states, with that for the said fifteen million. It appeared proper to us to fix the first day of next January for the payment of the whole; but as it is probable that some states, if not all, will raise part of the sums by installments or otherwise before that time, we recommend, in the strongest manner, the paying as much as can be collected as soon as possible into the continental treasury. Though it is manifest that moderate taxation in times of peace will recover the credit of your currency, yet the encouragement which your enemies derive from its depreciation, and the present exigencies, demand great and speedy exertions, to counteract them; and that which we have now adopted is from peculiar Circumstances attended with to produce this Consequence [tends from a singularity of Circumstances to indemnify you] for paying large sums, by increasing the Value of what remains in your Hands, as well as to secure these Blessings for yourselves and your posterity, for which you have declared and proved that You deem no price too high. We do not doubt but the raising these sums will press heavily on some of our Constituents. Their Case we sincerely deplore. We are persuaded You will use all possible Care to make the advancement [promotion] of the general Weal interfere as little as may be with the Ease and Comfort of individuals. Perhaps it may contribute to this desirable purpose to receive sums in advance from the more wealthy, on the abatement of their future Taxes upon equitable Terms. Though when we consider that large Quantities of the Currency have past into the possession of Landholders, Tradesmen, Merchants and Labourers, who constitute the Bulk of the people, we cannot believe, the Pressure will be extensive. On the other Hand, when we feel the obligations urging us to Attempts for appreciating that Currency to your venerable Clergy, the truly helpless Widows and Orphans, your most gallant, generous, meritorious Officers and Soldiers, and supporting the public Faith, and for the Common weal, we cannot withhold our nor be disobedient to the authoritative Sensations.We are persuaded you will use all possible care to make the promotion of the general welfare interfere as little as may be with the ease and comfort of individuals: but tho' the raising these sums should press heavily on some of our constituents, yet the obligations we feel to your venerable clergy, the truly helpless widows and orphans, your most gallant, generous, meritorious officers and soldiers, the public faith and the common weal, so irresistibly urge us to attempt the appreciation of your currency, that we cannot withhold obedience to those authoritative sensations. On this subject we will only add, that as the rules of justice are most pleasing to our infinitely good and gracious Creator, and an adherence to them most likely to obtain his favour, so they will ever be found to be the best and safest maxims of human policy. To our constituents we submit the propriety and purity of our intentions, well knowing they will not forget, that we lay no burthens upon them, but those in which we participate with them; a happy sympathy, that pervades societies formed on the basis of equal liberty. Many cares, many labours, and may we not add, reproaches, are peculiar to us. These are the emoluments of our unsolicited stations; and with these we are content, if you approve our conduct. If you do not, we shall return to our private condition with no other regret, than that which will arise from our not having served you as acceptably and essentially as we wished and strove to do, though as chearfully and faithfully as we could.Think not we despair of the commonwealth, or endeavour to shrink from opposing difficulties. No. Your cause is too good, your objects too sacred to be relinquished. We tell you truths, because you are freemen who can bear to hear them and may profit by them; and when they reach your enemies, we fear not the consequences, because we are not ignorant of their resources or our own. Let your good sense decide upon the comparison. Let even their prejudiced understandings decide upon it, and you need not be apprehensive of the determination. Whatever supposed advantages from plans of rapine, projects of blood, or dreams of domination, may heretofore have amused their inflamed fancies, the conduct of one monarch, the friend and protector of the rights of mankind, has turned the scale so much against them, that their visionary schemes vanish as the unwholesome vapours of night before the healthful influences of the sun. An alliance has been formed between his most Christian majesty and these states, on the basis of the most perfect equality, for the direct end of maintaining effectually their liberty, sovereignty and independence, absolute and unlimited, as well in matters of government as of commerce. The conduct of our good and great ally towards us, in this instance and others, has so fully manifested his sincerity and kindness, as to excite, on our part, correspondent sentiments of confidence and affection. Observing the interests of his kingdom, to which duty and inclination prompted his attention, to be connected with those of America, and the combination of both clearly to coincide with the beneficent designs of the Author of Nature, who unquestionably intended men to partake of certain rights and portions of happiness, his majesty perceived the attainment of these views to be founded on the single proposition of a separation between America and Great Britain. The resentment and confusion of your enemies will point out to you the ideas you should entertain of the magnanimity and consummate wisdom of his most Christian majesty in framing this alliance on this occasion. They perceive, that selecting this grand and just idea from all those specious ones that might have confused or misled inferior judgment or virtue, and satisfied with the advantages which must result from that event alone, he has cemented the harmony between himself and these states, not only by establishing a reciprocity of benefits, but by eradicating every cause of jealousy and suspicion. They also perceive with similar emotions, that the moderation of our ally, in not desiring an acquisition of dominion on this continent, or an exclusion of other nations from a share of its commercial advantages, so useful to them, has given no alarm to those nations, but in fact has interested them in the accomplishment of his generous undertaking, to dissolve the monopoly thereof by Great Britain, which has already contributed to elevate her to her present power and haughtiness, and threatened if continued to raise both to a height insupportable to the rest of Europe.In short, their own best informed statesmen and writers confess that your cause is exceedingly popular with favoured by courts and people in that quarter of the world, while that of your adversaries is equally reprobated; and from thence draw ominous and well grounded conclusions, that the final event must prove unfortunate to the latter. Indeed, we have the best reason to believe that we shall soon form other alliances, and on principles honourable and favorable beneficial to these states.Infatuated as your enemies have been from the beginning of this contest, do you imagine they can now flatter themselves with a hope of conquering you, unless you are false to yourselves?When unprepared, undisciplined, and unsupported, you opposed their fleets and armies in full conjoined force, then, if at any time, was conquest to be apprehended. Yet what progress towards it have their violent and incessant efforts made? Judge from their own conduct. Having devoted you to bondage, and after vainly wasting their blood and treasure in the dishonorable enterprise, they deigned at length to offer terms of accommodation, with respectful addresses, to that once despised body, the Congress, whose humble supplications only for peace, liberty and safety, they had contemptuously rejected, under pretence of its being an unconstitutional assembly. Nay, more; desirous of seducing you into a deviation from the paths of rectitude, from which they had so far and so rashly wandered, they made most specious offers to tempt you into a violation of your faith given to your illustrious ally. Their arts were as unavailing as their arms. Foiled again, and stung with rage, embittered by envy, they had no alternative, but to renounce the inglorious and ruinous controversy, or to resume their former modes of prosecuting it. They chose the latter. Again the savages are stimulated to horrid massacres of women and children, and domestics to the murder of their masters. Again our brave and unfortunate unhappy brethren are doomed to miserable deaths in gaols and prison ships and again are venal princes sollicited to hire out their wretched subjects to commit Butcheries in these distant Regions. To complete the sanguinary system, all the "extremities of war" are by authority denounced against you. Piously endeavor to derive this consolation from their remorseless fury, that the "Father of Mercies" looks down with disapprobation on such audacious defiances of his holy laws; and be further comforted with recollecting, that the arms assumed by you in your righteous defensive cause, have not been sullied by any unjustifiable severities. Your enemies, despairing, however, as it seems, of the success of their united forces against our main army, have divided them, as if their design was to harass you by predatory, desultory operations. If you are assiduous in improving opportunities, Saratoga may not be the only spot on this continent to give a new denomination to the baffled troops of a nation impiously priding herself in notions of her omnipotence. Rouse yourselves, therefore, that this campaign may finish the great and good work you have so nobly carried on for several years past. What nation ever engaged in such a contest under such a complication of disadvantages, so soon surmounted many of them, and in so short a period of time had so certain a prospect of a speedy and happy conclusion of their labours. We will venture to pronounce that so remarkable an instance exists not in the annals of mankind. We well remember what you thought said at the commencement of this war. You saw the immense difference between your circumstances and those of your enemies, and you knew the quarrel must decide on no less than your lives, liberties, and estates. All these you greatly put to every hazard,generously resolving to die freemen rather than to live slaves; and justice will oblige the impartial world to confess you have uniformly acted on the same generous principle. Consider how much you have done, and how comparatively little remains to be done to crown you with success. Persevere, and you ensure peace, freedom, safety, glory, sovereignty, and felicity, to yourselves, your children, and your children's children. If neither were have judged it be a sight pleasing to them in itself to see a good Man struggling with Misfortunes, more especially if brought upon him by his own Integrity. no rare Ex[ample] among frail and frequently deceived Mortals so that they may be slightly [] in the [] the Ends; how much more delightful must it be for [these] that "are too pure, to behold Iniquity" to view [our own] People bravely breasting the Storms of Adversity raised against them by the Demons of Ambitions, Cruelty and Arrogance. Encouraged by favours already received from infinite goodness, gratefully confessing acknowledging them, humbly earnestly imploring their continuance, constantly endeavoring to draw them down on your heads by an amendment of your lives, and a conformity to the divine will, humbly confiding in the protection so often and wonderfully experienced, vigorously employ the means placed by Providence in your hands, for compleating your laudable labours. Fill up your battalions: be prepared in every part to resist repel the incursions of your enemies; place your several quotas in the continental treasury; lend money for public uses; sink the emissions of your respective states; provide effectually for expediting the conveyance of supplies from one place to another for your armies and fleets, and for your allies; prevent the monopolies of produce of the country from being monopolized: effectually superintend the behaviour of public officers; diligently promote piety, virtue, brotherly love, learning, frugality, and moderation; and may you be approved before Almighty God worthy of those blessings we devoutly wish you to enjoy. This is a great Exertion, not alone Taxation promote Union If you distrust public officers remove them and restore Credit and Influence to govt. Tax Art of Monop[olies] make tax equal. That it be manifest, that moderate Taxation in Times of peace will restore the Credit of your Currency, yet the Encouragement which your Enemies derive from its Depreciation and the present Exigences demand great and speedy and vigorous Exertions to counteract them; and that which we have adopted is attended with this plain Consequence, from a singular [state] of Circumstances, that large as the sums are when you will pay, the very payment of them tends to encrease the value of what remains in your Hands, as well as to secure those inestimable Blessings for yourselves and your posterity, for which we know You would think no Price too great. Unfortunately this and other Congressional action did not stay the devaluation of the U.S. Dollar.  By the end of 1779, Congress had issued $241,500,000 of the continental bills of credit; while the states had gradually increased their emissions to more than $200,000,000.Journals of the Continental Congress, January 11, 1776.John Jay Papers, John Jay to George Washington   April 1779Bullock, Charles Jesse, Essays on the monetary history of the United States, Published by Macmillanand Company 1900, pages 63-64
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Samuel Huntington was elected President of the Continental Congress on September 28, 1779 as a replacement to John Jay, a staunch conservative, who sought and was granted the position of Foreign Secretary of the Continental Congress. In a September 29th letter to Clinton the former President, John Jay, approved of Huntington’s election clearly indicating he did not alienate the Conservation Faction of Congress. Arthur Lee wrote to Elbridge Gerry a year later that, “Toryism is triumphant here. They have displaced every Whig but the President”. The son of a Connecticut farmer made a miraculous transformation from a country lawyer to the Continental Congress and United States Presidencies. Huntington presided over the Continental Congress during a critical period in the War for Independence. His commitment to independence and his Presidency is well-known among scholars as his unwavering leadership held our nation together during the collapse of the United States dollar and the following succession of military losses, sedition and unprecedented military defections: December 1, 1779 - Washington establishes winter quarters at Morristown, New Jersey - After another inconclusive campaign season in the North, combined with the failure of d’Estaing to arrive with his fleet at Sandy Hook, Washington’s army settles into a second season at Morristown. Record-breaking cold along with a breakdown of the army’s supply system causes numerous desertions and some attempts at mutiny. Many consider this the worst winter of the war. May 12, 1780 - The worst American defeat during the Revolution -Charleston surrenders on 12 May. The British capture in excess of 3,000 Patriots and themselves lose about 250 killed and wounded. Carelessness causes a massive explosion of 180 barrels of captured powder and somewhat mars the victory. Neither Clinton nor the American commander, General Benjamin Lincoln, displays any inspiring leadership. When Clinton learns of an impending French expedition, he determines that he should be in New York, and General Charles Cornwallis assumes command of British forces in the South. May 1780 - Former Continental Congress President Henry Middleton pledges his allegiance to the crown after the Fall of Charleston. May 29, 1780 - Waxhaws, South Carolina -After the surrender of Charleston on May 12, the 3rd Virginia, commanded by Colonel Abraham Buford, is virtually the only organized Patriot formation in the colony. British Colonel Banastre Tarleton is given the mission to destroy any colonial resistance. A cavalry charge breaks the Continental line, and Ensign Cruitt is cut down as he raises the white flag of surrender. This brings about the term “Tarleton’s Quarter,” which in the eyes of the Patriots is no quarter at all. The Continentals lose 113 killed and 203 captured, the great majority of these prisoners being wounded. British losses total 19 men and 31 horses killed or wounded. The defeat becomes a propaganda victory for the Continentals as they exploit the “massacre” that ensued. August 16, 1780 - This battle is a major defeat for the Continental army. General Horatio Gates seriously overestimates the number of soldiers he has available for combat and it is too late to withdraw when he realizes his mistake. Baron Johann De Kalb receives numerous wounds and succumbs a few days later. Over 900 Americans die and another 1,000 are captured. Additionally, 22 wagonloads of equipment, along with 2,000 muskets and a large amount of ammunition, fall into British hands. The British, led by Lord Cornwallis, lose 68 killed and another 245 wounded in this lopsided victory. September 23, 1780 - Major John André captured - Three American militiamen capture Major André, who is dressed in civilian clothing and carrying information that the American General Benedict Arnold intends to become a traitor and surrender the vital installation of West Point on the Hudson River. Arnold learns of André’s capture two days later and flees to the safety of the British warship Vulture in the Hudson. André is hanged at Tappan, New York, on 2 October despite his plea to be executed by a firing squad. He faces execution with courage that is greatly admired by the Continental forces. January 1, 1781 - Mutiny of the Pennsylvania Line - Winter inactivity combined with grievances concerning enlistment terms, pay, and food, among other things, culminates in mutiny in the Continental camp located near Princeton, New Jersey. Little is known about how the mutiny is organized. The two leaders are a William Bozar and John Williams. Only two individuals are recorded as having died in the mutiny. The mutineers intend to confront the Continental Congress in Philadelphia. General “Mad” Anthony Wayne manages to defuse the situation on which the British hope to capitalize. However, almost half the soldiers involved in the mutiny leave the army. January 14, 1781 - Benedict Arnold burns Richmond. January 20, 1781 - Mutiny of the New Jersey Line - While in winter quarters at Pompton, New Jersey, these soldiers have the same basic complaints as their compatriots of the Pennsylvania Line. Washington sends a 600-man force commanded by Robert Howe to suppress the mutiny and enforce unconditional surrender. Howe surrounds the Pompton encampment at dawn on the 27th. Sergeant David Gilmore and John Tuttle are tried and immediately executed on the spot by other prominent mutineers serving as an example to the other soldiers. Despite this dismal military performance, President Huntington, through painstaking diplomacy, encouragement and a firm commitment to independence, worked judiciously on persuading the States, through their Delegates, to meet their necessary quotas of men, dollars and provisions to conduct the war. The resources he sought slowly began to trickle in enabling Washington and his generals to continue waging a war that many Americans believed to be lost. Journals of the Continental Congress, September 28, 1779Burnett, Edmund Cody,  Letters of Members of the Continental Congress, Published 1931, The Carnegie Institution of Washington, Page 122U. S. Department of the Interior,  American Revolution Date in History: 1780, National Park Service: 2008, http://www.nps.gov/revwar/revolution_day_by_day/1779_main.htmlIbid, http://www.nps.gov/revwar/revolution_day_by_day/1780_main.htmlBorick, Carl P - A Gallant Defense: The Siege of Charleston, 1780, Published 2003 University of South Carolina Press, Charleston, South Carolina, page 232Opt CitIbidIbidIbidNew Jersey Gazette, " Richmond , January 13 - A Narrative of the late incursion made by the enemy to this place" Wednesday, January 31, 1781, Original Manuscript, Goldman CollectionOpt Cit, http://www.nps.gov/revwar/revolution_day_by_day/1781_main.html
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By the winter of 1779 two years had elapsed since Burgoyne's surrender at Saratoga and the subsequent treaties with France were in jeopardy. The fortunes of the Americans, instead of improving, had grown worse to the point of desperation. France’s aid was waning due to States' failure to act under one constitution. American money wasn’t worth a “Continental” and credit abroad hung on the dwindling fortunes and talents of patriots like Robert Morris and Haym Salomon. The Articles of Confederation passed in 1778 had yet to form the “Perpetual Union” of the United States of America due to the failure of all thirteen states to ratify the binding constitution.   The army, clothed in rags, half-starved and not paid, was ripe for mutiny; desertions to the British lines averaged more than 100 a month up north. The British launched a southern spring campaign and successfully captured the key southern ports.  On October 25, 1779 Sir Henry Clinton left New York in command of Hessian General Wilhelm von Knyphausen. He sailed with 8,500 troops to join Marc Prevost at Savannah which had been captured in 1778. General Charles Cornwallis accompanied Clinton. Lord Rawdon joined Clinton with an additional force totaling around 14,000 troops and 90 ships.  On March 10, 1780 the British reached South Carolina and crossed the Ashley River to cut off Charleston and Maj. General Benjamin Lincoln.  Siege works commenced on April 2 and later Charles Cornwallis crossed the Cooper River securing possession of all routes into Charleston.   On May 9, 1780 the bombardment began and on the 12th General Lincoln unconditionally surrendered Charleston and several thousand Continental soldiers to Clinton. It was the greatest loss of manpower and equipment of the war with three signers of the Declaration of Independence Edward Rutledge, Arthur Middleton and Thomas Heyward, Jr. Even former Continental Congress President Henry Middleton surrendered with the fall of Charleston, South Carolina taking an oath of allegiance to King George III. George Washington wrote during this period "he had almost ceased to hope." Smith,  William George, William Gifford John Taylor Coleridge, John Gibson Lockhart, Whitwell Elwin, William Macpherson, Sir William Smith, John Murray, Rowland Edmund Prothero Ernle, George Walter Prothero,  The Quarterly Review, "The Rise and Progress of Popular Disaffection", Published by John Murray, 1817 page 553
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In the summer of 1780, as the Commander of West Point, Major General Benedict Arnold was now in a key position to deal a cancerous blow to the Continental Army. On the night of September 21, 1780, Arnold met with Major Andre who came ashore from the British sloop "Vulture," anchored in the Hudson just south of West Point.  Arnold turned over important documents and parted company with Andre who spent the night at the house of Joshua Hett Smith a loyalist he met years earlier. The following night the "Vulture" was detected and bombarded from the shore by American artillery, forcing its withdrawal down the river. Andre donned an American uniform for the treacherous land escape through enemy lines. Smith accompanied Andre until he deemed they were in British territory. Soon after Smith parted; Andre was stopped by a trio of American spies, dressed in British uniform. Andre commanded them to give way and they then revealed themselves as soldiers of the Continental Army. They searched the startled Andre and discovered he had  a pass signed by General Arnold. They discovered Arnold's papers of betrayal hidden in his boot and arrested Andre as a British spy. General Arnold, upon learning of Andre’s capture, fled to the British at New York, a disgraced and hated traitor with West Point remaining in the Continental Army's hands. Congress was enraged over Arnold’s defection and ordered a thorough investigation into his service as a Continental General. In mid-October President Huntington wrote Governor Trumbull of Connecticut of the initial findings: The treason of Benedict Arnold hath been a topic of much conversation, and many of his scandalous transactions are brought to light that were before concealed. Huntington condemned Arnold’s betrayal making a public spectacle of signing the Presidential Order to erase the traitor’s name from the register of continental officers. This didn't faze Arnold one bit as the British, fresh from victories on all land fronts, were making things miserable for the States on the high seas. On December 20th British Brigadier General Arnold departed New York City with 1600 men. His plans were to invade Virginia, disrupt the state government while seeking to capture the author of the Declaration of Independence, Governor Thomas Jefferson. As Arnold began the launch of his campaign south, the British advanced northward fresh from their victories in the Carolina’s towards Virginia.   Desperation rippled through the ranks even seizing Washington's Pennsylvania troops who mutinied on January 1, 1781 seeking refuge in Staten Island. Washington ordered the New Jersey Continentals to march and position themselves between the mutinying Pennsylvania troops and the British on Staten Island to thwart any possible defections to the enemy. British General Henry Clinton learning of the mutiny immediately dispatched messengers through the lines to the Pennsylvania Continentals to insure them they would be welcomed in the British ranks.  The mutineers, realizing they would have to fight their way through the New Jersey militia to defect, seized the messengers and turned them over to President Huntington. The messengers were tried and hung as British spies by the Continental Congress ending the mutiny. Meanwhile, Benedict Arnold's plundering naval expedition of 27 ships landed two weeks later in Richmond on January 14, 1781.  They showed no mercy, burning the city as they search for Virginia’s leadership. Arnold’s men forced Thomas Jefferson and government officials to flee Richmond into the hills of Central Virginia. Jefferson learned of the impending invasion just in time to vacate Richmond from James Madison.  Madison in his letter to Jefferson also blamed the 13 States' failure to ratify the Articles of Confederation was at the heart of this 1780 Revolutionary War crisis. Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 16 September 1, 1780 - February 28, 1781, Samuel Huntington to Jonathan Trumbull, Sr. October 17, 1780 
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Presidents of the United States in Congress Assembled Samuel Huntington*	March 2, 1781		July 6, 1781Thomas McKean 	 	July 10, 1781		November 4, 1781John Hanson		November 5, 1781	November 3, 1782Elias Boudinot		November 4, 1782	November 2, 1783Thomas Mifflin		November 3, 1783	November 2, 1784Richard Henry Lee	November 30, 1784	November 22, 1785John Hancock		November 23, 1785	June 5, 1786Nathaniel Gorham	June 6, 1786		November 13, 1786Arthur St. Clair	February 2, 1787	October 29, 1787Cyrus Griffin	 	January 22, 1788	January 21, 1789*Huntington was elected as President of the Continental Congress but ascended to the United States Presidency on March 2, 1781under the Constitution of 1777 -- The Articles of Confederation
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Maryland, thanks to John Hanson, Samuel Huntington and others brokering land successions from New York and Virginia in the Ohio Valley, passed an act to empower their delegates to subscribe and ratify the Articles of Confederation on January 30th, 1781. It was on the Kalends of March, amidst all this Revolutionary War chaos, that President Huntington accomplished what fellow Continental Congress Presidents John Hancock, Henry Laurens and John Jay failed to do;  achieve the unanimous ratification of the Articles of Confederation. After four long years of ratification consideration, from 1778 to 1781, the “Perpetual Union” known as the United States of America, at last, became a legal reality.  The last entry in the old Continental Congress Journals reported on March 1st, 1781:"Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union between the states of New Hampshire, Massachusetts-bay Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia." I. The Stile of this Confederacy shall be "The United States of America". II. Each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this Confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled. III. The said States hereby severally enter into a firm league of friendship with each other, for their common defense, the security of their liberties, and their mutual and general welfare, binding themselves to assist each other, against all force offered to, or attacks made upon them, or any of them, on account of religion, sovereignty, trade, or any other pretense whatever ..." (for the entire text please visit the appendix – Articles of Confederation) By virtue of this ratification, the ever fluid Continental Congress ceased to exist. On March 2nd "The United States in Congress Assembled" was placed at the head of each page of the Official Journal of Congress. The United States of America’s perpetual union, which was conceived on July 2, 1776, proclaimed on the 4th, re-formulated on November 15, 1777 had finally been born on March 1, 1781 under the watch of President Samuel Huntington.  Below is the full text of the Articles of Confederation:  Articles of Confederation �According to the order of the day, the honble John Hanson and Daniel Carroll, two of the delegates for the State of Maryland, in pursuance of the act of the legislature of that State, entitled "An act to empower the delegates of this State in Congress to subscribe and ratify the Articles of Confederation," which was read in Congress the 12 of February last, and a copy thereof entered on the minutes,  did, in behalf of the said State of Maryland, sign and ratify the said articles, by which act the Confederation of the United States of America was completed, each and every of the Thirteen United States, from New Hampshire to Georgia, both included, having adopted and confirmed, and by their delegates in Congress, ratified the same, [which is in the words following:]To all to whom these Presents shall come, we the under signed Delegates of the States affixed to our Names, send greeting.Whereas the Delegates of the United States of America, in Congress assembled, did, on the 15th day of November, in the Year of our Lord One thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy seven, and in the Second Year of the Independence of America, agree to certain articles of Confederation and perpetual Union between the States of New Hampshire, Massachusetts-bay, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina, South-Carolina and Georgia in the words following, viz. "Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union between the states of New Hampshire, Massachusetts-bay, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina, South-Carolina and Georgia. Article I.The Stile of this confederacy shall be "The United States of America." Article II.Each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every Power, Jurisdiction and right, which is not by this confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled. Article III.The said states hereby severally enter into a firm league of friendship with each other, for their common defense, the security of their Liberties, and their mutual and general welfare, binding themselves to assist each other, against all force offered to, or attacks made upon them, or any of them, on account of religion, sovereignty, trade, or any other pretence whatsoever. Article IV.The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship and intercourse among the people of the different states in this union, the free inhabitants of each of these states, paupers, vagabonds and fugitives from justice excepted, shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of free citizens in the several states; and the people of each state shall have free ingress and regress to and from any other state, and shall enjoy therein all the privileges of trade and commerce, subject to the same duties, impositions and restrictions as the inhabitants thereof respectively, provided that such restriction shall not extend so far as to prevent the removal of property imported into any state, to any other state, of which the Owner is an inhabitant; provided also that no imposition, duties or restriction shall be laid by any state, on the property of the united states, or either of them.  If any Person guilty of, or charged with treason, felony, or other high misdemeanor in any state, shall flee from Justice, and be found in any of the united states, he shall, upon demand of the Governor or executive power, of the state from which he fled, be delivered up and removed to the state having jurisdiction of his offence. Full faith and credit shall he given in each of these states to the records, acts and judicial proceedings of the courts and magistrates of every other state. Article V.For the more convenient management of the general interests of the united states, delegates shall be annually appointed in such manner as the legislature of each state shall direct, to meet in Congress on the first Monday in November, in every year, with a power reserved to each state, to recal its delegates, or any of them, at any time within the year, and to send others in their stead, for the remainder of the Year.No state shall be represented in Congress by less than two, nor by more than seven Members; and no person shall be capable of being a delegate for more than three years in any term of six years; nor shall any person, being a delegate, be capable of holding any office under the united states, for which he, or another for his benefit receives any salary, fees or emolument of any kind.Each state shall maintain its own delegates in a meeting of the states, and while they act as members of the committee of the states. In determining questions in the united states in Congress assembled, each state shall have one vote.Freedom of speech and debate in Congress shall not be impeached or questioned in any Court, or place out of Congress, and the members of congress shall be protected in their persons from arrests and imprisonments, during the time of their going to and from, and attendance on congress, except for treason, felony, or breach of the peace.  Article VI.No state, without the Consent of the united states in congress assembled, shall send any embassy to, or receive any embassy from, or enter into any conference, agreement, alliance or treaty with any King prince or state; nor shall any person holding any office of profit or trust under the united states, or any of them, accept of any present, emolument, office or title of ally kind whatever from any king, prince or foreign state; nor shall the united states in congress assembled, or any of them, grant any title of nobility. No two or more states shall enter into any treaty, confederation or alliance whatever between them, without the consent of the united states in congress assembled, specifying accurately the purposes for which the same is to be entered into, and how long it shall continue.  No state shall lay any imposts or duties, which may interfere with any stipulations in treaties, entered into by the united states in congress assembled, with any king, prince or state, in pursuance of any treaties already proposed by congress, to the courts of France and Spain.No vessels of war shall be kept up in time of peace by any state, except such number only, as shall be deemed necessary by the united states in congress assembled, for the defense of such state, or its trade; nor shall any body of forces be kept up by any state, in time of peace, except such number only, as in the judgment of the united states, in congress assembled, shall be deemed requisite to garrison the forts necessary for the defense of such state; but every state shall always keep up a well regulated and disciplined militia, sufficiently armed and accoutred, and shall provide and constantly have ready for use, in public stores, a due number of field pieces and tents, and a proper quantity of arms, ammunition and camp equipage.No state shall engage in any war without the consent of the united states in congress assembled, unless such state be actually invaded by enemies, or shall have received certain advice of a resolution being formed by some nation of Indians to invade such state, and the danger is so imminent as not to admit of a delay till the united states in congress assembled can be consulted: nor shall any state grant commissions to any ships or vessels of war, nor letters of marque or reprisal, except it be after a declaration of war by the united states in congress assembled, and then only against the kingdom or state and the subjects thereof, against which war has been so declared, and under such regulations as shall be established by the united states in congress assembled, and then only against the kingdom or state and the subjects thereof, against which war has been so declared, and under such regulations as shall be established by the united states in congress assembled, unless such state be infested by pirates, in which case vessels of war may be fitted out for that occasion, and kept so long as the danger shall continue, or until the united states in congress assembled, shall determine otherwise. Article VII.When land-forces are raised by any state for the common defence, all officers of or under the rank of colonel, shall be appointed by the legislature of each state respectively, by whom such forces shall be raised, or in such manner as such state shall direct, and all vacancies shall be filled up by the State which first made the appointment. Article VIII.All charges of war, and all other expenses that shall be incurred for the common defense or general welfare, and allowed by the united states in congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common treasury, which shall be supplied by the several states in proportion to the value of all land within each state, granted to or surveyed for any Person, as such land and the buildings and improvements thereon shall be estimated according to such mode as the united states in congress assembled, shall from time to time direct and appoint. The taxes for paying that proportion shall be laid and levied by the authority and direction of the legislatures of the several states within the time agreed upon by the united states in congress assembled. Article IX.The united states in congress assembled, shall have the sole and exclusive right and power of determining on peace and war, except in the cases mentioned in the sixth article--of sending and receiving ambassadors--entering into treaties and alliances, provided that no treaty of commerce shall be made whereby the legislative power of the respective states shall be restrained from imposing such imposts and duties on foreigners, as their own people are subjected to, or from prohibiting the exportation or importation of any species of goods or commodities whatsoever--of establishing rules for deciding in all cases, what captures on land or water shall be legal, and in what manner prizes taken by land or naval forces in the service of the united states shall be divided or appropriated--of granting letters of marque and reprisal in times of peace--appointing courts for the trim of piracies and felonies committed on the high seas and establishing courts for receiving and determining finally appeals in all cases of captures, provided that no member of congress shall be appointed a judge of any of the said courts.The united states in congress assembled shall also be the last resort on appeal in all disputes and differences now subsisting or that hereafter may arise between two or more states concerning boundary, jurisdiction or any other cause whatever; which authority shall always be exercised in the manner following. Whenever the legislative or executive authority or lawful agent of any state in controversy with another shall present a petition to congress stating the matter in question and praying for a hearing, notice thereof shall be given by order of congress to the legislative or executive authority of the other state in controversy, and a day assigned for the appearance of the parties by their lawful agents, who shall then be directed to appoint by joint consent, commissioners or judges to constitute a court for hearing and determining the matter in question: but if they cannot agree, congress shall name three persons out of each of the united states, and from the list of such persons each party shall alternately strike out one, the petitioners beginning, until the number shall be reduced to thirteen; and from that number not less than seven, nor more than nine names as congress shall direct, shall in the presence of congress be drawn out by lot, and the persons whose names shall be so drawn or any five of them, shall be commissioners or judges, to hear and finally determine the controversy, so always as a major part of the judges who shall hear the cause shall agree in the determination: and if either party shall neglect to attend at the day appointed, without showing reasons, which congress shall judge sufficient, or being present shall refuse to strike, the congress shall proceed to nominate three persons out of each state, and the secretary of congress shall strike in behalf of such party absent or refusing; and the judgment and sentence of the court to be appointed, in the manner before prescribed, shall be final and conclusive; and if any of the parties shall refuse to submit to the authority of such court, or to appear or defend their claim or cause, the court shall nevertheless proceed to pronounce sentence, or judgment, which shall in like manner be final and decisive, the judgment or sentence and other proceedings being in either case transmitted to congress, and lodged among the acts of congress for the security of the parties concerned: provided that every commissioner, before he sits in judgment, shall take an oath to be administered by one of the judges of the supreme or superior court of the state, where the cause shall be tried, "well and truly to hear and determine the matter in question, according to the best of his judgment, without favor, affection or hope of reward:" provided also, that no state shall be deprived of territory for the benefit of the united states. All controversies concerning the private right of soil claimed under different grants of two or more states, whose jurisdictions as they may respect such lands, and the states which passed such grants are adjusted, the said grants or either of them being at the same time claimed to have originated antecedent to such settlement of jurisdiction, shall on the petition of either party to the congress of the united states, be finally determined as near as may be in the same manner as is before prescribed for deciding disputes respecting territorial jurisdiction between different states.The united states in congress assembled shall also have the sole and exclusive right and power of regulating the alloy and value of coin struck by their own authority, or by that of the respective states--fixing the standard of weights and measures throughout the united states--regulating the trade and managing all affairs with the Indians, not members of any of the states, provided that the legislative right of any state within its own limits be not infringed or violated--establishing or regulating post-offices from one state to another, throughout all the united states, and exacting such postage on the papers passing thro' the same as may be requisite to defray the expenses of the said office--appointing all officers of the land forces, in the service of the united states,  excepting regimental officers--appointing all the officers of the naval forces, and commissioning all officers whatever in the service of the united states--making rules for the government and regulation of the said land and naval forces, and directing their operations.The united states in congress assembled shall have authority to appoint a committee, to sit in the recess of congress, to be denominated "A Committee of the States," and to consist of one delegate from each state; and to appoint such other committees and civil officers as may be necessary for managing the general affairs of the united states under their direction--to appoint one of their number to preside, provided that no person be allowed to serve in the office of president more than one year in any term of three years; to ascertain the necessary sums of Money to be raised for the service of the united states, and to appropriate mid apply the same for defraying the public expenses--to borrow money, or emit bills on the credit of the united states, transmitting every half year to the respective states an account of the sums of money so borrowed or emitted,--to build and equip a navy--to agree upon the number of land forces, and to make requisitions from each state for its quota, in proportion to the number of white inhabitants in such state; which requisition shall be binding, and thereupon the legislature of each state shall appoint the regimental officers, raise the men and cloath, arm and equip them in a soldier like manner, at the expense of the united states; and the officers and men so cloathed, armed and equipped shall march to the place appointed, and within the time agreed on by the united states in congress assembled: But if the united states in congress assembled shall, on consideration of circumstances judge proper that any state should not raise men, or should raise a smaller number than its quota, and that any other state should raise a greater number of men than the quota thereof, such extra number shall be raised, officered, cloathed, armed and equipped in the same manner as the quota of such state, unless the legislature of such state shall judge that such extra number cannot be safely spared out of the same, in which case they shall raise officer, cloath, arm and equip as many of such extra number as they judge can be sagely spared. And the officers and men so cloathed, armed and equipped, shall march to the place appointed, and within the time agreed on by the united states in congress assembled.The united states in congress assembled shall never engage in a war, nor grant letters of marque and reprisal in time of peace, nor enter into any treaties or alliances, nor coin money, nor regulate the value thereof, nor ascertain the sums and expenses necessary for the defense and welfare of the united states, or any of them, nor emit bills, nor borrow money on the credit of the united states, nor appropriate money, nor agree upon the number of vessels of war, to be built or purchased, or the number of land or sea forces to be raised, nor appoint a commander in chief of the army or navy, unless nine states assent to the same: nor shall a question on any other point, except for adjourning from day to day be determined, unless by the votes of a majority of the united states in congress assembled.The congress of the united states shall have power to adjourn to any time within the year, and to any place within the united states, so that no period of adjournment be for a longer duration than the space of six Months, and shall publish the Journal of their proceedings monthly, except such parts thereof relating to treaties, alliances or military operations, as in their judgment require secrecy; and the yeas and nays of the delegates of each state on any question shall be entered on the Journal, when it is desired by any delegate; and the delegates of a state, or any of them, at his or their request shall be furnished with a transcript of the said Journal, except such parts as are above excepted, to lay before the legislatures of the several states. Article X.The committee of the states, or any nine of them, shall be authorized to execute, in the recess of congress, such of the powers of congress as the united states in congress assembled, by the consent of nine states, shall from time to time think expedient to vest them with; provided that no power be delegated to the said committee, for the exercise of which, by the articles of confederation, the voice of nine states in the congress of the united states assembled is requisite. Article XI.Canada acceding to this confederation, and joining in the measures of the united states, shall be admitted into, and entitled to all the advantages of this union: but no other colony shall be admitted into the same, unless such admission be agreed to by nine states. Article XII.All bills of credit emitted, monies borrowed and debts contracted by, or under the authority of congress, before the assembling of the united states, in pursuance of the present confederation, shall be deemed and considered as a charge against the united states, for payment and satisfaction whereof the said united states, and the public faith are hereby solemnly pledged. Article XIII.Every state shall abide by the determinations of the united states in congress assembled, on all questions which by this confederation are submitted to them. And the Articles of this confederation shall be inviolably observed by every state, and the union shall be perpetual; nor shall any alteration at any time hereinafter be made in any of them; unless such alteration be agreed to in a congress of the united states, and be afterwards confirmed by the legislatures of every state.  And Whereas it hath pleased the Great Governor of the World t incline the hearts of the legislatures we respectively represent in congress, to approve of, and to authorize us to ratify the said articles of confederation and perpetual union. Know Ye that we the undersigned delegates; by virtue of the power and authority to us given for that purpose, do by these presents, in the name and in behalf of our respective constituents, fully and entirely ratify and confirm each and every of the said articles of confederation and perpetual union, and all and singular the matters and things therein contained: And we do further solemnly plight and engage the faith of our respective constituents, that they shall abide by the determinations of the united states in congress assembled, on all questions, which by the said confederation are submitted to them. And that the articles thereof shall be inviolably observed by the states we respectively represent, and that the union shall be perpetual. In Witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands in Congress.  Done at Philadelphia in the state of Pennsylvania the ninth day of July, in the Year of our Lord one Thousand seven Hundred and Seventy-eight, and in the third year of the independence of America. On the part & behalf of the State of New Hampshire.  •	Josiah Bartlett, 	•	John Wentworth, junr  August 8th, 1778,	On the part and behalf of the State of Massachusetts Bay. • 	John Hancock, 	•	Samuel Adams, •	Elbridge Gerry, 	•	Francis Dana, •	James Lovell, 	•	Samuel Holten,	On the part and behalf of the State of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations. •	William Ellery, 	•	Henry Marchant, 	•	John Collins,	On the part and behalf of the State of Connecticut. •	Roger Sherman, 	•	Samuel Huntington, •	Oliver Wolcott, 	•	Titus Hosmer, •	Andrew Adams,	On the part and behalf of the State of New York. •	Jas Duane, 	•	Fra: Lewis, •	Wm Duer, 	•	Gouvr Morris,	On the Part and in Behalf of the State of New Jersey, November 26th, 1778. •	Jno Witherspoon, 	•	Nathl Scudder,	On the part and behalf of the State of Pennsylvania. •	Robert Morris, 	•	Daniel Roberdeau, •	Jon. Bayard Smith, 	•	William Clingar, •	Joseph Reed, 22d July, 1778,	On the part & behalf of the State of Delaware. •	Thos McKean, Feby 22d, 1779, 	•	John Dickinson, May 5th, 1779, •	Nicholas Van Dyke,	On the part and behalf of the State of Maryland. •	John Hanson, March 1, 1781, 	•	Daniel Carroll, do	On the Part and Behalf of the State of Virginia. •	Richard Henry Lee, 	•	John Banister, •	Thomas Adams, 	•	Jno. Harvie, •	Francis Lightfoot Lee	On the part and behalf of the State of North Carolina. •	John Penn, July 21st, 1778, 	•	Corns Harnett, •	Jno. Williams,  	On the part and on behalf of the State of South Carolina. •	Henry Laurens, 	•	William Henry Drayton, •	Jno Mathews, 	•	Richd Hutson, •	Thoo Heyward, junr.	On the part and behalf of the State of Georgia.•	Jno Walton, 24th July, 1778, 	•	Edwd Telfair, •	Edwd Langworthy, 



 "IN pursuance of an Act of the Legislature of Maryland, entitled,
'An Act to empower the Delegates of the State in Congress to
subscriber and ratify the Articles of Confederation,' the Delegates
of the said State, on Thursday last, at twelve o, signed and ratified
the Articles of Confederation; by which act the Confederation of
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA was completed, each and
every of the Thirteen States, from New Hampshire to Georgia both
included, having adopted and confirmed, and by their Delegates
in Congress ratified the same.

 This happy event was immediately announced to the public by the
discharge of the artillery on land, and the cannon of the shipping
in the river Delaware. At two his Excellency the President of
Congress received on this occasion the congratulations of the Hon.
Minister Plenipotentiary of France, and of the Legislative and
Executive Bodies of this State, of the Civil and Military Officers,
sundry strangers of distinction in town, and of many of the
principal inhabitants.

 The evening was closed by an elegant exhibition of fireworks. The
Ariel frigate, commanded by the gallant John Paul Jones, fired a
feu de joye, and was beautifully decorated with a variety of
streamers in the day, and ornamented with a brilliant appearance
of lights in the night.



U.S. Treasury Letter addressing Samuel Huntington as
President of the United States in Congress Assembled

March 12, 1781 – Library of Congress  Special Collections
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In April and May of 1781 the new United States government began the drafting and debating of rules under which business will be conducted. Oon May 14, 1781 the United States in Congress Assembled approved the thirty-five rules for conducting the nation’s business under the Constitution of 1777 – “Rules for conducting business in the United States in Congress assembled.”   Huntington's accomplishments as President didn't end with the Articles' ratification, its interpretation or the founding rules of governmental conduct. Rules for conducting business �in the United States in Congress assembled.1. As soon as seven states are met the President may assume the chair, upon which the members shall take their seats.  2. The minutes of the preceding day shall then be read, and after that the public letters, petitions and memorials, if any have been received or presented. 3. Every letter, petition or memorial read, on which no order is moved, shall of course be considered as ordered to lie on the table, and may be taken up at any future time. 4. After the public dispatches, &c., the reports of committees which may have been delivered by them to the secretary during that morning or the preceding day shall, for the information of the house, be read in the order in which they were delivered, and, if it is judged proper, a day be assigned for considering them. �5. After the public letters, &c., are read, and orders given concerning them, the reports of the Board of Treasury and of the Board of War, if any, shall be taken into consideration; but none of those subjects for the determination of which the assent of nine states is requisite shall be agitated or debated, except when nine states or more are assembled. When a doubt is raised whether any motion or question is of the number of those for the determination of which in the affirmative the articles of confederation require the assent of nine states, the votes and assent of nine states shall always be necessary to solve that doubt, and to determine upon such motions or questions. �6. When a report, which has been read and lies for consideration, is called for it shall immediately be taken up. If two or more are called for, the titles of the several reports shall be read, and then the President shall put the question beginning with the first called for, but there shall be no debate, and the votes of a majority of the states present shall determine which is to be taken up. �7. An order of the day, when called for by a State shall always have the preference and shall not be postponed but by the votes of a majority of the United States in Congress assembled.  8. When a report is brought forward for consideration it shall first be read over and then debated by paragraphs and each paragraph shall be subject to amendments. If it relates only to one subject being in the nature of an ordinance it shall be subject to such additions as may be judged proper to render it compleat and then it shall be read over as it stands amended and a question taken upon the whole: But if it comprehends different subjects, independent one of another, in the form of distinct acts or resolutions a question shall be taken on each and finally a question on the whole. �9. No motion shall be received unless it be made or Negatived, seconded by a state. When any ordinance is introduced by report or otherwise, it shall be read a first time for the information of the house without debate. The President shall then put the following question "Shall this ordinance be read a second time." If it passes in the affirmative then a time shall be appointed for that purpose when it shall be read and debated by paragraphs and when gone through, the question shall be "Shall this ordinance be read a third time"; if agreed to, and a time appointed, it shall be accordingly read by paragraphs, and if necessary debated, and when gone through the question shall be "Shall this ordinance pass", if the vote is in the affirmative, a fair copy shall then be made out by the Secretary, either on parchment or paper and signed by the President and attested by the Secretary in Congress and recorded in the Secretary's office. �10. When a motion is made and seconded it shall be repeated by the President or If he or any other member desire being in writing it shall be delivered to the President in writing and read aloud at the table before it, shall be debated. �11. Every motion shall be reduced to writing and read at the table before it is debated if the President or any member require it. �12. After a motion is repeated by the President or read at the table it shall then be in the possession of the house, but may at any time before decision, be withdrawn, with the consent of a majority of the states present. �13. No member shall speak more than twice in any one debate on the same day, with-out leave of the house, nor shall any member speak twice in a debate until every member, who chuses, shall have spoken once on the same.  14. Before an original motion shall be brought before the house, it shall be entered in a book to be kept for the purpose and to lie on the table for the inspection of the members, and the time shall be mentioned underneath when the motion is to be made, that the members may some prepared and nothing he brought on hastily or by surprise. 15. When a question is before the house and under debate, no motion shall be received unless for amending it, for the previous question, or to postpone the consideration of the main question or to commit it. 16. No new motion or proposition shall be admitted under colour of amendment as a substitute for the question or proposition under debate until it is postponed or disagreed to.  17. When a motion is made to amend by striking out certain words, whether for the purpose of inserting other words or not, the first question shall be "Shall the words moved to be struck out stand?"  18. The previous question (which is always to be understood in this sense that the main question be not now put) shall only be admitted when in the judgment of two states at least, the subject moved is in its nature or from the circumstances of time or place improper to be debated or decided, and shall therefore preclude all amendments and farther debates on the subject, until it is decided.  19. A motion for commitment shall also have preference and preclude all amendments and debates on the subject until it shall be decided. 20. On motions for the previous question for committing or for postponing no member shall speak more than once without leave of the house.  21. When any subject shall be deemed so important as to require mature discussionor deliberation before it be submitted to the decision of the United States in Congress assembled, it shall be referred to the consideration of a grand committee consisting of one member present from each State, and in such case each State shall nominate its member. But the United States in Congress assembled shall in no case whatever be resolved into a committee of the whole. Every member may attend the debates of a grand committee and for that purpose the time and place of its meeting shall be fixed by the United States in Congress assembled. 22. The states shall ballot for small committees, but if upon counting the ballots, the number required shall not be elected by a majority of the United States in Congress assembled, the President shall name the members who have been balloted for, and the house shall by a vote or votes determine the committee.  23. If a question under debate contains several points any member may have it divided. 24. When a question is about to be put, it shall be in the power of any one of the states to postpone the determination thereof until the next day, and in such case, unless it shall be further postponed by order of the house the question shall, the next day immediately after reading the public dispatches, &c. and before the house go upon other business, be put without any debate, provided there be a sufficient number of states present to determine it; if that should not be the case, it shall be put without debate as soon as a sufficient number shall have assembled. 25. If any member chuse to have the yeas and nays taken upon any question, he shall move for the same previous to the President's putting the question and in such case every member present shall openly and without debate declare by ay or no his assent or dissent to the question. 26. When an ordinance act or resolution is introduced with a preamble, the ordinance, act or resolution shall be first debated, and after it is passed, the preamble if judged necessary shall be adapted thereto: But if the preamble states some matter or thing as fact to which the house do not agree by general consent, and the ordinance, act or resolution is grounded thereon, the preamble shall be withdrawn or the fact resolved on as it appears to the house previous to any debate on the ordinance act or resolution; and if the fact shall not be established to the satisfaction of a majority of the United States in Congress assembled, the ordinance, act or resolution shall fall of course. 27. Every member when he chuses to speak shall rise and address the President. When two members chance to rise at the same time, the President shall name the   person who is to speak first. Every member both in debate, and while the states are assembled shall conduct himself with the utmost decency and decorum. If any member shall transgress, the President shall call to order. In case the disorder be continued or repeated the President may name the person transgressing. Any member may call to order.                28. When a member is called to order, he shall immediately sit down. If he has been named as a transgressor, his conduct shall be enquired into and he shall be liable to a censure.                29. When a question of order is moved, the President if he is in doubt may call for the judgment of the house, otherwise he shall in the first instance give a decision, and an appeal shall lie to the house, but there shall be no debate on questions of order,except that a member called to order for irregular or unbecoming conduct or for improper expressions may be allowed to explain.  30. A motion to adjourn may be made at any time and shall always be in order, and the question thereon shall always be put without any debate.                31. No member shall leave Congress without permission of Congress or of his constituents.                32. No member shall read any printed paper in the house during the sitting thereof.33. On every Monday after reading and taking order on the public dispatches a com mittee of three shall be appointed, who shall every morning during the week report to Congress the orders necessary to be made on such dispatches as may be received during the adjournment or sitting of Congress, upon which no orders shall have been made. The members of such Committee not to be eligible a second time until all the other members have served.                34. The habit of a member of Congress in future shall be a plain purple gown with open-sleeves, plaited at the bend of the arm. And that no member be allowed to sit in Congress without such habit.    35. The members of each state shall sit together in Congress, for the more ready conference with each other on any question above be taken that the house might not be disturbed by the members moving Postponed. from one part to another to conferone the vote to be given. That for the better observance of order, New Hampshire shall sit on the left hand of the President and on every question be first called, and each state from thence to Georgia shall take their seats in the order that their states are situated to each other. The delegates of the respective states to sit in their order of seniority. Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, May 14, 1781
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North Carolina elected Johnston as a delegate to the Continental Congress in 1780 and 1781. Johnston was elected as the second President of the United States in Congress Assembled, but he declined the office.  “ Mr. [Samuel] Johnston having declined to accept the office of President, and offered such reasons as were satisfactory, the House proceeded to another election; and, the ballots being taken, the hon. Thomas McKean was elected. ” Delaware Delgate Thomas Rodney  wrote to Caesar Rodney on Johnston's decision to decline the Presidency:“ Congress has been endeavouring some time past to elect a new President, Mr. Huntington having often applied for leave to go Home on Account of his health and private affairs, and Yesterday Mr. Johnston of N. Carolina was appointed but he declined it on Account of his Bad State of health, and Today Mr. McKean was appointed and prevailed on to serve Till October next at Which Time he says he is determined To decline serving in Congress any longer. ” 
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This signer of the Articles of Confederation and the Declaration of Independence referred to the importance of his Presidency under the Articles of Confederation when turning down his party’s request to run as Thomas Jefferson’s Vice President under the new 12th Amendment to the second U.S. Constitution.  Governor McKean wrote on October 16, 1803 to Pennsylvania Republican Party Founder Alexander J. Dallas: ... President of the United States in Congress Assembled in the year of 1781 (a proud year for Americans) equaled any merit or pretensions of mine and cannot now be increased by the office of Vice President.  The 12th Amendment to the Constitution of 1787 created, for the first time, a Presidential/Vice Presidential ticket. Governor McKean in his transmission of Pennsylvania’s ratification wrote to President Jefferson in a January 8, 1804 letter stating:Several Gentleman of the Republican Party have wished to use my name as a Candidate for Vice President, but I have absolutely declined it on public and personal considerations, and my reasons seem to have given satisfaction.Former President McKean, although respectful of President Jefferson’s office, saw the Vice Presidency as a post vastly substandard to the office he held in the crucial months of 1781.  McKean, Thomas to Alexander J. Dallas, October 16, 1803, The Life of Albert Gallatin, by Henry Adams, p.313McKean, Thomas to President Thomas Jefferson as Governor of Pennsylvania, January 8, 1804,   The Thomas Jefferson Papers, Library of Congress 
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The Articles of Confederation permitted the United States in Congress Assembled to appoint "such committees and civil officers as may be necessary for managing the general affairs of the United States."   Congress established a committee on Foreign Affairs headed by the Secretary of Foreign Affairs.   "That it shall be the duty of the said secretary to keep and preserve all the books and papers belonging to the department of foreign affairs, to receive and report the applications of all foreigners; to correspond with the ministers of the United States at foreign courts, and with the ministers of foreign powers and other persons, for the purpose of obtaining the most extensive and useful information relative to foreign affairs, to be laid before Congress when required; also to transmit such communications as Congress shall direct, to the ministers of these United States and others at foreign courts, and in foreign countries; the said secretary shall have liberty to attend Congress, that he may be better informed of the affairs of the United States, and have an opportunity of explaining his reports respecting his department; he shall also be authorized to employ one or if necessary more clerks to assist him in his office; and the secretary as well as such clerks, shall, before the president of Congress take an oath of fidelity to the United States, and an oath for the faithful execution of their respective trusts."  On August 10, 1781, Congress selected New York State delegate Robert R. Livingston as the first Secretary for Foreign Affairs. Livingston took office on  October 20, 1781 serving until June 4, 1783.  



Edward Percy Moran, Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington 
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On October 24th, 1781 President Thomas McKean received news of the Victory at Yorktown and the entire congress unanimously resolved to adjourn and go to church to "… return thanks to Almighty God … .” The religious services were held at the Dutch Lutheran Church and conducted by Chaplain George Duffield.  Two days later the United States, in Congressed Assembled under the leadership and partial authorship of President McKean issued a Proclamation in part:Whereas, it hath pleased Almighty God, the supreme Disposer of all Events father of mercies, remarkably to assist and support the United States of America in their important struggle for liberty, against the long continued efforts of a powerful nation: it is the duty of all ranks to observe and thankfully acknowledge the interpositions of his Providence in their behalf. Through the whole of the contest, from its first rise to this time, the influence of divine Providence may be clearly perceived in many signal instances, of which we mention but a few …It is therefore recommended to the several states to set apart the 13th day of December next, to be religiously observed as a Day of Thanksgiving and Prayer; that all the people may assemble on that day, with grateful hearts, to celebrate the praises of our gracious Benefactor; to confess our manifold sins; to offer up our most fervent supplications to the God of all grace, that it may please Him to pardon our offences, and incline our hearts for the future to keep all his laws …  BY ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED �THOMAS MCKEAN, PRESIDENT  	    Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Thanksgiving Day Proclamation, October 26, 1781.
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John Hanson of Maryland was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled November 5, 1781 serving until November 3, 1782.   Hanson was born in Charles County, Maryland in 1715 and died in Oxen Hills, Prince George County, Maryland on November 22, 1783. There is much debate about John Hanson's ancestry with one camp claiming he was descended from Swedish Royalty while the other group claiming he was a Moor.  Neither of the assertions have merit.  John Hanson received an English education, and was a member of the Maryland House of Delegates nearly every year from 1757 until 1781. He moved to Frederick County in 1773 and was an ardent patriot, who in 1775 became treasurer of the county. About that time he was commissioned by the Maryland convention to establish a gun-lock factory at Frederick. He came to the Continental Congress in one of the most challenging periods of the revolution. The southern ports of Savannah and Charleston were controlled by the British, Arnold had defected, General Gates the hero of Saratoga was routed in Camden and Washington's troops were in mutiny. Hanson's position as Maryland's Delegate was tenuous as the Articles of Confederation enacted by the Congress in November of 1777 were still not ratified.  They were ratified July 9, 1778, by ten states; by New Jersey on the 26th of November 1778; and by Delaware, on February 23, 1779. It was Maryland, the state Delegate Hanson represented, that was the lone holdout in the ratifying process from February 1779 to March 1781. A ratification that would have created the "Perpetual Union" and provide the States with a constitution and federal government required to obtain foreign aid and diplomatic acceptance. It was widely believed that France's and other European powers were not fully committing to the cause of independence because the Constitution of 1777 was not ratified.  Delegate Hanson understood this and was instrumental in persuading the Maryland Legislature to ratify and the new United States, in Congress Assembled acknowledged his service by electing him President on November 5, 1781. President Hanson served one year as U.S. President under the Articles of Confederation and was so elected by the first body of delegates elected by the States under the Articles of Confederation.  Consequently, the State of Maryland has taken the official position that John Hanson, not Samuel Huntington is the 1st President of the United States in Congress Assembled.  The next slide debunks this claim.White, James Terry  The National Cyclopaedia of American Biography, James T. White Company,  new York, 1909,  page 312See www.JohnHanson.net for the refutation of both assertions. Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Election of Thomas McKean, November 5, 1781
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Is John Hanson the first President of the United States in Congress Assembled?In addition to the confusion surrounding the existence of a 1777 Federal Constitution there is a large contingent of historians and federal officials who, although agree the Articles of Confederation was a legal constitution, maintain they did not go into effect until November 5, 1781.  Officials from Maryland especially support this view as their Delegate John Hanson was elected to the Presidency on that same date.  In hundreds of bills and laws the State of Maryland maintains that John Hanson was the first President of the United States. This error is pervasive even finding support in some of our most venerable educational institutions including the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian.The reason why this Presidential misnomer lingers is that the Hanson Legend is incorrectly perpetuated by books, articles, the Library of Congress, the State of Maryland, the Smithsonian Institute and even the U.S. Post Office. It should be noted that Maryland’s claim carries great weight with the Federal Government as the major repository for the National Archives documents and records is located in Rockville. Hanson was the first President, according to Maryland, because he was elected by the delegates appointed by their respective states under the ratified Articles of Confederation who took their seats on November 5th, 1781. Presidents Samuel Huntington and Thomas McKean’s United States, in Congress Assembled Presidencies, they argue, were the result of Delegates elected under the old Continental Congress.  Furthermore, purveyors of this myth also point out that Hanson was the first to serve the prescribed full one-year term (1781-82) under the Federal Constitution of 1777. Despite these scholarly arguments, it is clear the honor belongs to Samuel Huntington of Connecticut who assumed the office when the Continental Congress was dissolved and replaced with the United States, in Congress Assembled on March 1, 1781 with the ratification of the Articles of Confederation. In addition to the Journals of the United States, in Congress Assembled, the author’s research at the Library of Congress uncovered a 1781 John Hanson Presidential letter of “official thanks” to the Second President of the United States, in Congress Assembled Thomas McKean. The existence of this letter, along with the handwritten Journal of the United States, in Congress Assembled and the formal reception of Samuel Huntington as the first President on ratification day are just a few irrefutable proofs that John Hanson was the third, not the first, President of the United States under the Constitution of 1777.  The Smithsonian, as a purveyor of American History, should strongly consider correcting this unfortunate oversight in their Presidential touring exhibit.On a final John Hanson note, this author finds it necessary, due to the volume of phone calls and emails on this topic, to address the fact that John Hanson was not a Moor and the first Black President of the United States.  Apparently a Mr. Cyril Innis Jr. as Deputy Director Discretionary Department of Youth and Program Operations published an article that included a National Archives picture of a black man named John Hanson.  Innis also includes a $2 bill reverse image with a Declaration of Independence signer circled claiming he is John Hanson the black Moor.  As discussed earlier, John Hanson was never a member of the Continental Congress.  The 1776 Delegate member Innis circles as John Hanson the Black Moor on the $2 bill is actually George Walton of Georgia.  Additionally, there was no photography in 1783 when President Hanson died so such a photograph is a physical impossibility. The picture of the black “Moor,” depicted by Innis, is actually a Sixth-plate daguerreotype, ca. 1856 of John Hanson the 19th century Liberian Senator from Grand Bassa County who championed the relocation of slaves to Liberia.   Maryland Department of Legislative Service, House Bills 202, 209, 418, 614, 895, 957 Senate Bills 5, 240, 477, 546,  "John Hanson served as the first president of the Continental Congress under the Articles of Confederation from 1781 to 1782" 2006 -2007 Sessions.Stoeckel, Herbert J. The Strange Story of John Hanson, First President of the United States; A Guide to Oxon Hill Manor and Mulberry Grove in Maryland. 1956. Reprint, Hartford, Conn.: Hanson House, 1932.  Cavanaugh, John W. , Our Two First Presidents, John Hanson and George Washington. The Gold Book of United States History, Full of Gold Nuggets. New York: N.p., and Johnson, Amandus, John Hanson: First President of the United States Under the Articles of Confederation. [Philadelphia: Swedish Colonial Society, 1966].Bibliography Directory of the United States Congress, John Hanson 1715-1783, Extended Bibliography, http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts/bibdisplay.pl?index=H000177Smithsonian Institute, The American Presidency – "John Hanson mug - John Hanson served as the first president of the Continental Congress under the Articles of Confederation from 1781 to 1782. The Congress elected a president annually from among its members, but the position bore no relationship to the presidency established under the Constitution. When Hanson became the first president of the new independent nation, it was more an honorary position than a powerful office" 2008,  http://americanhistory.si.edu/presidency/2a1a.htmlThe National Postal Museum, United States Post Office, John Hanson President of the Continental Congress, 2008 - http://arago.si.edu/index.asp?con=1&cmd=1 &mode=2&tid=2039383Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 18 March 1, 1781 - August 31, 1781, Library of Congress, John Hanson to Thomas McKean 10th Nov. 1781Innis, Cyril Jr., A Black Man, A Moor, John Hanson,  http://www.itsabouttimebpp.com/ Announcements/pdf/Cyril_Innis_Jr.pdf, National Archives and Records Administration,   http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/ treasures/trr033.html 



Superintendant of Finance Robert Morris & 
the Bank of North America – www.virtualology.com
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The Executive Departments developed former Presidents Huntington and McKean, greatly reduced the burdens of office on John Hanson.   His  Presidency, despite being the first to serve over a group of delegates entirely elected under the new Articles of Confederation, also suffered from cavalier attendance under the new Confederation Constitution forcing more power to be turned over to committees and appointed officials.   Hanson followed the lead of his predecessors, on December 31, 1781with the passage of Superintendent of Finance, Robert Morris's very important plan to establish the Bank of North America.     The Continental Dollar was recalled in 1781 and in its last gasp, caused, as Morris said, "infinite private mischief, numberless frauds and the greatest distress."   David Ramsay wrote of the now defunct United States Dollar: The aged who had retired from the scenes of active business, to enjoy the fruits of their industry, found their substance melting away to a mere pittance, insufficient for their support. The widow who lived comfortably on the bequests of a deceased husband experienced a frustration of all his well-meant tenderness. The laws of the country interposed, and compelled her to receive a shilling where a pound was her due. The blooming virgin who had grown up with an unquestionable title to a liberal patrimony was legally stripped of everything but her personal charms and virtues. The hapless orphan, instead of receiving from the hands of an executor a competency to set out in business, was obliged to give a final discharge on the payment of 6d. in the pound. In many instances, the earnings of a long life of care and diligence were, in the space of a few years, reduced to a trifling sum. A few persons escaped these affecting calamities, by secretly transferring their bonds, or by flying from the presence or neighborhood of their debtors. A ho,g or two would pay for a slave; a few cattle for a comfortable house; and a good horse for an improved plantation. A small part of the productions of a farm would discharge the long-outstanding accounts, due from its owner. The dreams of the golden age were realized to the poor man and the debtor, but unfortunately what these gained was just so much taken from others. Superintendant Robert Morris rightly conceived that the Bank of North America conducted on sound accounting principles would end the financial crisis in the United States and greatly benefit its citizens. The Bank of North America established credit that was made possible by the lucky arrival of $470,000 specie (silver coins) from France, which Morris lodged in the bank.  In 1782 Robert Morris made large advances to the United States in Congress Assembled.   After the termination of the war the Bank of North America became very prosperous, paying dividends of 14 per cent per annum.  In another important step Hanson watered down his duties by successfully proposing and passing the removal of the voluminous correspondence tasks from his office. On January 28th, 1782 Congress passed Hanson's resolution transferring the "signature" and other communication duties to the Secretary of the United States, Charles Thomson.    On February 18th, 1782 President Hanson proposed and got the United States, in Congress Assembled to authorize George Washington broad powers to negotiate directly with Great Britain over the fate of Cornwallis and his army eliminating that duty from his office.  On February 21st Hanson signed a resolution to establish a new United States Mint "Resolved, That Congress approve of the establishment of a mint; and, that the Superintendent of Finance be, and hereby is directed to prepare and report to Congress a plan for establishing and conducting the same." The very next day Congress and Hanson completed the reorganization of the complex Department of Foreign affairs.  Little did John Hanson and his fellow delegates realize that by 1788 this office would become the most prestigious and influential executive position in the United States of America under the collapsing Confederation Constitution by 1788.Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Bank of North America, December 3,, 1781Ramsay, David, EFFECTS OF CONTINENTAL CURRENCY ON DEBTORS AND CREDITORSIbid, January 28th, 1782Ibid, February 18th, 1782Ibid, February 21st, 1782Ibid, Department of Foreign affairs February 22nd, 1782
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In June John Hanson removed his legislative and presidential "hats" to don the robes of Chief Justice. He presided over a border dispute between Connecticut and Pennsylvania in Congress for the next three days. Following that hearing President Hanson addressed a series of rash mail robberies with hearings in a new federal law being passed offering rewards for the apprehension and conviction of robbers of the United States mail.   On June 20, 1782 President Hanson’s Congress passed Secretary Charles Thomson drawing representing the assemblage of three different Committee designs of the Great Seal of the United States in Congress Assembled:The device for an armorial achievement and reverse of the great seal for the United States in Congress assembled, is as follows: ARMS. Paleways of thirteen pieces, argent and gules; a chief, azure; the escutcheon on the breast of the American bald eagle displayed proper, holding in his dexter talon an olive branch, and in his sinister a bundle of thirteen arrows, all proper, and in his beak a scroll, inscribed with this motto, "E pluribus Unum." For the CREST. Over the head of the eagle, which appears above the escutcheon, a glory, or, breaking through a cloud, proper, and surrounding thirteen stars, forming a constellation, argent, on an azure field. REVERSE. A pyramid unfinished. In the zenith, an eye in a triangle, surrounded with a glory proper. Over the eye these words, "Annuit Coeptis." On the base of the pyramid the numerical letters MDCCLXXVI. And underneath the following motto, "Novus Ordo Seclorum."Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Great Seal of the United States in Congress Assembled, June 20, 1782



THE HOLY BIBLE, CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW 
TESTAMENTS,  NEWLY TRANSLATED OUT OF THE 

ORIGINAL TONGUES.  Philadelphia,  Robert Aitken, 1782
www.JohnHanson.net
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In September the confederation's business turned to a request for “… a neat edition of the Holy Scriptures for the use of Schools." The Delegates began to debate the matter in early September. It was a common practice then and up until the 1850's for the federal government to be involved in funding Christian education. The Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled report on September 12, 1782.  Whereupon, Resolved, That the United States in Congress assembled, highly approve the pious and laudable undertaking of Mr. Aitken, as subservient to the interest of religion as well as an instance of the progress of arts in this country, and being satisfied from the above report, of his care and accuracy in the execution of the work, they recommend this edition of the Bible to the inhabitants of the United States, and hereby authorize him to publish this recommendation in the manner he shall think proper. Robert Aitken’s Bible was printed at his Philadelphia print shop, using an early American movable-type press. The paper stock is a thick grade of wood-pulp paper, as cotton was too expensive for this production. The 1782 edition was printed and has been sold as "The Bible of Revolution" for two centuries.  Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Aiken’s Bible, September 12, 1782Bancroft-Parkman, American Book Prices Current, Published 1895, Page 206



A Day of Solemn Thanksgiving to God. Issued October 11th, 1782
Library of Congress Manuscript Division
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On October 11th, 1782 John Hanson and the United States in Congress Assembled issued a most notable Proclamation of a call for Public Thanksgiving to God due to the favorable news trickling in on the negotiations of Peace with Great Britain.A Day of Solemn Thanksgiving to God It being the indispensable duty of all nations, not only to offer up their supplications to Almighty God, the giver of all good, for his gracious assistance in the a time of public distress, but also in a solemn and public manner to give him praise for his goodness in general, and especially for great and signal interpositions of his Providence in their behalf; therefore, the United States in Congress assembled, taking into their consideration the many instances of divine goodness to these states, in the course of the important conflict in which they have been so long engaged; and the present happy and promising state of public affairs; and the events of the war in the course of the last year now drawing to a close, particularly the harmony of the public councils, which is so necessary to the success of the public cause; the perfect union and good understanding which has hitherto subsisted between them and their allies, notwithstanding the artful and unwearied attempts of the common enemy to sow dissension between them divide them; the success of the arms of the United States and those of their allies, and the acknowledgment of their independence by another European power, whose friendship and commerce must be of great and lasting advantage to these states; and the success of their arms and those of their allies in different parts do hereby recommend it to the inhabitants of these states in general, to observe, and recommend it to the executives of request the several states to interpose their authority in appointing and requiring commanding the observation of the last Thursday, in the 28 day of November next, as a day of solemn thanksgiving to God for all his mercies: and they do further recommend to all ranks, to testify their gratitude to God for his goodness, by a cheerful obedience to his laws, and by promoting, each in his station, and by his influence, the practice of true and undefiled religion, which is the great foundation of public prosperity and national happiness. Done in Congress at Philadelphia, the eleventh of October, in the year of our LORD one thousand and seven hundred and eighty two, and of our Sovereignty and Independence, the eleventh.JOHN HANSON, President                           CHARLES THOMSON, Secretary Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, “Public Thanksgiving to God “ October 11th, 1782
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Elias Boudinot of New Jersey was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled on November 4, 1782 serving until November 2, 1783.  Boudinot was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on May 2, 1740 and died in Burlington, New Jersey October 24, 1821. His great-grandfather, Elias, was a French Huguenot, who fled to this country after the revocation of the decree of Nantes. After receiving a Liberal Arts education, Elias Boudinot studied law with Richard Stockton of New Jersey and became outstanding in this profession in the early 1770’s. Boudinot was dutiful to the cause of independence in New Jersey, serving as a member of the Committee of Correspondence for Essex County in 1774. He often used his influence and exceptional legal mind to awaken the New Jersey Provincial Congress to speedily approve the resolutions of the Continental Congress and the United States in Congress Assembled.  Boudinot was elected a delegate to the Continental Congress from New Jersey, in 1778 serving until 1779. He was elected to the United States, in Congress Assembled in 1781 under the Articles of Confederation to fill Delegate Burnett's place in the Continental Congress due to his retirement in 1781. Boudinot was again elected for the term of 1782 and 1783. He, a wealthy New Jersey lawyer and leader of the Presbyterian Church, won the presidency by a delegate count of 16 to 11 on November 4th, 1782. The law of one state one vote ended the tally seven states to four with two states not voting.  The opposing four states cast their votes for three different southern delegates.  Boudinot was a lifelong friend of Alexander Hamilton and very close to Robert Morris. He belonged to "the wealthy, wise, and the good,” had the ear of George Washington and was a dutiful servant to the “constructive party.”   Boudinot, J. J., THE LIFE OF ELIAS BOUDINOT, Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company 1896 page 213.Sanders, Jennings B., The Presidency Of The Continental Congress 1774-1789; A Study in American Institutional History, Gloucester, MA Peter Smith 1971  page 24Ibid, page 63
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In July 1783, while President Boudinot and Congress struggled with the treaty, massive debt,   ineffective court systems and a host of other ills, a new threat to the Confederation materialized within the ranks of the United States Army. On a sizzling Sunday afternoon several hundred soldiers mutinied and marched from Lancaster to Philadelphia. These men were determined to compel Congress and the Supreme Council of Pennsylvania to meet their demands of back pay, food and direly needed supplies. Recruits from the barracks in Philadelphia reinforced the mutineers and they surrounded Independence Hall where both the United States, in Congress Assembled and the Supreme Council of Pennsylvania were in session. The soldiers numbered in excess of four hundred and actually held both the federal and state governments’ hostage.   Ramsay writes of this little known mutiny and Congressional hostage situation: The whole amounting to upwards of 300 men, marched with fixed bayonets and drums, to the statehouse, in which Congress and the supreme executive council of Pennsylvania held their sessions. They placed guards at every door, and sent in a written message to the President and Council of the state, and threatened to let loose an enraged soldiery upon them, if they were not gratified as to their demand within 20 minutes. The situation of Congress, though they were not the particular object of the soldiers' resentment, was far from being agreeable.Word was immediately sent to Major General Arthur St. Clair and along with Alexander Hamilton they were able to reason with the men. President Boudinot and the Congressional members passed through the files of the mutineers without being molested. The committee, with Alexander Hamilton as chairman, waited on the State Executive Council to insure the Government of the United States protection so Congress could convene the following day. Elias Boudinot, however, received no pledge of protection by the Pennsylvania militia and ordered an adjournment of the United States in Congress Assembled on June 24th to Princeton, New Jersey.  This was the last time the Confederation Congress would convene in Pennsylvania.   The United States in Congress Assembled first met first in the Prospect House while repairs were hastily made to Nassau Hall.    This building was the Capitol Building from June 30, 1783 to November 4, 1783. The structure was built in 1756 at a cost of £2,900 for the College of New Jersey.  Originally the brick-paved halls extended one hundred and seventy-five feet of what was the largest stone structure in the Colonies. In November, 1776, the British took possession of the building and used it as barracks and hospital but were briefly ejected by George Washington during the Battle of Princeton. .   After the war Nassau Hall, was found to be in great disrepair with “mostly bare partition walls and heaps of fallen plaster."  Ramsay, David, The History of the American Revolution, page 416Collins, Varnum Lansing, Princeton, Oxford University Press,  New York: 1914, page 82



Treaty of Paris: Treaty of Paris Signed by John Adams, Benjamin
Franklin, and John Jay Commissioners of the United States in 
Congress Assembled on September 3, 1783 -- Courtesy of the 

National Archives Treaty of Paris, original Manuscript, 
September 3, 1783, National Archives of the United States
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 On March 12, 1783 Elias Boudinot received the November 30, 1782 Preliminary Treaty of Peace that placed the United States in a strong position to exert their independence. The commissioners John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, and Henry Laurens negotiated treaty. Wisely, Benjamin Franklin and John Adams followed former President John Jay’s instance that the commission ignore the orders of Congress and not include the French in the negations.After the Preliminary Treaty was signed ever extraordinary Benjamin Franklin smoothed things over with the French Court.  He actually managed to get a new loan from France to America secured marking a somewhat official acceptance of the triumph secured by Jay and his fellow Commissioners. Alexander Hamilton wrote to Jay, after examining the Treaty:I have been witness with pleasure to every event which has had a tendency to advance you in the esteem of your country; and I may assure you with sincerity, that it is as high as you could possibly wish. All have united in the warmest approbation of your conduct. I cannot forbear telling you this, because my situation has given me access to the truth, and I gratify my friendship for you in communicating what cannot fail to gratify your sensibility. The peace which exceeds in the goodness of its terms, the expectations of the most sanguine does the highest honor to those who made it. It is the more agreeable, as the time was come, when thinking men began to be seriously alarmed at the internal embarrassments and exhausted state of this country. The New England people talk of making you an annual fish-offering as an acknowlegement of your exertions for the participation of the fisheries. We have now happily concluded the great work of independence, but much remains to be done to reap the fruits of it. Our prospects are not flattering. Every day proves the inefficacy of the present confederation, yet the common danger being removed, we are receding instead of advancing in a disposition to amend its defects. The road to popularity in each state is to inspire jealousies of the power of Congress, though nothing can be more apparent than that they have no power; and that for the want of it, the resources of the country during the war could not be drawn out, and we at this moment experience all the mischiefs of a bankrupt and ruined credit. It is to be hoped that when prejudice and folly have run themselves out of breath we may return to reason and correct our errors. After having served in the field during the war, I have been making a short apprenticeship in Congress; but the evacuation of New York approaching, I am preparing to take leave of public life to enter into the practice of the law. Your country will continue to demand your services abroad. The violation of the instructions of Congress, however, displeased many of it members despite the triumph in the terms. Mr. Madison, who voted for the instruction to include the French in the negotiations, wrote: "In this business Jay has taken the lead, and proceeded to a length of which you can form little idea. Adams has followed with cordiality. Franklin has been dragged into it."  The treaty’s boundaries were actually more extensive than the States had claimed when they were colonies. Franklin's positioning the initial negotiations to include all of Canada won the interior land as a compromise as it had little or no use to Great Britain. This land had upwards of twenty nations of Native Americans. Additionally, the five most eastern nations had long been the friends and allies of the colonies. An unlimited right of fishery on the banks of Newfoundland were also won but an expensive price was to be exacted by the British Parliament. Great Britain believed that everything ceded to the United States required an equivalent.  These equivalent demands, if accepted, would require the repayment of public and private debt owed by Americans to Britain and the loyalists. The demands Britain exacted out of the Commissioners included the large sums of money owed to British merchants. The United States and their people were obliged to make land and monetary restitution under the terms of the Treaty. In conformity to the letter and spirit of the preliminary treaty, Congress urged in strong terms the propriety of making restitution to the merchants and British loyalists. Imposing the necessary taxes to fund the repayment of debt to Great Britain was, however, beyond the power of the United States, in Congress Assembled. The little foreign money the United States could borrow to satisfy British claims in non-American specie placed a great strain on the National Treasury and the only true means of ever repaying the debt was the public sale of lands in what would be known as the Northwest Territory.   Smith, Paul H., ed. Letters of Delegates to Congress, Alexander Hamilton to John Jay, July 25. 1783Madison, James, The Papers of James Madison, J. & H. G. Langley, 1841, page 518



George Washington to Continental Army Farewell Orders, 
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On the day preceding the United States, in Congress Assembled dismissing the army, General Washington issued his farewell orders, in the most endearing language. After giving them his advice respecting their future conduct, and bidding them an affectionate farewell, he concluded with these patriotic words: "May ample justice be done them here, and may the choicest of Heaven's favours, both here and hereafter, attend those, who under the divine auspices have secured innumerable blessings for others. With these wishes, and this benediction, the commander in chief is about to retire from service; the curtain of separation will soon be drawn, and the military scene, to him, will be closed forever." With a great strain on the federal government's treasury Congress managed four months wages towards, on average, four years of back pay rightfully due the army. The example of George Washington and this Congressional payment to the troops, though a trifling 10% of the monies due, enabled these brave men to peacefully disperse into all 13 states. The Commander-in-Chief, as stated when he took command eight years earlier, sought and accepted no compensation for his services during the entire revolutionary war effort.  The term of President Boudinot was now at an end needing only to address, once again, postal theft and executing another resolution to call on improving Delegate attendance. General George Washington's Farewell Orders issued to the Armies of the United States of America the 2d day of Novr 1783--Rocky Hill, near Princeton,The United States in Congress assembled, after giving the most honorable testimony to the Merits of the Federal Armies, and presenting them with the thanks of their Country for their long, eminent and faithful Services, having thought proper, by their Proclamation bearing date the 18th day of October last, to discharge such part of the Troops as were engaged for the War, and to permit the Officers on Furlough to retire from Service from and after tomorrow, which Proclamation having been communicated in the public papers for the information and government of all concerned. it only remains for the Commander in Chief to address himself once more, and that for the last time, to the Armies of the United States (however widely dispersed the Individuals who composed them may be) and to bid them an affectionate--a long farewell.But before the Commander in Chief takes his final leave of those he holds most dear, he wishes to indulge himself a few moments in calling to mind a slight review of the past, He will then take the liberty of exploring with his Military friends their future prospects, of advising the general line of conduct which in his opinion ought to be persued, and he will conclude the Address, by expressing the obligations he feels himself under for the spirited and able assistance he has experienced from them, in the performance of an arduous Office.A contemplation of the compleat attainment (at a period earlier than could have been expected) of the object for which we contended, against so formidable a power, cannot but inspire us with astonishment and gratitude--The disadvantageous circumstances on our part, under which the War was undertaken, can never be forgotten--The singular interpositions of Providence in our feeble condition were such, as could scarcely escape the attention of the most unobserving--where the unparalleled perseverence of the Armies of the United States, through almost every possible suffering and discouragement, for the space of eight long years was little short of a standing Miracle.It is not the meaning nor within the compass of this Address, to detail the hardships peculiarly incident to our Service, or to discribe the distresses which in several instances have resulted from the extremes of hunger and nakedness, combined with the rigors of an inclement season. Nor is it necessary to dwell on the dark side of our past affairs. Every American Officer and Soldier must now console himself for any unpleasant circumstances which may have occurred, by a recollection of the uncommon scenes in which he has been called to act, no inglorious part; and the astonishing Events of which he has been a witness--Events which have seldom, if ever before, taken place on the stage of human action, nor can they probably ever happen again. For who has before seen a disciplined Army formed at once from such raw Materials? Who that was not a witness could imagine, that the most violent local prejudices would cease so soon, and that Men who came from the different parts of the Continent, strongly disposed by the habits of education, to dispise and quarrel with each other, would instantly become but one patriotic band of Brothers? Or who that was not on the spot can trace the steps by which such a wonderful Revolution has been effected, and such a glorious period put to all our Warlike toils?It is universally acknowledged that the enlarged prospect of happiness, opened by the confirmation of our Independence and Sovereignty, almost exceeds the power of description. And shall not the brave Men who have contributed so essentially to these inestimable acquisitions, retiring victorious from the Field of War, to the Field of Agriculture, participate in all the blessings which have been obtained? In such a Republic, who will exclude them from the rights of Citizens and the fruits of their labours? In such a Country so happily circumstanced the persuits of Commerce and the cultivation of the Soil, will unfold to industry the certain road to competence. To those hardy Soldiers, who are actuated by the spirit of adventure, the Fisheries will afford ample and profitable employment, and the extensive and fertile Regions of the West will yield a most happy Asylum to those, who, fond of domestic enjoyment are seeking for personal independence. Nor is it possible to conceive that any one of the United States will prefer a National Bankrupcy and a dissolution of the Union, to a compliance with the requisitions of Congress and the payment of its just debts--so that the Officers and Soldiers may expect considerable assistance in recommencing their civil occupations from the sums due to them from the Public, which must and will most inevitably be paid.In order to effect this desirable purpose, and to remove the prejudices which may have taken possession of the Minds of any of the good People of the States, it is earnestly recommended to all the Troops that with strong attachments to the Union, they should carry with them into civil Society the most conciliating dispositions; and that they should prove themselves not less virtuous and usefull as Citizens, than they have been persevering and victorious as Soldiers. What tho' there should be some envious Individuals who are unwilling to pay the Debt the public has contracted, or to yield the tribute due to Merit, yet let such unworthy treatment produce no invective, or any instance of intemperate conduct, let it be remembered that the unbiased voice of the Free Citizens of the United States has promised the just reward, and given the merited applause, let it be known and remembered that the reputation of the Federal Armies is established beyond the reach of Malevolence, and let a conciousness of their atchievements and fame, still incite the Men who composed them to honorable Actions; under the persuasion that the private virtues of economy, prudence and industry, will not be less amiable in civil life, than the more splendid qualities of valour, perseverence and enterprise, were in the Field: Every one may rest assured that much, very much of the future happiness of the Officers and Men, will depend upon the wise and manly conduct which shall be adopted by them, when they are mingled with the great body of the Community. And altho', the General has so frequently given it as his opinion in the most public and explicit manner, that unless the principles of the Federal Government were properly supported, and the Powers of the Union encreased, the honor, dignity and justice of the Nation would be lost for ever; yet he cannot help repeating on this occasion, so interesting a sentiment, and leaving it as his last injunction to every Officer and every Soldier, who may view the subject in the same serious point of light, to add his best endeavours to those of his worthy fellow Citizens towards effecting these great and valuable purposes, on which our very existence as a Nation so materially depends.The Commander in Chief conceives little is now waiting to enable the Soldier to change the Military character into that of the Citizen, but that steady and decent tenor of behaivour which has generally distinguished, not only the Army under his immediate Command, but the different Detachments and seperate Armies, through the course of the War; from their good sense and prudence he anticipates the happiest consequences; And while he congratulates them on the glorious occasion which renders their Services in the Field no longer necessary, he wishes to express the strong obligations he feels himself under, for the assistance he has received from every Class--and in every instance. He presents his thanks in the most serious and affectionate manner to the General Officers, as well for their Counsel on many interesting occasions, as for their ardor in promoting the success of the plans he had adopted--To the Commandants of Regiments and Corps, and to the other Officers for their great Zeal and attention in carrying his orders promptly into execution--To the Staff for their alacrity and exactness in performing the duties of their several Departments--And to the Non-commissioned officers and private Soldiers, for their extraordinary patience in suffering, as well as their invincible fortitude in Action--To the various branches of the Army, the General takes this last and solemn oppertunity of professing his inviolable attachment & friendship--He wishes more than bare professions were in his power, that he was really able to be usefull to them all in future life; He flatters himself however, they will do him the justice to believe, that whatever could with propriety be attempted by him, has been done. And being now to conclude these his last public Orders, to take his ultimate leave, in a short time, of the Military Character, and to bid a final adieu to the Armies he has so long had the honor to Command--he can only again offer in their behalf his recommendations to their grateful Country, and his prayers to the God of Armies. May ample justice be done them here, and may the choicest of Heaven's favors both here and hereafter attend those, who under the divine auspices have secured innumerable blessings for others: With these Wishes, and this benediction, the Commander in Chief is about to retire from service--The Curtain of seperation will soon be drawn--and the Military Scene to him will be closed for ever Fitzpatrick, John C. Editor. The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript George Washington to Continental Army Farewell Orders, November 2, 1783, Rocky Hill, New Jersey.







John Trumbull's "Washington Resigning His Commission," 
a painting in the Rotunda of the current Capitol building 

of the United States of America. Washington’s resignation as the
First Commander-in-Chief of the United States and Colonies of 
America occurred in Annapolis at the Maryland State House.
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United States in Congress Assembled Treaty Proclamation
Given under the seal of the United States. Witness his Excellency 
THOMAS MIFFLIN, our President – Stan Klos Image Collection
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Thomas Mifflin's first mission as the new President was to insure that the Treaty of Paris was ratified within the six-month time constraint set forth in the agreement. President Mifflin scheduled a ratifying convention at the Maryland State House in Annapolis in November 1783, but many of the delegates failed to arrive. By mid-December Mifflin's attempt to assemble a ratifying quorum became frenzied as Congress failed to achieve the simple seven state quorum to read foreign dispatches.   They also failed to achieve a quorum necessary to ratify the Treaty when George Washington tendered his resignation as Commander-in-Chief on December 23, 1783.By January 12th, only seven of the 13 states had representatives seated in Annapolis Capitol. Time was running out for the Treaty’s ratification and the United States, in Congress Assembled lacked the power to force attendance at Annapolis. On January 13, the convention needed one more delegate to gain the nine states necessary to ratify the treaty. The following day, South Carolina Representative Richard Beresford, who was ill, arrived in Maryland achieving a quorum. The vote was immediately taken upon on his arrival and on January 14, 1784, the Definitive Treaty of Peace was ratified by Congress with Mifflin’s signature after the votes were registered, yes.  The Proclamation began “The Most Holy and Undivided Trinity” and it ended "Given under the seal of the United States. Witness his Excellency THOMAS MIFFLIN, our President."    King George III did not ratify the treaty for Britain until April 9, 1784 and his signature officially ended the War. At the writing of this book the author is pleased to report the Treaty Proclamation is currently displayed prominently at the National Archives in Washington D.C. with Mifflin's signature, as “Our President,” boldly penned just under the Great Seal of the United States and opposite of  “In the name of the most Holy and Undivided Trinity.”Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Proclamation Definitive Treaty of Peace, January 14, 1784
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Massey,  Raymond,  Empress of China Arrival at 
Whampoa in 1784,  1987 www.Virtualology.com Collection
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The 1783 Treaty of Paris also freed American trade from British control. Robert Morris hired a ship and through Mifflin's Congress, and the efforts of future U.S. President, James Monroe, Congress granted the necessary ship’s papers to the Empress of China opening U.S. trade to the Far East: “We the United States in Congress assembled, make known, that John Green, captain of the ship called the Empress of China, is a citizen of the United States of America, and that the ship which he commands belongs to citizens of the said United States, and as we wish to see the said John Green prosper in his lawful affairs, our prayer is to all the before mentioned, and to each of them separately, where the said John Green shall arrive with his vessel and cargo, that they may please to receive him with goodness, and treat him in a becoming manner, permitting him upon the usual tolls and expences in passing and repassing, to pass, navigate and frequent the ports, passes and territories, to the end, to transact his business where and in what manner he shall judge proper, whereof we shall be willingly indebted.” The Empress of China was actually three-masted, square-rigged 1783 privateer ship that was refitted for commercial purposes due to the cessation of hostilities between Great Britain and the United States. The ship left New York harbor on George Washington's Birthday, February 22, 1784, transporting the first official representative of the American government, Samuel Shaw, to China.  The ship cargo was lead, 30 tons of ginseng, cotton, camel cloth, 2,500 animal skins and several barrels of pepper. The ginseng, which grew wild in North America, was the most profitable cargo as the Chinese valued its healing powers.On August 30, 1784 the Empress of China reached Canton, China. Samuel Shaw, Captain Green and the crew were not free to roam in China.  They were limited to compounds called hongs where the Chinese merchants called to trade. The trade was successful and the ship  returned to New York City in May 1785 filled with a cargo of tea, tableware, silks, exotic plants, new metal alloys and nankeen (Chinese cotton) netting Robert Morris over $30,000 inspiring a host of U.S. merchants to enter into the Far East trade.   Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, January 30, 1784Markoe, Karen,  200 Years of U.S. Trade with China, Associate Professor State University of New York Maritime College, http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/china/for_pol/ch_trade.htm
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Richard Henry Lee of Virginia was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled on November 30, 1784 and served until November 22, 1785.  He was the third son of a Thomas Lee, the "empire builder," who as the 5th son of Richard Lee "the emigrant", the largest Virginia landowner at the time of his death in 1640, received a modest inheritance.  Richard Henry Lee was elected as a delegate to the United States, in Congress Assembled in 1784.  His accomplishments as a delegate in Virginia did not go unnoticed by his colleagues in the United States, in Congress Assembled. The Definitive Treaty of Peace with Great Britain exacted heavy monetary measures from the United States and its citizenry restoring Tory landholdings and requiring the repayment of British merchants for goods used and seized during the Revolutionary War. The citizens and government of the United States were in dire financial circumstances as the debt was staggering and the Continental Currency collapsed. In the hopes that Colonel Lee could duplicate his financial success managing Virginia's debt at the national level, the Delegates elected him President of the United States, in Congress Assembled on November 30, 1784.  The liberal Adams-Lee faction had finally come into power and even the staunchest conservatives trusted that Richard Henry Lee would lead the country onto a path of financial stability.Richard Henry Lee's Presidency was a busy one, attending to the needs of the new nation. Lee's candor and straightforwardness bore few secrets. In a November 18, 1784 letter to Samuel Adams he wrote, "I shall be extremely happy to be aided by your counsels during my residence in Congress." Richard Henry Lee's letters are abundant and well-published and consequently we know that President Lee favored low taxes by funding the debt with foreign loans. Lee, in fact, reviled duties and was a staunch opponent of Congress' willingness to tax the citizens at a Federal level. Ballagh James Curtis, Editor, The Letters of Richard Henry Lee  National Society of the Colonial Dames of America The Macmillan Company: 1914, page 295
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John Jay, after returning from France where he negotiated the Treaty of Paris was elected a delegate to the United States in Congress Assembled from New York.   In Congress the members lobbied him strongly to accept the position of Secretary of Foreign Affairs.  John Jay initially refused as he did not want to serve in New Jersey where Congress currently convened.  His biographer, Pellew writes:He was unwilling, for reasons of private business, to be detained at Trenton, where Congress had been in session and was to reassemble in September, and also because he was reluctant to assume such responsibility without the privilege of selecting his own clerks, a power which Congress had heretofore reserved to itself.  Meantime he was elected a delegate to Congress by the state legislature; but on December 21st, Congress having decided to adjourn to New York, and yielding in the matter of the appointments of his subordinates, Jay accepted the secretaryship, and resigned his seat on the floor. Almost immediately afterwards he was tempted to become a candidate for governor ; but he refused to desert the federal service, saying : ‘A servant should not leave a good old master for the sake of a little more pay or a prettier livery.’ Meantime he was elected a delegate to Congress by the state legislature; but on December 21st, Congress having decided to adjourn to New York, and yielding in the matter of the appointments of his subordinates, Jay accepted the secretaryship, and resigned his seat on the floor. Almost immediately afterwards he was tempted to become a candidate for governor ; but he refused to desert the federal service, saying: ‘A servant should not leave a good old master for the sake of a little more pay or a prettier livery.’  The Journals indicate that on December 21st John Jay did make a motion to rescind the resolution to have two capitols but the debate continued over where the single location over the permanent seat of government would be located.  According to Elbridge Gerry, Jay accepted the position of Foreign Secretary on December 22nd not the 21st.  Additionally, in Gerry’s December 23rd letter it appeared a permanent capitol would be placed on the banks of the Delaware instead of New York and the new Foreign Secretary was not pleased:   It is fortunate that we arrived here as we did, (1) for otherwise congress would by this time have been in Philadelphia and the treasury in such hands as you and I could not approve. There was a stronger party formed against us than I remember to have seen, but I think it will subside and matters be in good train again. We have carried two great points to-day by passing an ordinance, 1st. to appoint three commissioners to lay out a district on the branch of either side of the Delaware, within eight miles of this place, to purchase the soil and enter into contracts for erecting suitable buildings.(2) 2dly. To adjourn to New-York and reside there until suitable buildings are prepared. This I consider a fortunate affair in every respect but one. It is so disagreeable to our worthy secretary(3) that there is reason to apprehend he will resign his appointment. We have been so happy also as to remove some objections on the part of Mr. Jay to the acceptance of his office, and he yesterday took the oaths and entered on the business of his department.Under Jay the Secretary for Foreign Affairs became the most important and powerful appointment under the Articles of Confederation.  Jay held the post until the establishment of the second Constitutional government in 1789.   Although not a member of Congress he was given the privilege to appear before that body and state his views.  All foreign correspondence that had gone directly to the President of the United States, even when Robert Livingston held the post, now went directly to Jay.  The President, therefore, was effectively removed from a position of power in the matter of foreign relations as all correspondence stopped and the Foreign Secretary reported directly to Congress.  This was a major change to powers of the Presidency.Pellew, George, John Jay, page 230Smith, Paul H., ed. Letters of Delegates to Congress, Elbridge Gerry to James Warren, Dec. 23, 1784
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President Richard Henry Lee, aside from a collapsed U.S. Dollar, was plagued by the counterfeiting of official government documents.  The lawlessness became so prevalent after Congress settled with Revolutionary War Veterans that they were forced to issue a Proclamation offering a reward for the arrest and conviction of the persons responsible for counterfeit Army settlement certificates. Proclamation  By the United States in Congress assembled Whereas information has been received from the Comptroller of the treasury, that various certificates of final settlement issued by the Commissioner for settling the Accounts of the Army, to the Officers and soldiers of the United States, have been counterfeited by some fraudulent and wicked persons, by erasing the sums for which they were first given, and inserting others to a much greater amount. And whereas it is expedient, that the most effectual steps should be taken, to detect a villainy so injurious to the interest of the citizens of these States, and destructive of public credit; the United States in Congress assembled, have deemed it necessary to offer, and do hereby promise a reward of five hundred dollars to any person or persons, who shall discover and make known the person or persons guilty of the said forgery, or his or their accomplices, so that he or they may be legally convicted. And that the most speedy and effectual check may be given to a crime, tending in its consequences so materially to affect the credit of the said certificates, and the interest of the United States, they do hereby recommend it to the Executives of the different States, to be aiding and assisting in discovering and apprehending the author or authors of the forgery aforesaid, or his or their Accomplices, to the end, that the credit of the United States of America may be secured from farther injury, and the perpetrators of so atrocious an Offence brought to condign punishment.Done at New-York, this second day of February, in the year of our Lord, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-five, and of our sovereignty and independence the ninth Signed: Richard Henry Lee, president.            Charles Thomson, secretary.    
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Richard Henry Lee with the United States plagued by the war debt turned to the enactment of an Ordinance for the Northwest Territory that would settle the federal territorial claims with the States. If passed these unencumbered federal holdings, Lee reasoned, would provide the federal government with vast lands to sell. Lee understood the constraints: borrowing more foreign money was no longer prudent and he abhorred the movement to establish new federal taxes. It was the sale of these vast federal lands, he deduced, was the nation's only hope to pay off the war debt and adequately fund federal government. Lee wrote to his friend and colleague Samuel Adams on May 20th: I hope we shall shortly finish our plan for disposing of the western Lands to discharge the oppressive public debt created by the war & I think that if this source of revenue be rightly managed, that these republics may soon be discharged from that state of oppression and distress that an indebted people must invariably feel An Ordinance for ascertaining the Mode of Disposing of Lands in the Western Territory was passed on May 20, 1785.  This law set aside a test tract of land in the Northwest Territory for real estate development.  The federal surveyors divided the land into carefully planned individual square townships. Each side of the township square was to be six miles in length containing thirty-six square miles of territory. The township was then divided into one-square mile sections, with each section receiving its own number and encompassing 640 acres. Section sixteen was to be set aside for a public school and sections eight, eleven, twenty-six, and twenty-nine were to provide veterans of the American Revolution with land as payment for their service during the war thus greatly reducing the war debt. The government would then sell the remaining sections at public auction at the minimum bid of 640 dollars per section or one dollar for an acre of land in each section. The federal land that was not in dispute by the Native Americans was eagerly occupied by western settlers as squatters as they had little respect for the authority of the United States, in Congress Assembled. The settlers were correct in their assessment as the federal government failed to muster the capital necessary to pay magistrates and troops to enforce the $1.00 per acre fee. With the States no longer in control of the lands and a weak federal government floundering in debt, the tide of western squatters flowed into the Northwest Territory. Richard Henry Lee’s plan to fund the federal government from western land sales imploded and no capital flowed into the federal treasury from the western lands.   The survey system would expand, however, from this small range in Ohio to the Pacific Ocean and later into Alaska as the United States expanded its borders during the next two centuries.  Future Presidents would utilize Lee’s system and fund government projects, public education, railroads, interstate highways and national parks through land sales and swaps throughout the 19th and 20th Centuries.  Lee's plan was prophetic but like most visionaries he was slightly ahead of its time.  Ballagh James Curtis, Editor, The Letters of Richard Henry Lee  National Society of the Colonial Dames of America The Macmillan Company: 1914, page 359Burnett, Edmund Cody,  Letters of Members of the Continental Congress, Published 1931, The Carnegie Institution of Washington, Page 439
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Mr. Hancock was elected a delegate from Massachusetts to the Continental Congress on December 5, 1775 and resigned the office on October 29, 1777 due to illness.  In 1780 he re-entered public office with the redrafting of the Massachusetts Constitution. He was a member of that State's constitutional convention of 1780, and served as governor from 1780 until 1785. On January 29, 1785 John Hancock resigned as Governor of Massachusetts assigning ill health as the cause for retirement. On June 16th, 1785 he was elected as delegate to the United States in Congress Assembled. Young John Quincy Adams wrote his father on August 3rd "It is generally supposed here that Mr. Hancock will next year be seated in the Chair of Congress." John Quincy Adams wrote his sister on July 17th: Mr. Hancock, being too infirm to act as Governor of Massachusetts, is chosen a member of Congress … and will probably take his rest in the President's seat next November. This is escaping Scylla to fall into Charybdis or is rather like a man I have read of, who being asked if he would take a  glass of wine, answered he could not take a glass, but would take a bottle !On June 16th, 1785 Hancock was elected to the United States in Congress Assembled, but could not attend the session of Congress in November 1785 due to his illness. Despite this he was elected President of the United States in Congress Assembled on the 23rd of November 1785. His presidential duties were performed by the two chairmen - David Ramsay (23 November, 1785 12 May, 1786) and Nathaniel Gorham (15 May - 5 June, 1786). This peculiar turn of events, a President of the United States not reporting for duty for over six months, gives testament to the power of the executive departments and congressional committees that now controlled many of the presiding presidential officer’s former duties. This turn of executive events dashed the hopes of many delegates who had hoped John Hancock would report to New York and re-establish the presidency as a position of national leadership and substantial federal influence. This following letter of Delegate John Bayard to James Hutchinson provides an account of the election of John Hancock and the work that followed immediately thereafter with a spotlight on the States' inability to fill their respective seats in the federal government to form the necessary nine States quorum to conduct “business of the utmost consequence.” President Hancock's failure to report for duty had a rippling effect on the United States in Congress Assembled whose ability to form a governing quorum sank to all time national lows in1786.  Ford, Worthington Chauncey and John Quincy Adams, Writings of John Quincy Adams , Published 1913 byThe Macmillan Company, page 19Smith, Abigail Adams, Correspondence of Miss Adams: Daughter of John Adams, Second President of The United States, Published 1842 by Wiley and Putnam,  page 45
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David Ramsay was an historian and surgeon who graduated from Princeton University in 1765, and received medical degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1773. He was the son-in-law to former Continental Congress President Henry Laurens and a delegate from Charleston, South Carolina to the United States in Congress Assembled in 1782-3, and in 1785-6. Ramsay was elected the Chairman of the United Sates, in Congress Assembled and served from November 23, 1785 until May 12, 1786 in the place of President John Hancock.  It fell on fellow Massachusetts Delegate, Rufus King, to persuade John Hancock to take his chair in Congress. Recalling that Hancock's York quarters as President in the old Continental Congress were quite humble King wrote the new President on December 7th 1785: It was with very sincere pleasure I this day received yours of the 30th ult. which declares your acceptance of the chair of congress and I entreat you to be assured, that this pleasure was not a little encreased, by the expectation you have given me leave to entertain, that Mrs. Hancock will be with you during your residence here. In consequence of some Doubts expressed in your Letter, I have this Evening made enquiry, concerning the Situation of the House, and furniture, of the President's family; the House is good, and although the Furniture is not such as it should be, it will be within your direction at the public charge, to make such dispositions and amendments as may be convenient. The Servants, carriage, Horses &ca. of the late president are retained, and wait your coming; the Carriage is very ordinary, but every arrangement relative to the Household may be effected on your arrival here, and without any inconvenience. In great haste, but with perfect consideration & respect, I have the honor to be, Dear Sir, Your very humbl. servt., Rufus King P.S. I believe that it was after you left Congress, that the present plan of supporting the Household of the president was adopted. A Steward is appointed by Congress, who conducts the whole business of the house-hold, under direction of the President; and the President draws on the Treasury for the necessary monies to defray the Stewards demands.All throughout December the United States in Congress Assembled failed to achieve a quorum and virtually no business was conducted. On January 2nd 1786, Chairman John Ramsay convened Congress with a British complaint on treatment of loyalists. On the 4th they took up the very important matter on the States' response to Federal appeals to grant Congress authority to raise revenue and regulate trade. The uneventful month concluded with Congressional appeals to six unrepresented states to send delegates. February and March were also uneventful months for the United States in Congress Assembled. Quorums were the exception rather than the rule.  The States' responses to federal fiscal appeals were defiant and Ramsay’s attempt to gain the authority to regulate trade measures also failed to garnish enough State support. Congress did standardize the required Oath of Fidelity for Federal officeholders and in an effort to streamline the federal government's finances, Congress appointed a single commissioner to consolidate settlement of accounts of the five great departments; clothier, commissary, hospital, marine, and quartermaster. Delegate attendance still hampered Congress from conducting any sweeping reforms to the ailing federal government. April passed with no appearance by President Hancock and Ramsay, as Chairman, focused on rallying support to establish a continental impost to raise revenue for the federal government.  Connecticut’s delegates, in an effort to aid the federal government settlement of the lands north and west of the Ohio River  offered its resolution for the secession of their State’s claims to the territory.  May marked the half point of John Hancock's term as the United States President.  John Jay, the U.S. Secretary of Foreign Affairs, wrote John Adams on the 4th: Mr. Hancock is still at Boston, and it is not certain when he may be expected; this is not a pleasant circumstance, for though the chair is well filled by a chairman, yet the President of Congress should be absent as little and seldom as possible.On the 12th of May, the United States in Congress Assembled declared intra-continental navigable waters in the territories forever free to their inhabitants and to the citizens of the United States. This was the boldest move of the Hancock Congress and no one even knew where he stood on the edict. On May the 15th Ramsay was forced to resign as Chairman of Congress because his term as a South Carolina delegate had expired. Charles Thomson, the Secretary of the United States in Congress Assembled, wrote to John Hancock: Sir, Office of Secretary of Congress, May 17. 1786 In Obedience to the Order of Congress I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency herewith enclosed an Act of the United States in Congress assembled passed the 15 instant and their proceedings thereon.Secretary Thomson enclosed the proceedings related to the election of Nathaniel Gorham as chairman of Congress, "to serve until the first Monday in June next," succeeding David Ramsay.Ramsay was also a State Senator of South Carolina and a prolific Author of American History. Ramsey was killed as a result of wounds he received from the pistol of a maniac after testifying about the man's mental unsoundness on May 8, 1815. Smith, Paul H., et al., eds. Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789. 25 volumes, “Rufus King to John Hancock – December 7, 1785, Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1976-2000).Wharton, Francis, ed, The Revolutionary Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States, John Jay to John Adams, May 4, 1786.Journal of the United States in Congress Assembled, May 17, 1786



Treaty of Amity and Commerce, between his majesty the King 
of Prussia and United States of America - Ratified May 17, 1786

"Witness the hon. Nathaniel Gorham, our chairman in the 
absence of his Excellency John Hancock our President"
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A Treaty whose salutation demonstrates  how Congress dealt with John Hancock’s absence throughout his entire term of  the Seventh President of the United States in Congress AssembledTreaty of Amity and Commerce , signed at the Hague (on behalf of Prussia) September 10, 1785, and previously (on behalf of the United States) at Passy (Franklin) July 9, 1785, at Paris (Jefferson) July 28, 1785, and at London (Adams) August 5, 1785. Original in French and English. Ratified by the United States May 17, 1786. Ratified by Prussia September 24, 1785. Ratifications exchanged at the Hague August 8, 1786. Proclaimed May 17, 1786. A Treaty of Amity and Commerce �between His Majesty the King of Prussia, �and the United States of America. His majesty the king of Prussia, & the United States of America, desiring to fix, in a permanent and equitable manner, the rules to be observed in the intercourse and commerce they desire to establish between their respective countries, his majesty & the United States have judged that the said end cannot be better obtained than by taking the most perfect equality and reciprocity for the basis of their agreement. With this view his majesty the king of Prussia has nominated and constituted as his plenipotentiary, the baron Frederick William de Thulemeier, his privy counsellor of embassy, and envoy extraordinary, with their high mightinesses the states general of the United Netherlands, and the United States, have on their part, given full powers to John Adams, esquire, late one of their ministers ple- nipotentiary for negociating a peace, heretofore a delegate in Congress from the state of Massachusetts, & chief justice of the same, and now minister plenipotentiary of the United States with his Britannic majesty; doctor Benjamin Franklin, the minister plenipotentiary at the court of Versailles, and another of their ministers plenipotentiary for negociating a peace; and Thomas Jefferson, heretofore a delegate in Congress, from the state of Virginia, & governor of the said state, & now minister plenipotentiary of the United States at the court of his most christian majesty, which respective plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged their full powers, and on mature deliberation, have concluded, settled & signed the following articles. Article. 1er.There shall be a firm, inviolable and universal peace & sincere friendship between his majesty the king of Prussia, his heirs, successors and subjects, on the one part, and the United States of America, and their citizens on the other, without exceptions of persons or places. Article. 2.The subjects of his majesty the king of Prussia, may frequent all the coasts and countries of the United States of America, and reside & trade there in all forts of produce, manufactures and merchandise; and shall pay within the said United states no other or greater duties, charges or fees whatsoever than the most favored nations are or shall be obliged to pay; and they shall enjoy all the rights, privileges and exemptions in navigation & commerce, which the most favoured nation does or shall enjoy; submitting themselves, nevertheless to the laws and usages there established, and to which are submitted the citizens of the United States, and the citizens and subjects of the most favored nations. Article. 3.In like manner the citizens of the United States of America may frequent all the coasts and countries of his majesty the king of Prussia, and reside and trade there in all forts of produce, manufactures and merchandise, and shall pay in the dominions of his said majesty, no other or greater duties, charges or fees whatsoever, than the most favored nation is or shall be obliged to pay; and they shall enjoy all the rights, privileges and exemptions in navigation and commerce which the most favored nation does or shall enjoy; submitting themselves nevertheless to the laws & usages there established, and to which are submitted the subjects of his majesty the king of Prussia, and the subjects & citizens of the most favored nations. Article. 4.Most especially each party shall have a right to carry their own produce, manufactures & merchandise, in their own or any other vessels to any parts of the dominions of the other, where it shall be lawful for all the subjects or citizens of that other, freely to purchase them; and thence to take the produce, Manufactures & merchandise of the other, which all the said citizens of subjects shall in like manner be free to sell them, paying in both cases such duties, charges & fees only, as are or shall be paid by the most favored nation. Nevertheless the king of Prussia and the United States, & each of them, reserve to themselves the right where any nation restrains the transportation of merchandise to the vessels of the country of which it is the growth or manufacture, to establish against such nation retaliating regulations; and also the right to prohibit, in their respective countries, the importation & exportation of all merchandise whatsoever, when reasons of state shall require it. In this case the subjects or citizens of either of the contracting parties shall not import nor export the merchandise prohibited by the other; but if one of the contracting parties permits any other nation to import or export the same merchandise, the citizens or subjects of the other shall immediately enjoy the same liberty. Article. 5.The merchants, commanders of vessels, or other subjects or citizens of either party, shall not, within the ports or jurisdiction of the other, be forced to unload any fort of merchandise into any other vessels, not to receive them into their own, nor to wait for their being loaded longer than they please. Article. 6.That the vessels of either party loading within the ports or jurisdiction of the other, may not be uselessly harassed or detained, it is agreed that all examinations of goods required by the laws, shall be made before they are laden on board the vessel & that there shall be no examination after: nor shall the vessel be searched at any time, unless articles shall have been laden therein clandestinely and illegally, in which case the person by whose order they were carried on board, or who carried them without order, shall be liable to the laws of the land in which he is, but no other person shall be molested, nor shall any other goods, nor the vessel be seized or detained for that cause. Article. 7.Each party shall endeavour, by all the means in their power, to protect & defend all vessels & other effects belonging to the citizens or subjects of the other, which shall be within the extent of their jurisdiction, by sea or by land; and shall use all their efforts to recover, & cause to be restored to their right owners, their vessels & effects which shall be taken from them within the extent of their said jurisdiction. Article. 8.The vessels of the subjects or citizens of either party, coming on any coast belonging to the other, but not willing to enter into port, or being entered into port, & not willing to unload their cargoes or break bulk, shall have liberty to depart & to pursue their voyage without molestation & without being obliged to reader account of their cargo, or to pay any duties, charges or fees whatsoever, except those established for vessels entered into port, & appropriated to the maintenance of the port itself, or of other establishments for the safety & convenience of navigators, which duties, charges & fees shall be the same, and shall be paid on the same footing as in the case of subjects or citizens of the country where they are established. Article. 9.When any vessel of either party shall be wrecked, foundered, or otherwise damaged on the coasts, or within the dominion of the other, their respective subjects or citizens, shall receive, as well for themselves as for their vessel & effects, the same assistance which would be due to the inhabitants of the country where the damage happens, and shall pay the same charges & dues only as the said inhabitants would be subject to pay in a like case; and if the operations of repair shall require that the whole or any part of their cargo be unladed, they shall pay no duties, charges or fees on the part which they shall relade & carry away. The ancient & barbarous right to wrecks of the sea shall be entirely abolished, with respect to the subjects or citizens of the two contracting parties. Article. 10.The citizens or subjects of each party shall have power to dispose of their personal goods within the jurisdiction of the other, by testament, donation or otherwise; and their representatives, being subjects or citizens of the other party, shall succeed to their said personal goods, whether by testament or ab intestato, and may take possession thereof, either by themselves or by others acting for them, & dispose of the same at their will, paying such dues only as the inhabitants of the country wherein the said goods are, shall be subject to pay in like cases; and in case of the absence of the representatives, such care shall be taken of the said goods, and for so long a time as would be taken of the goods of a native in like case, until the lawful owner may take measures for receiving them. And if question shall arise among several claimants, to which of them the said goods belong, the same shall be decided finally by the laws & judges of the land wherein the said goods are. And where, on the death of any person holding real estate within the territories of the one party, such real estate would by the laws of the land descend on a citizen or subject of the other, were he not disqualified by alienage, such subjects shall be allowed a reasonable time to sell the same, and to withdraw the proceeds without molestation; and exempt from all rights of detraction on the part of the government of the respective states. But this article shall not derogate in any manner from the force of the laws already published or hereafter to be published, by his majesty the king of Prussia, to prevent the emigration of his subjects. Article. 11.The most perfect freedom of conscience & of worship, is granted to the citizens or subjects of either party, within the jurisdiction of the other, without being liable to molestation in that respect, for any cause other than an insult on the religion of others. Moreover when the subjects or citizens fo the one party, shall die within the jurisdiction of the other, their bodies shall be buried in the usual burying grounds, or other decent & suitable places, and shall be protected from violation or disturbance. Article. 12.If one of the contracting parties should be engaged in war with any other power, the free intercourse & commerce of the subjects or citizens of the party remaining neuter with the belligerent powers, shall not be interrupted. On the contrary, in that cases as in full peace, the vessels of the neutral party may navigate freely to & from the ports and on the coasts of the belligerent parties, free vessels making free goods, insomuch that all things shall be adjudged free which shall be on board any vessel belonging to the neutral party, although such things belong to an enemy of the other; and the same freedom shall be extended to persons who shall be on board a free vessel, although they should be enemies to the other party, unless they be soldiers in actual service of such enemy. Article. 13.And in the same case of one of the contracting parties being engaged in war with any other power, to prevent all the difficulties & misunderstandings that usually arise respecting the merchandise heretofore called contraband, such as arms, ammunition & military stores of every kind, no such articles carried in the vessels, or by the subjects or citizens of one of the parties to the enemies of the other, shall be deemed contraband, so as to induce confiscation or condemnation and a loss of property to individuals. Nevertheless, it shall be lawful to stop such vessels & articles, and to detain them for such length of time as the captors may think necessary to prevent the inconvenience or damage that might ensue from their proceeding, paying however a reasonable compensation for the loss such arrest shall occasion to the proprietors: And it shall further be allowed to use in the service of the captors, the whole or any part of the military stores so detained, paying the owners the full value of the same, to be ascertained by the current price at the place of its destination. But in the case supposed, of a vessel stopped for articles heretofore deemed contraband, if the master of the vessel stopped will deliver out the goods supposed to be of contraband nature, he shall be admitted to do it, and the vessel shall not in that case be carried into any port, nor further detained, but shall be allowed to proceed on her voyage. Article. 14.And in the same case where one of the parties is engaged in war with another power, that the vessels of the neutral party may be readily & certainly known, it is agreed, that they shall be provided with sea-letters or passports, which shall express the name, the property & burthen of the vessel, as also the name & dwelling of the master, which passports shall be made out in good & due forms (to be settled by conventions between the parties whenever occasion shall require) shall be renewed as often as the vessel shall return into port; and shall be exhibited whensoever required, as well in the open sea as in port. But if the said vessel be under convoy of one or more vessels of war, belonging to the neutral party, the simple declaration of the officer commanding the convoy, that the said vessel belongs to the party of which he is, shall be considered as establishing the fact, and shall relieve both parties from the trouble of further examination. Article. 15.And to prevent entirely all disorder & violence in such cases, it is stipulated, that when the vessels of the neutral party, sailing without convoy, shall be met by any vessel of war, public or private, of the other party, such vessel of war shall not approach within cannon shot of the said neutral vessel, nor send more than two or three men in their boat on board the same, to examine her sealetters or passports. And all persons belonging to any vessel of war, public or private, who shall molest, or injure, in any manner whatever, the people, vessels or effects of the other party, shall be responsible in their persons & property for damages & interest, sufficient security for which shall be given by all commanders of private armed vessels before they are commissioned. Article. 16.It is agreed that the subjects or citizens of each of the contracting parties, their vessels & effects, shall not be liable to any embargo or detention on the part of the other, for any military expedition, or other public or private purpose whatsoever. And in all cases of seizure, detention or arrest, for debts contracted or offences committed by any citizen or subject of the one party, within the jurisdiction of the other, the same shall be made & prosecuted by order & authority of law only, and according to the regular course of proceedings usual in such cases. Article. 17.If any vessel or effects of the neutral powers be taken by an enemy of the other, or by a pirate, & retaken by that other, they shall be brought into some port of one of the parties, and delivered into the custody of the officers of that port, in order to be restored entire to the true proprietor as soon as due proof shall be made concerning the property thereof. Article. 18.If the citizens or subjects of either party, in danger from tempests, pirates, enemies or other accident, shall take refuge with their vessels or effects, within the harbours or jurisdiction of the other, they shall be received, protected & treated with humanity & kindness, and shall be permitted to furnish themselves, at reasonable prices, with all refreshments, provisions & other things necessary for their sustenance, health & accommodation, and for the repair of their vessels. Article. 19.The vessels of war, public & private, of both parties, shall carry freely wheresoever they please, the vessels & effects taken from their enemies, without being obliged to pay any duties, charges or fees to officers of admiralty, of the customs or any others, nor shall such prizes be arrested, searched or put under legal process when they come to, and enter the ports of the other party, but may freely be carried out again at any time by their captors to the places expressed in their commissions, which the commanding officer of such vessels shall be obliged to shew. But no vessel which shall have made prizes on the subjects of his most christian majesty the king of France, shall have a right of asylum in the ports or havens of the said United States; and if any such be forced therein by tempest or dangers of the sea, they shall be obliged to depart as soon as possible, according to the tenor of the treaties existing between his said most christian majesty & the said United States. Article. 20.No citizen or subject of either of the contracting parties shall take from any power with which the other may be at war, any commission or letter of marque for arming any vessel to act as a privateer against the other, on pain of being punished as a pirate; nor shall either party hire, lend, or give any part of their naval or military force to the enemy of the other, to aid them offensively or defensively against that other. Article. 21.If the two contracting parties should be engaged in war against a common enemy, the following points shall be observed between them. 1. If a vessel of one of the parties, retaken by a privateer of the other, shall not have been in possession of the enemy more than twenty-four hours, she shall be restored to the first owner for one third of the value of the vessel & cargo; but if she shall have been more than twenty-four hours in possession of the enemy, she shall belong wholly to the recaptor. 2. If in the same case the recapture were by a public vessel of war of the one party, restitution shall be made to the owner for one thirtieth part of the value of the vessel & cargo, if she shall not have been in the possession of the enemy more than twenty-four hours, & one tenth of the said value where she shall have been longer, which sums shall be distributed in gratuities to the recaptors. 3. The restitution in the cases aforesaid, shall be after due proof of property, & surety given for the part to which the recaptors are entitled. 4. The vessels of war, public & private, of the two parties, shall be reciprocally admitted with their prizes into the respective ports of each: but the said prizes shall not be discharged nor sold there, until their legality shall have been decided according to the laws & regulations of the states to which the captor belongs, but by the judicatures of the place into which the prize shall have been conducted. 5. It shall be free to each party to make such regulations as they shall judge necessary for the conduct of their respective vessels of war, public & private, relative to the vessels which they shall take & carry into the ports of the two parties. Article. 22.Where the parties shall have a common enemy, or shall both be neutral, the vessels of war of each shall upon all occasions take under their protection the vessels of the other going the same course, and shall defend such vessels as long as they hold the same course, against all force & violence, in the same manner as they ought to protect and defend vessels belonging to the party of which they are. Article. 23.If war should arise between the two contracting parties, the merchants of either country, then residing in the other, shall be allowed to remain nine months to collect their debts & settle their affairs, and may depart freely, carrying off all their effects, without molestation or hindrance: And all women & children, scholars of every faculty, cultivators of the earth, artizans, manufacturers and fishermen unarmed and inhabiting unfortified towns, villages or places, & in general all others whose occupations are for the common subsistence & benefit of mankind, shall be allowed to continue their respective employments, & shall not be molested in their persons, nor shall their houses or goods be burnt, or otherwise destroyed, nor their fields wasted by the armed force of the enemy, into whose power, by the events of war, they may happen to fall; but if any thing is necessary to be taken from them for the use of such armed force, the same shall be paid for at a reasonable price. And all merchant and trading vessels employed in exchanging the products of different places, & thereby rendering the necessaries, conveniencies & comforts of human life more easy to be obtained, & more general, shall be allowed to pass free & unmolested, and neither of the contracting powers shall grant or issue any commission to any private armed vessels empowering them to take or destroy such trading vessels, or interrupt such commerce. Article. 24.And to prevent the destruction of prisoners of war, by sending them into distant & inclement countries, or by crouding them into close & noxious places, the two contracting parties solemnly pledge themselves to each other, & to the world, that they will not adopt any such practice; that neither will send the prisoners whom they may take from the other into the East-Indies, or any other parts of Asia or Africa, but that they shall be placed in some part of their dominions in Europe or America, in wholesome situations, that they shall not be confined in dungeons, prison-ships, nor prisons, nor be put into irons, nor bound, nor otherwise restrained in the use of their limbs; that the officers shall be enlarged on their paroles within convenient districts, & have comfortable quarters, & the common men be disposed in cantonments, open & extensive enough for air & exercise, and lodged in barracks as roomy & good as are provided by the party in whose power they are for their own troops; that the officers shall also be daily furnished by the party in whose power they are, with as many rations; & of the same articles & quality as are allowed by them, either in kind or by commutation, to officers of equal rank in their own army; & all others shall be daily furnished by them with such ration as they allow to a commonsoldier in their own service; the value whereof shall be paid by the other party on a mutual adjustment of accounts for the subsistance of prisoners at the close of the war; & the said accounts shall not be mingled with, or set off against any others, nor the balances due on them, be withheld as a satisfaction or reprisal for any other article, or for any other cause, real or pretended, whatever: that each party shall be allowed to keep a commissary of prisoners of their own appointment, with every separate cantonment of prisoners in pos- session of the other, which commissary shall see the prisoners as often as he pleases, shall be allowed to receive & distribute whatever comforts may be sent to them by their friends, & shall be free to make his reports in open letters to those who employ him; but if any officer shall break his parole, or any other prisoner shall escape from the limits of his cantonment, after they shall have been designated to him, such individual officer or other prisoner, shall forfeit so much of the benefit of this article as provides for his enlargement on parole or cantonment. & it is declared, that neither the pretence that war dissolves all treaties, nor any other whatever, shall be considered as annulling or suspending this & the next preceding article, but on the contrary, that the state of war is precisely that for which they are provided, & during which they are to be as sacredly observed as the most acknowledged articles in the law of nature or nations. Article. 25.The two contracting parties grant to each other the liberty of having each in the ports of the other, consuls, vice-consuls, agents & commissaries of their own appointment, whose functions shall be regulated by particular agreement whenever either party shall chuse to make such appointment; but if any such consuls shall exercise commerce, they shall be submitted to the same laws and usages to which the private individuals of their nation are submitted in the same place. Article. 26.If either party shall hereafter grant to any other nation, any particular favour in navigation or commerce, it shall immediately become common to the other party, freely, where it is freely granted, to such other nations, or on yielding the compensation where such nation does the same. Article. 27.His majesty the King of Prussia, & the United States of America, agree that this treaty shall be in force during the term of ten years from the exchange of ratifications, & if the expiration of that term should happen during the course of a war between them, then the articles before provided for the regulation of their conduct during such a war, shall continue in force until the conclusion of the treaty which shall re-establish peace; and that this treaty shall be ratified on both sides, and the ratifications exchanged within one year from the day of its signature. In testimony whereof, the plenipotentiaries before mentioned, have hereto subscribed their names and affixed their seals, at the places of their respective residence, and at the dates expressed under their several signatures. F. G. de Taulemeier, la Hage de 10 Septembre, 1785. (L.S.) �TH: Jefferson. Paris, July 18, 1785 �B. Franklin. Passy, July 9, 1785. �John Adams, London, August 5, 1785.
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Nathaniel Gorham�Eighth President of the United States �in Congress Assembled�June 6, 1786 - November 13, 1786 �www.nathanielgorham.com Nathaniel Gorham of Massachusetts was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled June 6, 1786 serving until November 13, 1786.  Gorham was born in Charlestown, Massachusetts on May 27th, 1738 and died there on June 11th, 1796.Nathaniel Gorham, in 1786, was considered by many delegates an esteemed veteran of the United States, in Congress Assembled serving 1782, 1783, and now in 1786. The year of his Presidency, 1786, had been the strangest session in the Articles of Confederation's Congress since its inception in 1781.   John Hancock, the duly elected President since November of 1785, had not even made a passing appearance in New York to assert his position as the presiding officer of the unicameral federal government. David Ramsay, brother of Nathaniel Ramsey and a Delegate from South Carolina, had reluctantly agreed to serve as the Chairman of Congress while Hancock prepared his Boston household for the move to New York City.  Six months later, Ramsay still found himself in the Chair and on May 15th resigned the office as his credentials as a delegate of South Carolina had expired. The delegates  turned to Hancock's friend and fellow State representative, Nathaniel Gorham, to assume the duties of the Chairmanship of Congress. On his first May day in the Chair of Congress, Gorham received a letter from future U.S. President, James Monroe, resigning his judgeship over the New York/Massachusetts border dispute that placed the matter into his presidential hands: As some circumstances will put it out of my power to act as a judge for the decision of the controversy between the States of Massachusetts & New York, I take the liberty to present thro' you my resignation to Congress. But at the same time that I withdraw myself from this office, it is with particular pleasure that I assure your Excellency, of the high sense, & grateful regard I bear to the States who have conferr'd this honor on me. Three days later, on May 18th, Nathaniel Gorham made the decision to postpone the September meeting of agents to negotiate a settlement to the Georgia-South Carolina boundary dispute. Chairman Gorham turned Congress, instead to the business of Connecticut's cession of their claims to the Northwest Territory.  The abandonment of such state claims to the new federal real estate was paramount to the funding of the government through land sales with clear and marketable titles. The debate over Connecticut's cession lasted until May 26th when the United States in Congress Assembled declared a conditional acceptance. Congress, also during May, took up the issue of coinage and the establishment of a mint, the resolution failed. June began with the amending of the Rules of War and finally after six "leaderless months" John Hancock's resignation. This act required a new Presidential election as his term did not expire until early November. On Sunday Evening June 4th 1786, Rufus King wrote to Elbridge Gerry discussing Hancock's replacement and cites, indirectly, the rotating custom of electing Presidents from the North and South regions of the United States: Mr. Hancock has sent his resignation as President and Tomorrow I suppose Mr. Gorham will be elected his successor. You understand the meaning of this Appointment as well as I can explain it; no State is here from New England except Massachusetts. Gorham was already sitting in the Chair of Congress and appeared to be the natural Presidential choice to serve out the remainder of Hancock’s term. Northern delegate attendance, however, was slim and the election required Rufus King’s influence that ultimately mustered the necessary votes to have Gorham elected President on June 6th. Smith, Paul H., et al., eds. Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789. 25 volumes, “James Monroe to President Nathaniel Gorham – May 15th, 1786, Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1976-2000Ibid, Rufus King wrote to Elbridge Gerry, June 4th 1786
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The federal government's finances and the weak federal constitution provided neither Gorham nor anyone else with power to rectify the situation. Maryland and Virginia, in an attempt to eliminate trade barriers and spur on entrepreneurship, held the Mount Vernon Conference in March 1785. This conference achieved an accord on the maritime use of the Chesapeake Bay, fishing and harbor rights, criminal jurisdiction, import duties, currency control, and boundary issues resolving many important issues but only between the two states. The success of this interstate diplomacy prompted James Madison to draft a resolution, in the 1786 Virginia legislature, to invite all the States to a second conference dealing with domestic and foreign trade issues that were stifling any hope for a national recovery.  It was Virginia's hope that such a conference would result in the empowerment of the federal government with the authority to improve commerce and levy reasonable tariffs to retire the mounting public debt. Despite the January call for a conference and President Gorham’s support, the summer of 1786 saw no gathering of the States to address these issues. In the summer of 1786 former veterans, merchants and money lenders deluged Congress daily, in person and with letters, to be remunerated their back pay, money and goods "loaned" to the United States for conducting the successful war effort. Even former Presidents took to the cause of patriots burdened with federal receivables five to ten years in the arrears.  Richard Henry Lee wrote President Gorham:I am perfectly satisfied that this demand of M[ Schweighauser will be found, on due enquiry, to be right ; and that this worthy Gentleman who has been long injuriously baffled of his honest demand plainly against the will of Congress, will now be fully paid by the effectual measures that Congress in their wisdom and justice shall direct.Despite the former President’s plea, Congress could not act as the federal government was insolvent. The Nation was ripe for rebellion. The first open and organized measure to oppose the government was taken on the 22nd of August in President Gorham's home state. Shays' Insurrection, as it was called in the 18th Century, took the form of a convention of delegates from fifty towns in the county of Hampshire, Massachusetts. The citizens of this county met at Hatfield from the 23rd to the 25th and set forth, in great detail, what they believed to be the grievances of the post-war people.  On the third day of the conference, the following articles were passed by the delegates "as unnecessary burdens now lying on the people":  1.    The existence of the State Senate  2.    The present mode of State representation 3.    The officers of government not being annually dependant on the representative of the people, in General Court assembled, for their salaries. 4.    All civil officers of government, not being annually elected by Representatives of the People, in the General Court Assembled. 5.    The existence of the Court of Common Pleas, and General Sessions of Peace 6.    The State Fee Table as it now stands 7.    The present mode of appropriating the import and excise. 8.    8th The unreasonable grants made to some of the officers of government. 9.    The supplementary aid. 10. The present mode of paying the government securities. 11. The present mode adopted for the payment and speedy collection of the last tax. 12. The present mode of taxation as it operates unequally between the polls and estates, and between landed and mercantile interests. 13.   The present method of practice of attorneys at law. 14.  The want of a sufficient medium of trade, to remedy the mischief arising from the scarcity of money. 15.  The General Court sitting in the town of Boston. 16.  The present embarrassments on the press. 17.  The neglect of settlement of important matters between the Commonwealth and the United States in Congress Assembled, relating to monies and averages. 18.  Vote, this convention recommended to several towns in this county that they instruct their Representatives, to use their influence in the next General Court, to have emitted a bank of paper money, subject to a depreciation; making it a tender in all payments, equal to silver and gold, to be issued in order to call in the Commonwealth securities. 19.  Voted, that whereas several of the above articles of grievances, arise from defects in the constitution; therefore a revision of the same ought to take place. 20.  Voted, that it be recommended by this convention to the several towns in this country, that they petition the Governor to call the General Court immediately together, in order that the other grievances complained of, may by legislature, be redressed. 21.  Voted, that this convention recommend it to the inhabitants of this county, that they abstain from all mobs and unlawful assemblies, until a constitutional method of redress can be obtained. 22.  Voted, that Mr. Caleb Weft be desired to transmit a copy of the proceeding of this convention to the convention of the county of Worcester. 23.  Voted, that the chairman of this convention be desired to transmit a copy of the proceedings of this convention to the county of Berkshire. 24.  Voted, that the chairman of this convention be directed to notify a county convention, upon any motion made to him for that purpose, if he judge the reasons offered be sufficient, giving such notice, together with the reasons therefore, in the public papers of this county. 25.  Voted, that copy of the proceedings of this convention be sent to the press in Springfield for publication. The Massachusetts county delegates directed that these grievances be sent to the counties of Worchester and Berkshire seeking support from neighboring communities in the heart of Massachusetts.  They were hoping this "grass root effort" would expand statewide forcing the legislature and the Governor to adopt measures to satisfy their grievances. Despite the call to "abstain from all mobs and unlawful assemblies," on the following Tuesday, 1500 insurgents assembled under arms at the Northampton Court House preventing the trial and imprisonment of debtors. The Governor of Massachusetts mobilized the militia "in the most feeling and spirited manner to suppress such treasonable proceedings." Little attention was given to the Governor's militia call and the counties of Worchester, Middlesex, Bristol and Berkshire were "set in flame and the tumult" threatening a general statewide rebellion. In the succeeding week the Courts of Common Pleas and General Sessions of the Peace at Worchester were surrounded by three hundred insurgents.  The judges, although admitted to the door, were prevented entrance by a line of bayonets.  The chief justice rebuffed the rioters on the "madness of their conduct" but the court was forced to retire to an adjacent house where trials were conducted. The violence of the mob, however, soon forced the court to adjourn altogether until the 21st of November.  These actions were mirrored with a convention of delegates called from the towns of Middlesex County whose proceedings "very near resembled to those of their brethren in Hampshire." The rebellion was gaining steam and the armed insurgents had formed a defiant militia led by Daniel Shays, a former Revolutionary Army Captain.  Ward, George Washington -- The early development of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal project  Published 1899 by the Johns Hopkins Press page 14Ballagh James Curtis, Editor, The Letters of Richard Henry Lee  National Society of the Colonial Dames of America The Macmillan Company: 1914, page 414Proceedings of the Worcester Society of Antiquity Published by Worcester Society of Antiquity, 1888, page 67Barber, John Warner, Historical Collections, Being A General Collection Of Interesting Facts, Traditions, Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, &C., Relating To The History And Antiquities Of Every Town In Massachusetts, Published 1844 Published By Warren Lazell:1844. page 331-332Ibid
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The Annapolis Convention met at the Maryland State House in September 1786 and was called to order by John Dickinson. This meeting would later be known as the Annapolis Convention as it met at the Maryland State House. In attendance were 12 delegates of the five States; Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.  John Dickinson was elected Chairman and other notable attendees were Richard Bassett, Abraham Clark, Alexander Hamilton, William C. Houston, James Madison, Edmund J. Randolph and George Read. The delegates were appointed from Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and North Carolina did make the journey to Annapolis but arrived too late to take part in the Convention. Maryland, the host state, along with Connecticut, South Carolina, and Georgia did not make any appointments. The meager representation was actually a blessing as the commissioners took no action on intrastate commerce as planned. Instead, the delegates turned the “convention” into a brainstorming session on how to correct the defects in the Constitution of 1777. Hamilton and Madison seized the lead in proposing that they should summarize their thoughts in a formal report to the United States, in Congress Assembled. The other delegates agreed and submitted a unanimous recommendation that a national convention be called to revise the ailing Articles of Confederation. This landmark report was drafted by Alexander Hamilton and culminated in the recommendation for the United States, in Congress Assembled to call on the States to send their preeminent and most experienced representatives to Philadelphia on the second Monday of May in 1787. The 13 State conference's purpose would be to revise the Constitution of 1777, the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union.     Hart, Albert Bushnell, American History Told by Contemporaries,  Published in 1901 by Macmillan & Co., ltd.,  page 185
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Arthur St. Clair�Ninth President of the United States�in Congress Assembled February 2, 1787 to October 29, 1787�www.arthurstclair.com Arthur St. Clair of Pennsylvania was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled on February 2, 1787 serving until October 29, 1787.  Arthur St. Clair was born in Thurso, Scotland on March 23, 1734 and died in Greensburg, Pennsylvania on August 31, 1818.  St. Clair's life, more than any other President of the United States, was comprised of sterling and stark contrasts. Enjoying a great family inheritance in his youth only to end his life in desolate poverty; crossing the Delaware with Washington to capture Trenton and Princeton while later losing Fort Ticonderoga under his own command; presiding as President of the United States, in Congress Assembled that produced the U.S. Constitution and Northwest Ordinance only to be removed by President Jefferson as Governor of the Northwest Territory for opposing Ohio Statehood.   Arthur St. Clair also has the unique distinction of being the only foreign born President of the United States.In November of 1785 St. Clair was elected a Pennsylvania delegate to the United States, in Congress Assembled joining the ranks of the same body he freed from a military mutiny two years earlier.   During his term as a delegate, rebel mobs stormed the courthouse in Northampton, Massachusetts to prevent the trial and imprisonment of citizen debtors. This precipitated outright rebellion as in September 1786, former Revolutionary War Captain, Daniel Shays and about 600-armed farmers stormed the courthouse in Springfield, Massachusetts. The United States, in Congress Assembled were at a loss on what to do as they adjourned their 1785-1786 Congress.  On January 25, 1787, with the 1786 – 1787 still not seated in New York City, Shays led 2000 rebels to Springfield, Massachusetts to storm the arsenal.  Congress had no President of the United States or Commander-in Chief to lead a united federal government effort to put down the armed rebellion. …The Rebels formed and fired on our people, killed a Mr. Gleason of Stockbridge, a Mr. Porter of Barrington, and wounded three others. The fire was returned, which killed two and wounded five, among whom was their commander. At this instant, our troops in sleighs came up; but before the men could form, the Rebels broke and took to the woods. We have made prisoners of 25 of them, retook all our friends and their property...We have been very much harassed since out troops left this point. The malice of the Rebels can be equaled only by no order of beings but Devils. - Connecticut Courant 1787 1787, the most eventful legislative year in United States history, began with only eight states assembling in New York City electing Arthur St. Clair the Ninth President of the United States, in Congress Assembled on February 2, 1787. Shays' attack on the Massachusetts Arsenal occurred only nine days before the election exemplified the dire crisis of the nation. The leaders of the United States turned to Major-General Arthur St. Clair, who freed them from mutineers in Philadelphia in 1783 and had close personal ties to former Commander-in-Chief George Washington to lead the nation in this time of civilian crisis. The five states that had no representation in Congress, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, were notified of the St. Clair Presidency by Charles Thomson.  Little did these states realize that February 2, 1787 would usher in a Presidency, Congress and Convention that would transform rebellion and their flawed Union into a political system fostering a prosperous nation that was dedicated to liberty and the protection of their citizens’ rights to pursue happiness. In this pursuit, President Arthur St. Clair’s fellow Western Pennsylvanians, two centuries later, would choose to memorialize this momentous date in history as the day Punxsutawney Phil emerges from a burrow to see or not to see his shadow.        
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The Philadelphia Convention ResolutionCongress went to work after St. Clair’s election on the 2nd of February reviewing all the United States correspondence received since early November.  They ordered a report on 1787 fiscal estimates, adopted the report of committee on qualifications, and poured over the accumulated treasury and war office reports. On February 14th, a quorum of nine states were represented for the first time in three months permitting the enactment of laws and resolutions binding all thirteen states. The following day Congress authorized the postmaster general to contract for mail delivery and then turned to debating the Annapolis Convention’s recommendations for revising the Constitution of 1777.  On February 21, 1787 St. Clair’s Congress formally tweaked and then approved the New York Delegation’s resolution calling for a Philadelphia Convention at Independence Hall to revise the Articles of Confederation beginning in the 2nd week of May 1787. Resolved that in the opinion of Congress it is expedient that on the second Monday in May next a Convention of delegates who shall have been appointed by the several States be held at Philadelphia for the sole and express purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation and reporting to Congress and the several legislatures such alterations and provisions therein as shall when agreed to in Congress and confirmed by the States render the federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Government and the preservation of the Union.   Just after the passage of the Philadelphia Convention resolution, Congress received the good news of General Benjamin Lincoln, commissioned by Massachusetts, successfully terminating Shays Rebellion.      Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, February 21, 1787
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The Northwest Ordinance After three years of hotly contested debates the time was right for the approval of an Ordinance for the Northwest Territory.  The treasury was utterly empty, the United States had defaulted on its loan payments to France opting to pay Holland or risk impressments of its ships, and Congress was in the right frame of mind to consider plans for bringing the Government lands into market as Dr. Cutler’s Ohio Company was willing to purchase millions of acres for private development. Additionally, earlier in the month Delegate James Monroe’s committee on the western government proposed the replacement of Jefferson’s 1784 new states’ plan with a colonial system that would result in no less than three or more than five states.  On the morning of July 9th, through the influence of President St. Clair, Dr. Cutler was permitted to meet with the committee assigned the task of drafting a Northwest Ordinance.  Only Edward Carrington and Nathan Dane, two of the five members, were in New York as committee members James Madison and Rufus King were in Philadelphia at the Constitutional Convention.   In the afternoon, Congress appointed three new members, Richard Henry Lee, John Kean, and Melancton Smith to replace the three absent delegates. Together they sought Dr. Cutler’s input and then worked out a plan that would satisfy both Congress and the Ohio Company.  The following morning the plan was submitted to Cutler and the President.  Cutler added an educational provision which was revised by the committee and became part of Article III. Other revisions were made after input from the President.  Dr. Cutler, satisfied with the changes, did not remain in New York for the vote in Congress and left for Philadelphia that evening.  The ordinance required seven votes to pass and the States were divided four South and five North. The reading by Chairman Nathan Dane on the 11th did not include the provision abolishing slavery.  Chairman Dane, the delegate from Massachusetts, who has been credited with drafting the ordinance thought it best to leave the anti-slavery language out so the southern delegations might focus more clearly on the favorable attributes of the ordinance.  On July 12th, the ordinance was read again by Dane but this time the anti-slavery provision was added. In a strange twist of events on July 12th, as the all important Northwest Ordinance bill was being debated on the floor, President St. Clair decided to take a three-day leave of Congress along with what surely would have been a yes vote from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Eight states remained, evenly divided and neither the President nor the Ohio Company was present to effectuate the required seven state passage of the ordinance. On July 13th the ordinance passed unanimously. It has been charged that both Arthur St. Clair and Dr. Cutler left New York to cover-up their back room dealings.  St. Clair’s biographer writes: On the 13th of July he [President Arthur St. Clair]did not preside. He had gone the day before to New Jersey to visit a friend, and he did not return until two days after the passage of the Ordinance. Only eight States out of thirteen voted for that instrument: Pennsylvania was one of the five not represented. When St. Clair returned to New York, he was accompanied by General Irvine, one of his colleagues. In a letter  of the latter, written 19th July, and addressed to Colonel Richard Butler, he refers to the Ordinance which had passed two days before his return, and adds: " Who the I officers of that government will be I have not heard, nor inquired." If the name of General St. Clair had been canvassed, or, if he had had any understanding with the New England people, as is alleged, it would have been known to a friend as intimate as General Irvine. But, furthermore, we have his own testimony, which is of the best, to sustain us. In a letter to the Hon. William B. Giles, he says that the office of Governor was, in a great measure, forced upon him by his friends, who thought there would be in it means to compensate for his sacrifices to his country, and provide for his large family. But it proved otherwise. He had " neither the taste nor genius for speculation in land; nor did he consider it consistent with the office." He declared the accepting of the Governorship the most imprudent act of his life, for he was then in possession of a lucrative office, and his influence at home was very considerable. But he had the "laudable ambition of becoming the father of a country, and laying the foundation for the happiness of millions then unborn."We are accustomed to praise lawgivers of antiquity ... but I doubt whether one single law of any lawgiver, ancient or modern, has produced the effects of more distinct, marked, and lasting character than the Ordinance of 1787. The world was now put on notice that the land north and west of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi would be settled and utilized for the creation of  "… not less than three nor more than five territories." Additionally, this plan for governing the Northwest Territory included freedom of religion, right to trial by jury, the banishment of slavery, and public education as asserted rights granted to the people in the territory. This ordinance was and still remains one of the most important laws ever enacted by the government of the United States and it begins:An Ordinance for the government of the Territory of the United States northwest of the River Ohio. Section 1. Be it ordained by the United States in Congress assembled, That the said territory, for the purposes of temporary government, be one district, subject, however, to be divided into two districts, as future circumstances may, in the opinion of Congress, make it expedient. …"  Specifically, this ordinance was an exceptional piece of legislation because Article Five permitted the people North and West of the Ohio River to settle their land, form their own territorial government, and take their place as a fully fledged state, equal to the original 13. The Northwest Ordinance's Article Five became the principle that enabled the United States rapid westward expansion, which ended with the inclusion of Alaska and Hawaii as our 49th and 50th states. This ordinance also guaranteed that inhabitants of the Territory would have the same rights and privileges that citizens of the original 13 States enjoyed. Equally important Article Six provided that slavery and involuntary servitude were outlawed in the Northwest Territory.  This was a law that finally gave some merit to the Declaration of Independence's "... all men are created equal..." It took three years and a Congress led by Arthur St. Clair to pass this ordinance making the legislation one of the great documents in American History. Theism was also openly expressed in the legislation as Article Three of the Ordinance stated: Religion, Morality and knowledge being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, Schools and the means of education shall be forever encouraged.This measure basically legislated that religion and morality were indispensable to good government but it was not carried out by the federal government because the United States confederation was financially insolvent in 1788 and faded away in 1789. A new constitution emerged from Philadelphia that laid the legal foundation that eventually would lead to the separation of the Christian church from the federal system of government.  Several state governments adopted similar legislation and provided financial assistance to the churches in the West in the early 19th Century.  Today this 220 year old constitution often finds itself an opponent to States that support religion with public funding. Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, March 28, 1787Ibid, July 13, 1787St. Clair Arthur and Smith Henry, The St. Clair Papers: The Life and Public Services of Arthur St. Clair, Robert Clark and Company 1881, page 128Librarian of Congress, The Works of Charles Sumner, Lee and Shepard: 1877 Entered according to Act of Congress, In the year 1877, BY FRAXCIS V. BALCIf, EXECUTOR, page 416Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, July 13, 1787,An Ordinance for the government of the Territory of the United States northwest of the River OhioIbid



September 28, 1787 - United States in Congress Assembled 
Resolution sending a new constitution for the federal government 
onto the States for  ratification – Library of Congress Manuscripts
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The United States Constitution of 1787 Throughout the month of September the United States in Congress Assembled failed to achieve a quorum until the 20th when a new federal constitution arrived in New York from the Philadelphia Convention.  As the Constitution was being examined by the delegates, Congress convened and reelects treasury commissioners Arthur Lee, Walter Livingston, and Samuel Osgood on the 21st while cutting civil employee jobs.  On September 24th Congress accepted John Adams' retirement request from Foreign Service and reviewed a report on the Netherlands.  Finally, on September 26th and 27th President Arthur St. Clair called for the debate to begin on the newly proposed Constitution for the United States of America and the Philadelphia Convention’s recommendation to send it on to the thirteen States for ratification without any alterations. Only sketches of the great debate that ensued exist due to the veil of secrecy that surrounded Congress. We do know from the notes by New York delegate Melancton Smith, which became publicly available in 1959, that many delegates believed they had the right to alter the Constitution of 1787 before it was sent on to the States despite James Madison, Rufus King and other Philadelphia Conventioneers arguing to the contrary. Unlike the Constitution of 1777 unanimous ratification of the new plan was not required. Richard Henry Lee who sought full 13 State ratification would lead the opposition to amend the Constitution of 1787 with this condition and a Bill of Rights.  Smith writes in his notes: RH LEE -- The convention had not proceeded as this house were bound; it is to be agreed to by the States & means the 13; but this recommends  a new Confederation of nine; the Convention has no more powers than Congress, yet if nine States agree becomes supreme Law. Knows no instance on the Journals as he remembers, opposing the Confederation the impost was to be adopted by 13. This is to be adopted & no other with alteration Why so? good things in it; but many bad; so much so that he says here as he will say every where that if adopted civil Liberty will be in eminent danger. After both Rufus King and James Madison made their arguments to send the Constitution of 1787 on to the States without any changes or amendments Smith records Lee’s response as: Strangest doctrine he ever heard, that referring a matter of report, that no alterations should be made. The Idea the common sense of Man. The States & Congress he thinks had the Idea that congress was to amend if they thought proper. He wishes to give it a candid enquiry, and proposes such alterations as are necessary; if the General wishes it should go forth with the amendment.; let it go with all its imperfections on its head & the amendments by themselves; to insist that it should go as it is without amendments, is like presenting a hungry man 50 dishes and insisting he should eat all or none. Smith records James Madison’s response as: The proper question is whether any amendments shall be made and that the house should decide; suppose altercations sent to the State, the Acts require the Delegates to the Constitutional Convention to report to them; there will be two plans; some will accept one & some another this will create confusion and proves it was not the intent of the States.In addition to the discussions on whether or not the United States, in Congress Assembled should alter or amend the Constitution the case, “If not altered how should it be submitted to the States?” was debated.  It was reported of Delegate Clark by Smith:Don’t like any proposal yet made; he cant approve it; but thinks it will answer no purpose to alter it; will not oppose it in any place; prefers a resolution to postpone to take up one, barely to forward a copy to the States, to be laid before the Legislatures to be referred to conventions.It was reported of Delegate Grayson:This is in a curious situation, it is urged all alterations are precluded, has not made up his mind; and thinks it precipitous to urge a decision in two days on a subject took 4 Months. If we have no right to amend, then we ought to give a silent passage; for if we cannot alter, why should we deliberate. His opinion they should stand solely upon the opinion of Convention.James Madison and Rufus King’s arguments won out in the end and they were earnestly supported by President St. Clair.  On September 30, 1787 James Madison wrote George Washington, the President of the Philadelphia Convention, about the September debate on the Constitution of 1787 in the United States, in Congress Assembled:It was first urged that as the new Constitution was more than an alteration of the Articles of Confederation under which Congress acted, and even subverted these articles altogether, there was a Constitutional impropriety in their taking any positive agency in the work.(1) The answer given was that the Resolution of Congress in February had recommended the Convention as the best mean of obtaining a firm national Government; that as the powers of the Convention were defined by their Commissions in nearly the same terms with the powers of Congress given by the Confederation on the subject of alterations, Congress were not more restrained from acceding to the new plan, than the Convention were from proposing it. If the plan was within the powers of the Convention it was within those of Congress; if beyond those powers, the same necessity which justified the Convention would justify Congress; and a failure of Congress to Concur in what was done, would imply either that the Convention had done wrong in exceeding their powers, or that the Government proposed was in itself liable to insuperable objections; that such an inference would be the more natural, as Congress had never scrupled to recommend measures foreign to their Constitutional functions, whenever the Public good seemed to require it; and had in several instances, particularly in the establishment of the new Western Governments, exercised assumed powers of a very high & delicate nature, under motives infinitely less urgent than the present state of our affairs, if any faith were due to the representations made by Congress themselves, echoed by 12 States in the Union, and confirmed by the general voice of the People.  An attempt was made in the next place by Richard Henry Lee. to amend the Act of the Convention before it should go forth from Congress. He proposed a bill of Rights ; provision for juries in civil cases & several other things corresponding with the ideas of Col. M---;---;.(2) He was supported by Mr. M---;---;(3) Smith of this State. It was contended that Congress had an undoubted right to insert amendments, and that it was their duty to make use of it in a case where the essential guards of liberty had been omitted.  On the other side the right of Congress was not denied, but the inexpediency of exerting it was urged on the following grounds. 1. That every circumstance indicated that the introduction of Congress as a party to the reform was intended by the States merely as a matter of form and respect 2. that it was evident from the contradictory objections which had been expressed by the different members who had animadverted on the plan, that a discussion of its merits would consume much time, without producing agreement even among its adversaries. 3. that it was clearly the intention of the States that the plan to be proposed should be the act of the Convention with the assent of Congress, which could not be the case, if alterations were made, the Convention being no longer in existence to adopt them. 4. that as the Act of the Convention, when altered would instantly become the mere act of Congress, and must be proposed by them as such, and of course be addressed to the Legislatures, not conventions of the States, and require the ratification of thirteen instead of nine States, and as the unaltered act would go forth to the States directly from the Convention under the auspices of that Body---;Some States might ratify one & some the other of the plans, and confusion & disappointment be the least evils that could ensue. These difficulties which at one time threatened a serious division in Congress and popular alterations with the yeas & nays on the journals, were at length fortunately terminated by the following Resolution---;"Congress having recd. the Report of the Convention lately assembled in Philada., Resold. unanimously that the said Report, (4) with the Resolutions & letter accompanying the same, be transmitted to the several Legislatures, in order to be submitted to a Convention of Delegates chosen in each State by the people thereof, in conformity to the Resolves of the Convention made & provided in that case." The final resolution of Arthur St. Clair’s Congress passed the Constitution unaltered onto the States and read: Congress having received the report of the Convention lately assembled in Philadelphia Resolved Unanimously that the said Report with the resolutions and letter accompanying the same be transmitted to the several legislatures in Order to be submitted to a convention of Delegates chosen in each state by the people thereof in conformity to the resolves of the Convention made and provided in that case. President St. Clair, in less than one year, presided over the United States unicameral government that not only enacted the Northwest Ordinance, but produced legislation that created and provided for the ratification of an unchanged Constitution of 1787.  Smith, Paul H., et al., eds. Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789. 25 volumes, Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1976-2000). Melancton Smith's Notes of DebatesIbidIbidIbidIbidIbid, James Madison to George Washington, September 30, 1787.Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, September 28, 1787



Governor Arthur St. Clair was responsible For overseeing 
a territory that included Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, 

Wisconsin and parts of Minnesota - www.forgottenfounders.org
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Northwest Territory GovernorThe last major act of President Arthur St. Clair's Congress was on October 5, 1787 when they selected him as governor along with other officers for the Northwest Territory according to the terms of the Ordinance of 1787. St. Clair was now responsible for governing, settling and subdividing the Territory of what are now Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota whose lands, at that time, comprised more than one half the geographic area of the United States of America.  Arthur St. Clair would serve his country as governor for 13 years amidst controversy and the disgrace of losing more men in a battle with Native Americans than George Custer lost at Little Big Horn.  Governor Arthur St. Clair, the last federalist who held power at the turn of the 19th Century, challenged Republican President, Thomas Jefferson who supported Ohio Statehood and wrote the original Ordinance of 1784 proposing 12 new States.   President Jefferson ignored St. Clair's letters of Ohio Statehood protest, backed Thomas Worthington and dismissed the Governor with this letter from Secretary of State James Madison:The President observing, in an address lately delivered by you to the convention held at Chillicothe, an intemperance and indecorum of language toward the Legislature of the United States, and a disorganizing spirit and tendency of very evil example, and grossly violating the rules of conduct enjoined by your public station, determine that your commission of Governor of the North- western Territory shall cease on the receipt of this notification.On February 19, 1803, the Republican United States Congress approved Ohio's constitution and admitted Ohio as the 17th state. Thomas Worthington was hailed as the hero of the Ohio Constitutional Convention and usurped forever the moniker: "The Father of Ohio's Statehood" its founder.  Arthur St. Clair returned to his farm in Western Pennsylvania and resided there for 15 years with his wife Phoebe as a private citizen.  St. Clair Arthur and Smith Henry, The St. Clair Papers: The Life and Public Services of Arthur St. Clair, Robert Clark and Company 1881, page 244-247.
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Cyrus Griffin �Tenth President of the United States �in Congress Assembled �January 22, 1788 to March 4, 1789 �www.cyrusgriffin.comCyrus Griffin of Virginia was elected President of the United States, in Congress Assembled January 22, 1788 serving until January 21, 1789. Cyrus Griffin was born in Farnham, Richmond County, Virginia in 1749 and died in Yorktown, Virginia on December 14th, 1810. He was educated in Britain, studying law at the University of Edinburgh and at the Temple in London. In Europe Griffin was admired for his fresh, unwavering colonial spirit and his bright mind at the University of Edinburgh. It was at the University he became a close friend to Charles Stuart, Lord Linton, first son and heir of the Earl of Traquair. During the Christmas holiday, with Cyrus being so far from home, Charles invited him to his family's Traquair estate. John Stuart, the Earl of Traquair had three daughters, the Lady Christina, the Lady Mary and the Lady Louisa. The Lady Christina was strikingly beautiful and her personality so magnetic that the handsome Cyrus Griffin couldn't resist making a bold, but private, declaration to win the Lady's heart. When the Earl learned of Cyrus' intentions, he immediately admonished his son Lord Linton for allowing this Virginia plebian to enter Traquair's noble gates. The Earl reportedly raved and ranted at the rest of his family, for not uncovering this mischief sooner as such a scandal threatened the social standing of his noble house. Cyrus was escorted off the estate becoming persona non grata in the House of Traquair.  The Earl forbade Christina from ever seeing Cyrus again and implemented estate security measures to end the love affair. The courtship did not end and it became real runaway months later through the forests, over hill and dale in a wild flight from Traquair on a spring day in 1770. In the escape, the Lady Christina fell and broke her ankle. Family legend has it that Cyrus, underdetermined to let the event spoil their passionate plans, scooped her up and carried his lover through the countryside not to a doctor but to a parson. The minister, despite their disheveled appearance and her swollen ankle, united them in the bonds of matrimony on April 29, 1770.  The couple took residence in London while Griffin completed his studies.  They returned to Virginia in 1776 with two children.  Cyrus Griffin was elected in October of 1787 by Virginia to serve as their Delegate in what would become the last session of the United States, in Congress Assembled. He arrived in New York in November and as in the past no quorum could be formed or in December to conduct the nation's business. In early January 1788, the United States, in Congress Assembled still was not able to muster a quorum. On January 13th, The New York Daily Advertiser contained a notice that the Connecticut convention had ratified the Constitution by a vote of 127 to 40. The newspaper also included a copy of John Lansing's and Robert Yates' December 21, 1787 letter to Gov. George Clinton explaining their objections to the Constitution which launched a series of anti-federalist protests in New York. Finally, on January 22, 1788 Jonathan Dayton arrived from New Jersey and the last United States, in Congress Assembled government finally reached a quorum. Their first order of business was to choose the last President of the Unites States of America under the Constitution of 1777. The Delegates sent an important message to the States still deliberating ratification of the newly proposed Constitution of 1787 by overwhelmingly electing Cyrus Griffin, a strong proponent of ratification. Robins, Sally Nelson Love Stories of Famous Virginians, National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in the Commonwealth of Virginia Published in 1923 by the Dietz Printing Company, pages 133-135



The Federal Pillars were published in The Massachusetts Centinel
over several months.  This ratification Woodcut printed on 
August 2, 1788, showing a hand placing the North Carolina 

column into position next to the text "Rise it will." To the right of 
the crumbling Rhode Island column is the notation, 

"The foundation good  it may yet be SAVED." 
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U.S. Constitution RatificationMay of 1788 was a encouraging month as Griffin received reports that South Carolina was expected to announce ratification and it was number eight of the required nine needed to ratify the Constitution of 1787. On May 20th Congress enacted regular mail service to the doorstep of the Northwest Territory with this resolution: That the postmaster general be and he is hereby directed to employ posts for the regular transportation of the mail between the city of Philadelphia and the town of Pittsburg in the state of Pennsylvania by the rout of Lancaster, York town, Carlisle, Chamberstown and Bedford and that the mail be dispatched once in each fortnight from the post Offices respectively. Due to quorum considerations, Congress adjourned until the 26th and Congress remained inactive until news came of the ninth State's ratification of the now new Constitution of the United States of America.  Congress resolved on July 2nd:The State of New Hampshire having ratified the constitution transmitted to them by the Act of the 28 of September last and transmitted to Congress their ratification and the same being read, the president reminded Congress that this was the ninth ratification transmitted and laid before them.  Ordered, that the ratifications of the constitution of the United States transmitted to Congress be referred to a committee to examine the same and report an Act to Congress for putting the said constitution into operation in pursuance of the resolutions of the late federal Convention.Incredibly on that same day, July 2nd in 1776 the United Colonies declared Independence from Great Britain passing another epic resolution: `Resolved, That these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent states, that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the state of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved.This July 2nd date of U.S. Independence and the Constitution of 1787 ratification is most likely, from an academic perspective, the most important “Forgotten Date” in United States History.  Additionally, Virginia, unbeknownst to the other Delegates had ratified the Constitution on June 24th and Governor Randolph's cover letter of the 28th arrived in the office of President Griffin also on the 2nd.   The tenth State’s ratification was not entered into the records of Congress until the 14th of July. The postponement of celebration of the Constitution of 1787's ratification was probably due to fact that New York was still in Convention and had not voted.  Governor Clinton of New York was actually opposing ratification and his delegate, Abraham Yates, in Congress wrote him this cryptic message on July 2 upon receiving news of the ratification: A description of the Reception of the News of New Hampshire you have had in my former which I Directed to Mr. D Witt as I supposed that Letters between us (tho I have no reason but Apprehension only) Would be liable to at Least observations if not to other Abuse. L Hommedieu last Monday mentioned that he had from A Strong federal (Dr Tillotson) that the anties went upon A supposition that Virginia and NH both would Adopt: and that they were Determined that they would not adopt without Previous Amendments. The federalists notwithstanding had hopes that the News from N Hampshire Would have Struck a damp on the Spirits if not thrown the Majority on the federal side [The NY Ratifying Convention was meeting in Poughkeepsie]; but Mr. Euger (the Member from South Carolina) Informs that he was at Poughkeepsie when the News arrived And that it made no impression on the Convention at all; So that they recur to their old hopes to get the Members Divided or to an adjournment. They seem to be Confident that the anties will not agree among themselves. Colonel Lewis told me that he knew of two principal members that were of opinion that they by the Resolution of the Legislator of last February had no other powers but to Adopt or Reject. I tell him the federal Gentlemen had the Most Extraordinary Talents of Swallowing Camels themselves and recommending others to stick at nats.New York would finally ratify the Constitution on July 26th but North Carolina and Rhode Island held off until after the Inauguration of George Washington in May of 1789.  Cyrus Griffin was now the President of the United States of both a "Lame Duck" office and constitution.   Ibid, Nay 20, 1788Ibid, July 2, 1788IbidSmith, Paul H., et al., eds. Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789  25 volumes, Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1976-2000), Abraham Yates to Governor Clinton, July 2, 1788.



Resolution of the Congress, of September 13, 1788, Fixing Date for
Election of a President, and the Organization of the Government 

Under the Constitution,– Broadside from Library of Congress
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Elections For A New GovernmentOn September 13th they adopted a plan for implementing the Constitution of 1787:  Resolution to approve the 1787 Constitution and how to implement the transfer of power: Whereas the Convention assembled in Philadelphia pursuant to the resolution of Congress of the 21st of February 1787 did on the 17th of Sept of the same year report to the United States in Congress assembled a constitution for the people of the United States, whereupon Congress on the 28 of the same Sept did resolve unanimously 'That the said report with the resolutions and letter accompanying the same be transmitted to the several legislatures in order to be submitted to a convention of Delegates chosen in each state by the people thereof in conformity to the resolves of the convention made and provided in that case' And whereas the constitution so reported by the Convention and by Congress transmitted to the several legislatures has been ratified in the manner therein declared to be sufficient for the establishment of the same and such ratifications duly authenticated have been received by Congress and are filed in the Office of the Secretary therefore Resolved That the first Wednesday in January next be the day for appointing Electors in the several states, which before the said day shall have ratified the said constitution; that the first Wednesday in February next be the day for the electors to assemble in their respective states and vote for a president; and that the first Wednesday in March next be the time and the present seat of Congress the place for commencing proceedings under the said constitution. Journals of the United States in Congress Asembled, September 13, 1788



Journals of the United States in Congress Assembled, Proclamation 
"That the Boundary allotted to the Cherokees for Huntings Grounds, 
between faid Indians and the Citizens of the United States, within the

limits of the United States of America, is and fahll be the following, viz.
" September 1, 1788, - , Library of Congress Collection.
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This Presidential installation Broadside published by the new Federal Government marked the beginning of a Presidency and political system under the Constitution of 1787:Broadside Announcing Ceremonial for Washington's Inauguration, 29 April 1789THE Committees of both Houses of Congress, appointed to take order for conducting the ceremonial of the formal reception, &c. of the President of the United States, on Thursday next, have agreed to the following order thereon, viz. That General Webb, Colonel Smith, Lieutenant-Colonel Fish, Lieut. Col. Franks, Major L'Enfant, Major Bleecker, and Mr. John R. Livingston, be requested to serve as Assistants on the occasion. That a chair he placed in the Senate-Chamber for the President of the United States. That a chair be placed in the Senate-Chamber for the Vice-President, to the right of the President’s chair; and that the Senators take their seats on that side of the chamber on which the Vice-President’s chair shall be placed. That a chair be placed in the Senate-Chamber for the Speaker of the House of Representatives, to the left of the President’s chair—and that the Representatives take their seats on that side of the chamber on which the Speaker’s chair shall be placed. That seats be provided in the Senate-Chamber sufficient to accommodate the late President of the United States in Congress Assembled [Cyrus Griffin of Virginia], the Governor of the Western territory [Arthur St Clair], the five persons being the heads of the three great departments [Secretary of Foreign Affairs John Jay, Secretary of War Henry Knox, Commissioners of the Treasury Arthur Lee, Walter Livingston, and Samuel Osgood], the Minister Plenipotentiary of France [Eleanor Francois Elie, Cpmte de Moustier], the Encargado de negocios of Spain [Don Diego de Gardoqui], the Chaplains of Congress [Bishop Samuel Provoost. Dr. William Liin], the persons in the suite of the President:42 and also to accommodate the following Public Officers of the State, viz. The Governor [George Clinton], the Lieutenant-Governor [Pierre Van Cortlandt], the Chancellor [Robert R. Livingston], the Chief Justice [Richard Morris], and other Judges of the Supreme Court [Robert Yates, Jon Sloss Hobart], and the Mayor of the city [James Duane]. That one of the Assistants wait on these gentlemen, and inform them that seats are provided for their accommodation, and also to signify to them that no precedence of seats is intended, and that no salutation is expected from them on their entrance into, or their departure from the Senate-Chamber.That the members of both Houses assemble in their respective Chambers precisely at twelve o’clock, and that the Representatives preceded by the Speaker, and attended by their Clerk, and other Officers proceed to the Senate-Chamber, there to be received by the Vice-President and Senators rising.That the Committees attend the President from his residence to the Senate-Chamber, and that he be there received by the Vice-President, the Senators and Representatives rising, and be by the Vice-President conducted to his chair.That after the President shall be seated in his Chair and the Vice-President, Senators and Representatives shall be again seated, the Vice-President shall announce to the President that the members of both Houses will attend him to be present at his taking the Oath of Office required by the Constitution. To the end that the Oath of Office may be administered to the President in the most public manner, and that the greatest number of the people of the United States and without distinction, may be witnesses to the solemnity, that therefore the Oath be administered in the outer Gallery adjoining to the Senate Chamber. That when the President shall proceed to the gallery to take the Oath, he be attended by the Vice-President, and be followed by the Chancellor of the State, and pass through the door on the right, and the Representatives, preceded by the Speaker, pass through the door on the left, and such of the persons who shall have been admitted into the Senate-Chamber, and may be desirous to go into the gallery, are then also to pass through the door on the right. That when the President shall have taken the Oath, and returned into the Senate-Chamber, attended by the Vice-President, and shall be seated in his chair, that the Senators and the Representatives also return into the Senate-Chamber, and that the Vice-President and they resume their respective seats. Both Houses having resolved to accompany the President after he shall have taken the Oath, to St. Paul’s Chapel, to hear divine service, to be performed by the Chaplain of Congress, that the following order of procession be observed, viz. The door-keeper [Gifford Dalley] and messenger [‘Ihomas Claxton] of the House of Representatives. The Clerk of the House [John Beckley]. The Representatives. The Speaker. The President, with the Vice-President at his left hand. The Senators. The Secretary of the Senate [Samuel A. Otis]. The door-keeper [James Mathews] and messenger [Cornelius Maxwell] of the Senate. That a Pew be reserved for the President—Vice-President—Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the Committees; and that pews be also reserved sufficient for the reception of the Senators and Representatives.That after divine service shall be performed, the President be received at the door of the Church, by the Committees, and by them attended in carriages to his residence.That it be intrusted to the Assistants to take proper precautions for keeping the avenues to the Hall open, and that for that purpose, they wait on his Excellency the Governor of this State, and in the name of the Committees request his aid, by an order or recommendation to the Civil Officers, or militia of the city, to attend and serve on the occasion, as he shall judge most proper. 
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